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18 PEACE IN VIETNAM

neutraiist government that he had been trying for so iong to estab-
lish, from 1956 to 1958 it had openly undertaken to subvert and
topple his government by supporting the right-wing {actions under
General Phoumi Nosovan. The Thai government, which joined
the United States in backing Phoumi Nosovan. has continued to
oppose the establishment of a neutralist Laos. This has not made

Souvanna Phouma�s subsequent efforts any easier. Whatever the
settlement in Vietnam, the several ethnic components of Laos are
likely to gravitate in the same directions they did prior to their
artiticiai administrative uni�cation by France.

Clearly the force of nationalism in the countries of Southeast
Asia does not justify any simple �domino-theory" approach in
United States policy toward that area. The power of this national-
ism will remain the watchful guardian of political independence,
poised against any hint of outside interference�whether from
China or the United States. As long as Southeast Asian govern-
ments are in harmony with their countries� nationalism and so
long as they prove capable, wise, and strong enough to institute
the basic reforms necessary to meet the most pressing socioeco-
nomic demands of their peoples, indigenous Communist leaders
are likely to encounter little success.

How well is the United States relating to these demands for

social revolution and thereby contributing to the security and sta-
bility of the newly emerging nations of Southeast Asia?

Mr
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Too often, in the complexities of the Vietnam situation itscli
we forget that since World War II a greater percentage of thl
wor1d�s wealth has become concentrated in the hands of a smalle

percentage of the earth�s population than ever before. Althougl
there has been some absolute increase in production in the pre
dominantly agrarian countries of eastern Asia, the increase i
small compared with the rapid growth in population and the risini
expectations of an increasingly aware populace. Paul Marti:
Canada&#39;s Secretary of State for External Affairs, outlined the gen
eral problem in a speech given in Cleveland, Ohio, in Septembe
1964: . .

In the decade from 1950 to 1960 the countries of the underdevelopd
world were able to increase their production of goods and service
from $110 billion to just under $170 billion. This means that at th
beginning of the decade as at the end of it, these countries accounte
for only three-tenths of all the goods and services produced in th
free world as a whole. Over the same period the total population c
these countries increased from one thousand million to thirteen hur

dred million people. That is a rate almost twice as high as that exp:
rienced in the advanced countries of the free world. When the growt
of production is discounted by the growth of population, we �nd th:
the less developed countries were able to increase their average pt

19 &#39;"
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20 PEACE INBVIETNAM
capita income over the decade by no more than $25, from $105 in
1950 to $130 in 1960. In other words per capita income in these

countries rose by a mere $2.50 a year. What is more signi�cant is
that during this ten-year period, the gap between standards of living
in these countries and standards of living in the advanced countries
widened in both absolute and relative terms.�

Naturally conditions of livelihood and economic growth in the
underdeveloped countries of Asia vary from country to country
and Lrom men to men  countries. The situation in Thailand

and Burma with their general rice surplus is clearly better than

that of India, where food shortages are approaching catastrophic
proportions. Also the rich delta area of southern Thailand presents
a di�erent picture from that oi its impoverished northeast. But
these are relative differences and temporary advantages. In none

oi these count-�es has a modern economy developed. In varying
degrees they all are dominated by traditional patterns of agrarian
subsistence economy. Land is the essential element of wealth, and
what little private capital is accumulated is usually invested in
buying more land, in usury, or in commodity speculation. Seldom
is it put to work as productive capital beyond making minimal
improvements in land or processing techniques.

The preceding chapter showed that nationalism is the prime
mover in the emancipation from colonial rule. The need and de-
mand ior socioeconomic innovation accompanies nationalism and

becomes more insistent as time goes by. It must necessarily be a
dominant preoccupation of any new national government. The
United States must learn to deal with this and welcome its con-

structive aspects.
In remarks to editors and broadcasters attending a national

foreign policy conference in Washington on April 21, 1964, Presi-
dent Johnson said:

Poverty, hunger, and disease are a�lictions as old as man himself.
But in our time and in this age there has been a change. The change
is not so much in the realities of life, but in the hopes and expecta-
tions of the future. If a peaceful revolution in these areas is impossible,
e violent revolution is inevitable.

_ 1  ,    I 1 Vital Speeches of the Day. October �I5, 1965, p. 31.
p .
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However, in facing this problem, jilst as in facing the question
of nationalism in Southeast Asia, the United States governrnerit
has consistently guided its activities with an overriding concern
to �stop Communism." In order to deal with the demands for
socioeconomic revolution and also contain Communism, Wash-

ington has evolved a two-prongecl approach: economic assistance

and military assistance with special emphasis on counterinsurgency
programs. This approach is based in part on theories of economic
growth propoimded by Walt W. Rostow, now chairman of the
State Department Policy Planning Council. According to Mr.
Rostow, there are several stages in the transition from the tradi-
tional agrarian economy to modern industrialism with its high mass
consumption. At the beginning this transition is a slow process
requiring the accumulation of vast amounts of capital. When su�i-
cient capital has been accumulated or poured into the country
from the outside, its economy reaches a take-o� stage. At this
point the various elements of the economy---capital accumulation,
entrepreneurial drives, labor skills, technology-all accelerate
rapidly, thus leading to a stage of self-sustaining growth. Then the
country is well on its way toward the development of a modern
industrial society.

The countries of eastem and southern Asia encompassed in the
vast crescent arch extending from Korea to Pakistan, with the
exceptions of Japan, Singapore, and probably Taiwan, are all still
in the pre-take-o� stage, or just beginning to enter it.

In the view of Rostow and other foreign policy planners in
Washington, this is a period fraught with danger, since needs
and desires tend to outrun the capacity to satisfy them, and the
resulting discontent leads to political instability. It is at this point
that Communism has its opportunity to gain ascendancy. There-
fore, as we pour capital and technical assistance into these coun-
tries in order to speed up the process of economic modernization,

we also help friendly governments develop counterinsurgency pro-
grams on a large scale. By so doing, it is hoped that stability can
be maintained through the take-o� stage, usually a period of a
decade or two, and that the Communists will be thwarted in their

attempt to gain power during the intervening period.
- Our two-pronged approach of economic assistance and counter-
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22 PEACE IN VIETNAM

insurgency, however, involves a fatal contradiction. Transition to
the stage of self-sustaining growth requires three elements: capital
accumulation, technical innovation, and institutional change. The
latter includes such matters as land reform, a switch from sub-

sistence to commercial crops, the widespread establishment of
credit, Supply and marketing cooperatives, expanded educational
opportunities, population control, and the introduction of modern
accounting methods and �scal responsibility in government It also
necessitates the curtailment of privileges, favoritism, and corrup-
tion�hallmarlts of traditional Asian political systems.

Without this institutional change the pouring in of capital and
technical assistance from outside can, at best, produce only a thin
veneer of urban modernization superimposed on a backward,
underdeveloped. and increasingly frustrated society. Indigenous
capital accumulation remains extremely diiiicuit, and increased
production based on improvements in agriculture and in local in-
dustries fails to materialize.

All of these changes have been goals of stated American policy,
but the problem lies in gaining the cooperation of local ruling
groups in overcoming vested interests and the inertia of the old
society. In the past our chief hopes for bringing about change have
rested with the newly emerging, modern-minded, Western-oriented
middle class in these countries; wherever possible we have sup-
ported this class and the "&#39;....&#39;dt�.le-r>i=rla%road governments led by it.

Unfortunately this class is small in numbers and almost entirely
con�ned to the major cities. It has practically no political strength
at all in the vast countryside where most of the population live.
All too frequently the real political power lies with a group
made up of traditional land-based gentry, a closely associated
military caste, and urban merchants who are tied to the traditional
socioeconomic pattern and strongly opposed to any change in the
status quo that a�ects their immediate interests. Also allied with
this group are many vestial colonial interests: plantation owners,
mine operators, lumber and petroleum �rms, and other foreign
concerns that produce raw materials for world markets.

The chief potential counter-force, aside from a small and highly
volatile section of the urban student and working-class population,
consists largely of the mass of irustrated peasantry and ethnic or

_ >92slA4�92;4 ...._...____ _ ___ ,,,_ _
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religious minorities who feel themselves oppressed under the status
quo. The peasantry, although a numerical majority, has heretofore
lived in a state of tradition-bound political apathy and local isola-
tion. When conditions became intolerable, it was capable of reac-
tion in the ionn of lmal riots but was rarely able to mount an
organized mass movement with broad political and social pro-
grams. Now, however, the situation is changing. With the great
advance in communications, the peasantry is becoming more aware
of the world around it, the possibilities of political action, and par-
ticularly the power of organization. The demand ct these people
for change makes them sympathetic to revolutionary programs;
programs that promise the social services and material goods that
signify a fuller, more comfortable life. The lesson of organization
tor such programs in usuahy provided by those most interested in
mass revolutionary change on the peasant level, i.e., Communist
or non-Communist left-wing groups. It is important to point out
that these groups, although they receive moral support from some
Communist countries, derive their basic support from peasant and
worker discontent and are led primarily; by idealistic intellectuals
from the middle class.

Thus, as the existing national governments come under increas-
ing pressure from their people to institute socioeconomic reforms,
change will be inevitable. And since the need has already reached
a critical point in most of these countries, only a stable, highly
organized government with strong powers seems to be capable of
carrying out such reforms. In some places this power may take the
form of a left-wing or even Communist government. But this does
not necessarily mean that a militantly anti-American bloc will
emerge. Surely a major factor is the attitude of the United States
toward these new regimes. By pmsuing a two-pronged policy
which, on the one hand, claims to seek peace, stability, and
progress for the area but which, on the other hand, has as its

overriding concern the stopping of Communism, the United States
is usually obliged to support those committed to maintaining the
status quo, thus almost assuring the very kind of violent and anti-
American revolution that it most seeks to prevent.

On the other hand, it the United States, recognizing the in-
evitability of change and the natural development of a socio-
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econo�c revolution in an area, can offer constructive aid free

from the threat of accompanying political or military intervention,
the governments it is dealing with can develop independently in
the spirit of the nationalism that gave them their �rst impetus.

The example of eastern Europe illustrates the importance of
United States policy in  matter. A gradnai development of
more or less independent attitudes in international affairs on the
part of the eastem European countries came after the Hungarian
revolt in 1956. The failure of the United States to intervene at the

time demonstrated that it was not prepared to carry through with
its previously declared intention to assist in the �liberation� of
the �captive nations." Thus not only have the leaders of these
countries felt less compelled to seek the protection of the Soviet
Union, but the Soviet Union itself has been more willing to relax
its hold mrer them. As a result the tenriencv tnwnrd extreme no-&#39;- -��-� --�� �-��-- �-� � -�-�~-i �-� -���-��; ----�-� �-��--" |-&#39;

larization in Europe, represented by NATO and the Warsaw Pact,
has been eased, and the chances for peace in Europe now appear
greater than at any time since World War H. Increased inde�
pendence on the part of eastern European countries, although
made possible by these circumstances, stems primarily from their
divergent national interests. No matter what ideological ties may
exist between Communists, once a Communist party is in power,
it �nds itself moved to meet the needs of its own people apart
from the interest of the associated Communist countries as a

whole. The obvious reluctance of both the Soviet Union and the

eastern European countries to commit themselves to all-out sup-
port of the North Vietnamese and National Liberation Front stems
in large measure from this fact.

Some may detnur that to suggest abandonment of prmnt Amer=
ican policy in Southeast Asia in favor of an a1l�out emphasis on
constructive socioeconomic aid is an over-simpli�cation of the prob-
lems involved. They well may ask whether it is possible that the
United States need only withdraw its support of status quo regimes
in order to have them give way to progressive governments ready
and able to bring about immediate socioeconomic revolutions, and
at the same time willing to seek the aid of the United States. Of
course the process is by no means so simple. The task facing any
government committed to bringing about fundamental change in

.92&#39;4&#39;I92.r-i
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the underdeveloped countries of Asia is so enormous that it is

certain to involve a long, dit�cult, and often extremely bitter
process. Left-wing or Communist regimes in themselves do not
constitute any passport to rapid economic progress. Neither China
nor the Soviet Union has escaped serious e�ofs in the process of
industrialization, particularly in regard to the extremely compli-
cated problem of maintaining a proper balance between industrial
and agricultural development. However, these have generally been
errors committed in the process of growth�a growth possible only
after the elimination of the restraints imposed by the old socio-
economic patterns. In this growth both countries have shown a
real responsiveness to the needs oi the people. The rise in the
genera] standard of living, literacy, and health has been spectacu-
lar, oz-mpared with those countries still following an old social
order. An example can be cited from North Vietnam in 1956,

where an effort to apply unsuitable Chinese patterns of agrarian
reform in one province resulted in peasant rioting. Army troops
rsternly subdued the incipient rebellion. The particular reform was
then abandoned for more suitable methods and President Ho Chi
fMinh removed the pro-Chinese o�icial who had administered it.
Revolutionary social change has so far always exacted a cost in
ierms of human lives and misery. This cost must be seen in rela-
-tion to the alternative of extending the hunger, disease, ignorance,
and chronic violence of the past into an overpopulated and over-
-,armed world of the future.

Many Asians are now heaping the onus of Western imperialism
.-on American shoulders. This accusation is _not without some jus-
tification and cannot easily be shed. Any new revolutionary gov-

,.ernment that comes to power in Asia will probably begin with
-virulent denunciations of the United States, if only to prove that it

NEED FOR SOLJOECONOMIC CHANGE IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

upholding the cause of anti-imperialism. American-owned busi-
nesses may su�er and may be nationalized, and Americans and
their friends  certainly �nd life less comfortable than be-

-fore. How long would it be before national interests would lead
-these governments to seek some accommodation with the United

;"States? This will be governed by how long and in what measure
. the United States continues to pose a threat. Algeria is a case in

} point. When �nally allowed to develop as an independent nation,
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26 &#39; PEACE IN vrsrmu»

Algeria quickly sought the aid of the United States and eve:
France, and today American and French enterprises play a widen-
ing role in the economic development of that country.

This analysis of revolutionary political and soeioecouomii
movements points to the fact that the old days of military domi-
nance of Asian countries by white Western powers is over. Eco
nomic assistance through trade, loans, and direct aid is more per-
tinent than ever, provided it does not jeopardize the newly wor
political independence. An interesting recognition of the new er:
comes from the �British Tory defense spokesman Enoch Poweil
who stated at a conference of the Conservative Party on Octobei
14, 1965, that Britain&#39;s military commitment cast of Suez should.
be abandoned because it is self-defeating at some points.�

The United States has not yet acknowledged this new era. The
reason given for its continuing military commitment is that South-
east Asia must be defended trorn Chinese Communist encroach-

tnent. The potential role of China in this area must therefore be
considered.

�New York Times, October 15, 196$.
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4: The lRo|e of Chino

The American public seems to be thoroughly convinced that
China is the �Number One Enemy� in Asia. Talk of a preventive
war to wipe out China&#39;s nuclear potential is prevalent now just as
it was during the early l95O�s92in regard to the Soviet Union. South

Vietnamese often privately complain that, though it is their people
who are being killed and their country that is being devastated,
the real object of the American military effort is China. Yet there
is no indication that so much as a single Chinese has been in-
volved in the �ghting so far.
7 What then can we say about China? Is this a country bent on
establishing a Chinese-dominated, Communist empire in Asia
through political subversion and outright military conquest? In
that case who can talk of independent nationalism or of revolu-

tionary governments making accommodations with the United
States?

First of all, it must be stated clearly that any speculation based
either on subjective prejudices or wishful thinking concerning just
what the Chinese will or will not do in any speci�c situation is
dangerous. President Truman and General MacArthur, with all
the intelligence resources available during the Korean War, proved
to be terribly wrong when they arbitrarily chose to ignore Chinese
warnings against American troops crossing the 38th parallel and
approaching Chinese borders in the autumn of 1950.

Yet it is possible to make some valid observations concerning
= 27
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28 Peace m VIETNAM

Chinese foreign policy and intentions if we are willing to cut
through her verbose hostility, distinguish between her general
propaganda and speci�c statements of policy, and at the same time

check these against what she is actually doing. Certainly the
Chinese are going through a period of militant nationalism that
accounts for much of their bellicosity. At the same time, the

Chinese leaders believe their revolutionary experience constitutes
a model for other underdeveloped countries. But in spite of this
seemingly extreme orientation, their speci�c activities have been
tempered by rather conservative guidelines. For example, in terms
of both speci�c statements and actions, the Chinese have been

extremely cautious in dealing with the United States. They have
gone to some lengths to avoid any direct confrontation with this
country, even permitting American convoys of ships to carry
Nationalist Chinese troops to Ouemoy under their very guns.
Furthermore, although the Chinese have adhered consistently to
certain demands, such as their insistence that Taiwan is an in-

ternal problem that must be settled without any foreign interfer-

ence, they have demonstrated considerable �exibility in dealing
with many questions of policy. &#39;

The chief elements of Chinese foreign policy can be listed as
follows:

1. The Chinese insist that all boundary or territorial conces:
sions resulting from the unequal treaties imposed upon China by
the colonial powers during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

be renegotiated. Recently new boundary agreements have been
negotiated with the now independent countries oi Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Nepal, Burma, and Outer Mongolia under terms that
more or less preserved the status quo and were generally lair to
all parties. As yet there has been no boundary settlement with
the Soviet Union, India including Sikkhim and Bhutan, Laos, or
Vietnam. The Chinese are respecting the terms of the agreements

they inherited concerning I-long Kong and Macao, and are not
pushing for a return of these territories now.

2. The People�s Republic of China considers Taiwan to be an
integral part of its territory and the Nationalist government to be
a remnant �counterrcvolutionary force" having no legal status and
maintained oniy thr0ugh_Anierican armed intervention. it insists
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the United States must withdraw its forces from the area. but for

some time has refrained front any rash action either in regard to
Taiwan or the Nationalist-held Olishore islands. &#39;

3. The Chinese say that since 1956 the United States has been
engaged in active aggression against the PcopIe�s Republic of
China, sometimes directly and sometimes through �its puppets,�
the Nationalists on Taiwan. Prior to that time the United States
supplied and often took direct part in Nationalist attempts to
suppress the revolution. The United States is also regarded as
having done everything possible to impede the Chinese economic
construction through blockades, embargoes, and general pressure
to isolate mainland China from the rest of the world. Therefore,
the Chinese feel that in the in. st of national security they can-
not tolerate the presence on their borders of any American forces
or of forces under American domination. Such presence will be
met with military force, as happened in Korea and was threatened
in Laos.

4. The Chinese feel that any government in eastern Asia which
permits itself to become an outpost of American military power
poses a threat to the peace of Asia and at least indirectly to the
security of China. Chinese attitudes toward these countries vary
with speci�c circumstances. Pakistan and Thailand are both mem-
bers of SEATO, but there was considerable di�erence in the Chinese

attitude toward them even before the development of the Sinn-
Indian dispute. Governments such as those in Thailand and Sottth
Vietnam, which are associated with American military ventures
involving Chinese interests, are treated as hostile, and the Chinese
give active support, including arms. �nancial aid, and other forms
of assistance, to the left-wing movements attempting to overthrow
them. Thailand has recently become a special target because of
the extensite American airbases there that are used in bombing
North Vietnam. The Chinese are less sensitive to American mili-

tary activity in rtoncontigttous nations such as the Philippines.
5. Where countries on China�s borders have taken a de�nitely

neutral stand, the Chinese have adopted a policy of general nort-
interfercnce even to the disadvantage of strong dissident left-wing
groups. such as exist within Burma and Nepal.

6. Throughout the rest of the underdeveloped world, the Chi-
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THE ROLE or CHINA 3i

is an intermediate zone around her borders consisting of gen-
erally friendly or at least neutral countries. Such a zone would not
necessarily be contrary to the interests of the United States. It
would continue to be an area in which Western and Chinese in�u-
ense would complete, but not through subversion or military

conquest.
But what about Peking�s general warlike attitude, its supposed

denial of the principle oi co-existence, and its esponsal of_ revolu~
tionary wars of liberation as a means of isolating and weakening
�the imperialist" nations�? This again needs to be examined
carefully, especially since, as one of the main Components of
the Sino~Soviet dispute, the Chinese position in regard to co-
existence has tended to be twisted by� both the Soviet and Western

spokesmen.
First, the Chinese maintain that they adhere to the principle

of co-existence of states with different social systems, and re-

peatedly assert that they are for peace. But they insist that this
does not require any people to accept domination by imperialists
or reactionaries or to accept outside aggression. In other words,
wars of liberation and wars resisting aggression are �just� wars.
Furthermore, they maintain that eo-existence applies in ditlerent
ways to different countries and that different policies must be
adopted toward different types such as other socialist countries,
nonsocialist countries that have recently attained independence,
ordinary capitalist countries, and imperialist countries. The United
States falls in a category by itself as the superimperialist power
bent on world empire through the establishment of military bases
and control of puppet governments throughout the world. With it,
the Chinese maintain, no co-existence is possible as long as the
United States maintains what they now regard as being a policy
of �imperialism and aggression.� They criticize the Soviet Union�s
attempt to obtain peace with the United States through negotiation
because they say a lasting peace can only be assured through uni-
versal disarmament. Anything short of this, especially in the �eld
of nuclear weapons, simply perpetuates a military monopoly of
the big powers. But, they say, universal disarmament is com-
pletely unthinkable for the United States at this point for two basic
reasons. First, according to their analysis, its economy is based
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: nese have used propaganda and aid in attempts to in�uence these
countries toward �anti-imperialist� and speci�cally anti-American
policies. They have also carried on propaganda activities and
given moral support _to dissident elements in countries that have
adopted strong pro-Western positions. In some places, such as the
Congo and Algeria, where revolutionary warfare had broken out,

_ they have supplied limited material assistance as well.
Thus, even though th 1" der t

Marxist-Leninists, their policies in actual practice ave been
shaped much more by immediate national concerns. They view
the United �States as an implacable enemy and their policies and
activities have been directed more against it than for any program
for world revolution or the creation of some new Chinese empire.

China�s three major military ventures since 1949 have dealt with
such national concerns. In Tibet it reasserted a long-standing Chi-
nese claim to sovereignty�a claim which is asserted also by the
Chinese Nationalist government of Taiwan.� Its participation in
the Korean War was directed against what it felt to be an immedi-
ate Amcrican threat to its security. The military conflict with
India certainly involved invasion of another country, but was a

limited action taken for the purpose of forcing a settlement of a

irontier dispute.
Furthermore, the Chinese military establishment, although pos-

sessed of tremendous manpower resources, is extremely limited in
offensive weapons and the kind of logistical support necessary for
any strong action outside its borders. It is also the almost unani-
mous view of observers on the spot that, as Charles Taylor, Peking
correspondent for the Toronto Globe and Mail, says,2 the Chinese
arc now primarily concerned with economic growth and other
internal problems rather than with militarism. &#39;

Clearly what China would like to see, at least for the present,
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on war production, and disarmament would lead to economic
Collapse. Second, disarmament woul dmenn an end to America:

imperialism and its special privileges overseas. Therefore, the!
reason, the American ruling class could not possibly enter intc
negotiations for a meaningful peace in good faith, and the best
chance of preserving peace, they think, is to weaken imperialism
by supporting peace movements in the advanced capitalist coun-
tries and liberation movements elsewhere.

In recent months, with the escalation of the war in Vietnam,

the Chinese have paid increased attention to the question of libera-
tion movernents. In a recent speech commemorating the twentieth
anniversary of the victory over Japan, Lin Piao, one of China&#39;s
leading Communists, addressed himself to this very problem. This
speecha has received considerable attention because Lin attempts
to project the experience of the Chinese Communist guerrilla-type
warfare against Japan and the Nationalists in terms of defeating
the United States on the world scene. He stresses the fact that, in

the face of a strong enemy capable of seizing the is

main lines of communication,

the countryside, and eountrjvsicle alone, can provide the rcvolutionarj
bases from which the revolutionaries can go forward to final victory
. . . Taking the entire globe, if North America and Western Europ-
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THE ROLE OF CHINA _33

and does not rely on the strength of the masses but leans wholly on
foreign aid�even though this be aid from Socialist countries which
persist in revolutiou�no victory can be won, or be consolidated even
if it is won.

And further on he states,

Of course, every revolution in a country stems from the demands of
its own people. Only when the people in a country are awakened,
mohiiizctl, organized and armed can they overthrow the reactionary
ruie of imperialism and its lackeys through struggle; their role cannot
be replaced or taken over by any people from outside. In this sense,
revolution cannot be imported.

He chides those who may be fearful of American military power
by repeating the Chinese argument that, while the United States
is strong tactically, �it is weak strategically. Its nuclear weapons
cannot be lightly used. The more it attempts to suppress revolu-
tionary movcrncnts, the more isolated and pinned down it becomes
so that it is incapable of concentrating its tactical might. In the
words of Mao Tse-tang, �Whenever it commits aggression, it puts
a new noose around its neck. It is besieged ring upon ring by the

people of the whole world.�
This is not very pleasant reading for either the �dove� or the

�hawk.� For the former it constitutes an acceptance of the use
of violence as a necessary method; for the latter it raises again
the fear of becoming overextended and bogged clown in the morass
of an unwinnable Asian war.

But actually the entire Chinese proposition is based on the
premise that the United States will continue its present stress on

counterinsurgency programs and thus stimulate pressures toward
revolution in the various underdeveloped areas of the world, which
will assume an anti-American slant. Lin Piao&#39;s statement in no

way suggests that the Chinese intend to create these revolutions

themselves, even supposing they were able, which they de�nitely
are not. Though the Chinese have the capacity to provide some
training and material support to revolutionaries, their ability to
in�uence revolutionary movements is primarily ideological and
stems from their position as the foremost spokesman of revolution
and de�ance of the �white West.� The success of the Chinese
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Communists in transforming China from a weak, backward nation
in the throes of social and economic collapse to a major world

power capable of challenging the might of the United States and,
moreover, being accepted by it as its chief threat to world leader-
ship, cannot help but arouse interest in the rest of the under-
developed world. And even the most eon&#39;servative_member of the
formerly subjugated colored races tends to enjoy :1 certain iden-
ti�cation at hearing China�s bellicose de�ance directed toward

the great white United States. Thus, just as counterinsurgency
tends to intensify the very kind of explosion it seeks to prevent,
so the intensity of American efforts against the People�s Republic
of China tends to increase China�s prestige in the underdeveloped
areas of the world.

For over two thousand years the people of Vietnam consid-

ered the Chinese their chief foreign menace; and though they
were profoundly in�uenced by Chinese culture--wet rice farming,
political and social institutions, philosophy, law, religion, archi-
tecture, and system of writing-�the relations between the two areas
were often marked by �erce struggle. The Chinese dominated much
of the Vietnam area up to the tenth century A.D. Vietnam retained
a certain independence within the Chinese tribute system until
the middle of the nineteenth century, when the French gained

ascendancy largely by supporting local native powers against the
Chinese or Chinese-supported regimes. Again after the defeat of
Japan, Chinese nationalist armies occupied the northern area of
Vietnam, where they incurred further distrust by looting the coun-
try and interfering in its domestic policies. In spite of the tradi-
tional fear of Chinese domination, however, events since 1950

have forced North Vietnam into an increasing dependence upon
China. Nowhere has the self-defeating nature of Anierican support
for colonial and right-wing anti-Communist regimes become so
apparent as in Vietnam itself. -

Relations between Chinese and Vietnamese Communists go
back to 1924, when Ho Chi Minh was sent to Canton as part of
the Third International Advisory Mission to Sun Yat-scn�s nu-
tionalist movement there. At this time I-Io is said to have worked
with Mao Tse-tung in a school for training agrarian revolutionaries
and in "the late l930�s to have spent some time in Yenan, capital
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of Chinese Communist territory in northwest China. Practiciil
working relations between Vietnamese and Chinese Communists,
however, did not develop until after the Chinese Communists tool-c
over the mainland of China in I949. In 1950 the Pc0ple�s Repub-

lic of China along with the Soviet Union granted official recog-
nition to the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. Although Chinese
support for Ho Chi Minh�s forces in the war against the French
was limited at �rst, after the end of the Korean War captured
American arms and other aid were sent to Vietnam in signi�cant
amounts. After the Geneva Conference of I954, the Chinese, and

also the Soviet Union, continued to provide North Vietnam with
technical and material assistance in substantial quantities.

During the early years of the Sino-Soviet dispute, the North
Vietnamese Communists endeavored to assume a neutral position,
clearly hoping to avoid being too closely tied to either party.
Beginning in May 1963, after American activities in South Viet-
nam were expanded and intensi�ed, the North Vietnamese, while

maintaining close _ties with the Soviet Union, commenced to give
more consistent support to the Chinese position.

So far the Chinese have apparently taken no initiative in seeking
any negotiations on Vietnam and have insisted that peace can
come only through an American return to the Geneva Agreement
and acceptance of the four-point basis for peace laid down by
the North Vietnamese. The Chinese have also stated that Chinese

volunteers would be available if requested, and recent press reports
indicate that Chinese technicians and laborers are playing an in-
creasing role in helping the Vietnamese repair damage caused by
American bombing. Though the Chinese are clearly amdous to
avoid a direct confrontation with the United States. any American
invasio� of North Vietnam itself would-alrnost certainly bring
them openly into the war.

Thus the course of recent events in Vietnam has served to make

China a more imminent threat to the security and independence
of Southeast Asia than it has been before, and indeed than our
earlier analysis suggests it need be. We see little evidence that

China is likely to embark upon a policy oi conquest if Arnericrin
military forces are withdrawn. China�s efforts to influence its

neighbors through traditional instruments of cultural penetration
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5: History oi United States

Involvement in Vietnam

In most of Southeast Asia, anti-colonial nationalist movements
secured independence either peacefully or following a bitter but
relatively brief struggle. The notable exception was Vietnam. There.
France�s wartime policies and her continuing stubborn resistance
to the demands of Vietnamese nationalists brought non-Comrnu-
nist and Communist patriots together i.n a common e�ort to secure
independence. &#39;

In their occupation of colonial Southeast Asia during World
War Ll, the Japanese�--except in the French coionies�deerned it
advantageous to work through eiements of the Western educated
native elites, regarding them as more reliable than the colonial
civil servants. In return for their cooperation in administering the
occupied countries, the Japanese usually antetl educated na-
tionals highcr administrative positions and considerabiy greater

scope for political activities than they had previously enjoyed.
The Japanese also made promises of independence and sometimes
granted a signi�cant measure of freedom to organize nationalist
movements. Nationalist leaders, therefore, usually found it more
to th sts to operate above ground, in some sort of ma -
riage of convenience with the Japanese, than to attempt under-
ground resistance.

The one great exception was Indochina  Vietnam, Cambodia,
37
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33 PEACE IN VIETNAM

and Laos!. Here in 1941 the pro-Vichy French administration
promptly came to terms with the Japanese, making an arrange-
ment whereby they were to retain their administrative positions,
under general control and supervision of the Japanese. In Viet-
nam, then, the Japanese were able to rely upon the French and
had no need to make concessions to the leading nationalists. Con-

sequently, along with their French collaborators, the Japanese
cracked down very hard upon any nationalist activity. Because
of this, non-Communist as well as pro-Communist Vietnamese
nationalists were forced to operate underground, a level of political
activity in which the Communists were already experienced. Thus,
even at this early stage, the most important channel open to Viet-
namese who wished to free their country from French control
was one where Vietnamese Communists already had an entrenched

position. Indeed, the only strong and organized underground in
existence was that which had been built up by the Vietnamese
Communists under the leadership of Ho Chi Minh. Thus most

Vietnamese nationalists, regardless of their political convictions,
joined. The ability of the various groups to work together was
undoubtedly increased by the fact that from the very outset the
Vietnamese Communist movement had a strong nationalist bias.
Although Ho Chi Minh, the leader of this wide nationalist coali-
tion known as the Vietminh, was a Communist who had spe-nt
some time in Russia and China, he held his position by virtue of
his nationalism rather than his Communism, as even Ngo Dinh

Diem acknowledged.
During World War ll the Vietminh received considerable sup-

port from Chiang Kai-shek�s government and, as the war drew
to a close, from the American Of�ce of Strategic Services, forc-

runner of the CIA. It developed increasing power, and by May
1945 had liberated a part of northern Vietnam from Japanese rule.

When Japan capitulated, the Vietminh and supporting groups
supplanted the discredited and weakly backed national regime
which the Japanese at the eleventh hour had established under
Bao Dai, the previous French colonial puppet-emperor of Annarn
 central Vietnam}.

The policies of the French in Vietnam in the period after the
war were of even greater importance in causing nationalism to
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fuse with Communism. Again, Vietnam stood in contrast to the
non-French colonial areas of Southeast Asia. For unlike the Amer-

icans and British who had the wisdom to grant independence to
their colonies, and unlike the less powerful Dutch whom the
United States refused to support after 1949, the French remained

intransigent. With increasing American support, they continued
to resist Vietnamese claims for independence to the very last�
down to their military defeat at Dienbienphu in 1954. This un-
yielding French policy gave Vietnamese nationalists of all political
orientations, pro-Communist and non-Communist, no effective al-
ternative but to work together against the French. Thus in Vict-
nam, in marked contrast to the other countries of Southeast Asia,

the mainstream of the nationalist movement came under the dom-

ination of a largely Communist leadership; and all Vietnamese
recognized I-Io Chi Minh�s Communist-led Vietminh as the force

that successfully opposed French power and eventually secured
Vietnamese independence. V

Although Franklin Roosevelt had made clear his opposition to

any reoccupation of Vietnam by France and had advocated mak-
ing it a United Nations trusteeship territory, the Truman admin-
istration�while hoping France would ultimately grant Vietnam
independencc�undertook to back French efforts to re-establish
control. To avoid antagonizing France, which it was hoped could
be made the keystone of an American-sponsored European mili-
tary alliance, the United States temporized in Vietnam with respect
to its general commitment to self-determination. Our support to
France increased until we were underwriting two-thirds of the
costs of her military effort, with well over a billion dollars allocated

in the year 1953 alone. By granting this support, the United States
took its �rst long step toward making the Vietnamese cynical
about American protestations of support for national scIf-clctcr-
IHLHZIUGTL.

France�s military defeat culminated in mid-1954 with Dicti-

bienphu, setting the stage for the Geneva Conference of that year.
An understanding of the political failure that accompanied this
military defeat is most important to any analysis of the present
situation. In 1950 the French had established a Vietnamese regime
under Bao Dai. Never given political autonomy, let alone inde-
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pendence, this regime had proved incapable of winning popular
support. Most of its administrators were Frenchmen or Vietnamese
who were regarded by the population as agents of the French.

At the time of Geneva there were, then, two competing gov-
ernments. One was the Viettninh government of Ho Chi Minh, con-
trolling about threc�quarters of the country, with approximately
as much of its territory south as north of the 17th parallel. The
other government was the French military administration with
its Vietnamese veneer-�-the essentially puppet government of Bao
Dai, operating in French-held enclaves both north and south of
the 17th parallel, and largely con�ned to urban areas such as
Hanoi, Saigon, and their immediate surroundings.

The representatives of nine governments participated in the
Geneva Conference of 1954: Cambodia, the People�s Republic
of China, France, Laos, the Democratic Republic of Vietnam  the
Vietminh!, the State of Vietnam  the French-supported Bao Dai
regime!, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United King-
dom, and the United States of America. it is important to note
that there were two agreements: The Geneva Accords  Final
Declaration! and the Geneva Armistice Agreement  Agreement

on the Cessation of I-Iostilities!.1 The armistice agreement was
the essential foundation upon which the Accords rested. It pro-
vided for a military truce between two parties only: Ho Chi
Minh�s Vietminh government and the French military command.
The regime of Bao Dai, of which the present Saigon government
is successor, was merely the powerless agent of the French mili-
tary administration. It was the French who disposed of all real
authority in those areas not controlled by the Vietminh. This
military truce between the French and the Vicrminh was the
basic document, providing for temporary partition of Vietnam
and for the withdrawal of French troops from north, and of Viet-
minh forces from south, of the 17th parallel.

This partition, however, was clearly described in terms of a
military regroupment of forces. lt involved no political boundary
and certainly provided no basis for the establishment of a separate
state in the South. Article 6 of the Final Declaration at Geneva

.t,t t 1. 1-. &#39; - . -K &#39;coaiu not nave oeen more explicit. The Conference recognizes

� See Appendix I-A.
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that the essential purpose of the agreement relating to Vietnam
is to settle military questions with a view to ending hostilities and
that the military demarcation line is provisional and should not

or t�tfi oria

in any way be interpreted as constituting a pol
boundary.� 2

The Vietminh was reluctant to agree to this partition, which
left it with slightly less than half of the territory of Vietnam
despite the fact that at the time it controlled three-quarters. How-
ever, Ho Chi Minh�s government was under strong Soviet and
Chinese pressure to give way on this point. The concern of China.
and probably also the Soviet Union, was that continuation of

the war might cause the introduction of American military power
�possibly aton1ie�in support oi the French, a course ol action
which the United States did in fact come very close to taking.

The Vietminh accepted this temporary loss because of the explicit
promise in both the armistice agreement and in the Geneva Dec-
laration that within a period of two years national elections would
be held to unify the country. They had every reason to believe
that these elections would take place because the agreements
stipulated that France. the other party to the armistice, was to
maintain control of civil administration in the South until elections

were held  Article 14a of the armistice agreement!. In eliect,
then, the elections and the military truce were interdependent, a
tact often disregarded.

Despite this stipulation, less than a year after the Geneva Con-
ference, France, alleging American pressure, pulledyout of Viet-
nam without honoring its obligations concerning the elections;
and the United States stepped in to �ll the void left by the depar-
ture of French power.

The United States had not been a party to the military truce
and had not actually assented to the Geneva Declaration. in-
torrned observers have said that the major reason was the unwill-

ingness of Secretary of State Dulles to appear to give any ground
to Communism, especially at the time of an election campaign.
Instead, at Geneva the United States had made its own unilateral

declaration wherein it undertook to refrain from the _threat or use
of force t0_disturb the Geneva Accords. With respect to the pro-

* Sec Appendix l~B_ .
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vision for elections, it had stated: �In the ease of nations now

divided against their will, we shall continue to seek to achieve

unity through elections supervised by the United Nations to insure
that they are conducted fairly.�3 In its declaration the United
States likewise spoke only" of a single Vietnam, not of a South
and a North Vietnam.

It was not until January 1955 that France transferred all the

essential attributes of authority to the Saigon regime headed by
Bao Dai. But even before this the United States had begun to

support his administration and especially Prime Minister Ngo
Dinh Diem, who had been appointed by Bao Daj two weeks
before the Geneva Conference concluded.

Diem came from a Roman Catholic i&#39;viandan&#39;n family which
served the vestigial and effectively French-controlled imperial
Annamese court at Hué in central Vietnam. After working, in the

imperial administration for four years, Diem resigned in i933
because of a dispute with Emperor Bao �Dai. In 1949, following
a long period of political retirement and study, Diem was offered
the premiership by Ho Chi Minh. He turned it down, in part
because he held the Vietminh responsible for the murder of his
brother. After an unsuccessful attempt to develop a rival political
narrv hf-. IPFT Vietnam in Ancntcf IQQH nnrl qnnnf fnnr m=~nrc: nhrnnrir.___J, --_ .._-- . --_�.-.-. ..c, a .-.-C,-en .1 -v an-.. 92.|IJ92Il.lI- -vs.� Jvunu I-A92.!A92192-Lul,

mostly in the United States. At least as early as November 1954,
the United States had decided to support Diem in setting&#39;up an
anti-Communist state in South Vietnam, making clear that Amer-
ican aid would be given to him alone.

While the Saigon regime of Ngo Dinh Diem soon discncum-
bered itself of Bao Dai and freed itself of French control, it failed

to satisfy nationalist aspirations. Ho Chi Minh, who for the pre-
vious decade had been the acknowledged head of the Vietnamese

nationalist movement, simply could not be displaced by Ngo Dinh
Diem, a man supported from the outside, little known, and absent
from the country during the critical years of the war against the
French. Partition did not mean that the area south of the 17th

parallel emerged free of Communist in�uence or of predispositions
inwarrl the re-rvime nf I�In  �hi Minh The nnn 1-trim them r~ lrl.-.._-_ --_- .-a.-..- _,- --c V... _........ ...- pupu,...Na ........ Boulhl

� &#39; Sec Appendix I-C.
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not forget that it was the Vietminh regime, now ensconced in the
North, that drove out the French; and many landless peasants
remembered that it was the Vietminh that had divided up the
estates of absentee landlords for their bene�t.

By helping to establish a separate state south of the armistice
line, the United States was clearly acting in de�ance of the Geneva
Accords. In effect, both the United States and Saigon accepted,
and insisted that Hanoi accept, only those aspects of the Geneva
Agreements that they found advantageous and repudiated those
provisions that they regarded as contrary to their interests.
Thus, with American encouragement, Diem announced in
mid-1955 that the elections promised at Geneva would not
be held. Until 1958 the Hanoi government persisted in its
efforts to anange for the promised elections, but Diem, consist-
ently backed by the United States, refused. During at least the
�rst three years of the post�Geneva period, there was a lull in the
military struggle. Hanoi refrained from support of insurrectionary
activity in the South. But by repudiating the heart of the Geneva
Agreements, Diem made civil war inevitable. When, in a civil

war, a military struggle for power ends on the agreed condition
that the competition will be transferred to the political level, the
side which repudiates the agreed conditions must expect that the
military struggle will be resumed.

Although American support was given to Diem, the United
States did not make a blank-check commitment to whatever regime
happened to hold power in Saigon. What has been referred to
as �the U.S. commitment� was a limited, quali�ed pledge of
economic support, and it was made speci�cally to Diem�s govern-
ment. It was not in any sense a pledge of mr&#39;limr_v support. The
cornerstone of our Vietnam involvement, President Eiscnhowers

letter to Diem in October 1954, was simply an undertaking �to
examine" with Diem �how an intelligent program of American aid
given directly to your government can assist Vietnam . . . in
developing and maintaining a strong, viable state, capable of l&#39;¬Slst�.
ing attempted subversion or aggression through military means.�
A critical quali�cation was that even this economic aid was to be

subject to Dienfs carrying through reforms responsive to the
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44 i PEACE IN VIETNAM

aspirations of the Vietnamese people. Thus, in concluding his
letter, President Eisenhower wrote:

The Government of the United States expects that this aid will be met

by performance on the part of the Government of Vietnam in under-
taking needed reforms. It hopes that such aid, combined with your
own continuing efforts, will contribute effectively toward an inde-

pendent Vietnam endowed with a strong government. Such a govern-
ment would, I hope, he so responsive to the nationalist aspirations of
its people, so enlightened in purpose and effective in performance,
that it will be respected both at home and abroad and discourage any

who might wish to impose a foreign ideology on your free people.

This is the substance of the Eisenhower commitment to which

the present administration often refers when it is invoking Amer-
ican honor. l

Except for Eisenhowefs letter, the only other undertaking which
the Administration cites as a proof of a. Vietnam commitment is

the treaty of the Southeast Asia Treaty Urganization. But this
treaty involves no American pledge to the South Vietnamese gov-
ernment, which was not and could not be a signatory. With
respect to the area of South Vietnam, and also that of Cambodia

and Laos, SEATO provides that in cases of aggression by armed
attack, each SEATO power is �to meet the common danger_in
accordance with its constitutional processes,� and in cases of sub-
version, to �consult� with the several SEATO sivnatories �in

order to agree on the measures to be taken for common defense.�
C�l§A"l"f&#39;92 4|». 1-» H,-.4 ..¢92A &#39;|- -"=4 �1.-.92.-L-as I» 1-Inn I92 t 0¬u1_;r921.92.1, ut��, W35 nut etuu in nut E t	L»92-l5C LO tn

South Vietnam. The treaty merely provides that each member
country should determine whether its own security interests require
it to respond to developments in that area and, when this hap-
pens, to consult with other signatories on any defense measure to
be taken. The United States has certainly never been able to bring

its SEATO allies to agree that the treaty�s vague language could
possibly be translated as any kind of commitment to the govern-
ment of South Vietnam. President l- ennedy�s view of the United

States commitment is best summed up in the statement he made
in September 1963, when he said: �ln the �nai anaiysis, it&#39;s their
war. They�rc the ones who have to win it or lose it. We can help
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them, give them equipment, we can send our men out there as
advisers but they have to win it.� _

Like those of Ho Chi Minh, the methods of Ngo Dinh Diem
&#39; &#39; - eh . 4 A � � r ti" 1 AG..- 1...-.�vv�f� Ztt.tthG:�tEZ!i&#39;:�t�., bu: U12!� �w&#39;¬{6 �st. 1.&#39;iui&#39;iiini.S92Is&#39;:iL1v3lY CILLLLIVC.

Unlike I-Io, Diem lacked Contact with the bulk of his people, and
he had no trained and dedicated party cadres and officials upon
whom to rely. Most of the educated people who have worked in
Diem�s govemment and the governments that have succeeded it
have been of two kinds: southerners who had collaborated with
the French and thereby alienated the local population; or anti-
Communist refugees from the North without roots in South Viet-
nam, men who speak a different dialect and most of whom are

Roman Catholic, a religion foreign to the OVC[92Vi&#39;lQl1&#39;1&#39;_li!]g majority
of southerners. Moreover, at a very early stage Diem antagonized
a large part of the southern peasantry by largely undoing the
agrarian reforms that I-I0 Chi Minh�s regime had carried out.
Lands previously divided among the peasantry were restored to
the landlords, and police supported the collection of �ve years�
back rent. In mid-I956 Diem uprooted the traditional system of
village autonomy by abolishing the elected village councils. Ht.
replaced them with officials who were appointed by and served
as agents of the central government. Diem also removed many
able and popular of�cials, leaders with strong local roots who
had worked under the previous Viettninh administration. These
men were often replaced with corrupt and oppressive appointees
from outside, further alienating the rural population.

Diem governed with a harsh and heavy hand, countenancing no
genuine opposition to his regime and indiscriminately denouncing
as Communists those who opposed him, whatever their political
views. By 1957 the harshness of Diem�s repression had sparked
uprisings against him, often not Communist-led. The Vietcong
was able to build upon these later when its cadres became active.

By 1958, forrner Vietminh supporters living in the South had
begun to organize guerriila operations against Diem, undertaking
by 1959 a campaign of assassination of village chiefs. It must be

recognized that this campaign, although often effective in disrupt-
ing Diern�s efforts to establish his own administration throughout
the country, did not antagonize the rural population so widely
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as some accounts have suggested. In fact, these assassinations
were largely on a selective basis. The underground organization
showed canny intelligence in eliminating the most unpopular
Diem-appointed of�cials. Thus, the veteran Southeast Asian cor-
respondent, Denis Warner, hardly a supporter of Hanoi, writes in
his book, The Last Confucian  p. S9!: �Summary Viet Cong
justice for a village chief guilty of corruption or brutality did not
o�end the peasants. On the contrary, it tended to endow the Viet
Cong with some of the characteristics of Robin Hood and his
band of merry men . . .�

The exact point at which Hanoi began to support insurrection-
ary activity in the South is subject to much dispute, but certainly
in 1960 such support was made public by Hanoi. In September of
that year, Ho Chi Minh�s government formally acknowledged the
southern dissidents as the National Front for the Liberation of

South Vietnam  NFLSV!. This was in e�ect the political arm of

the insurgents, a grouping that Diem collectively labeled �Viet-
cong� and that certainly incorporated a large number of the Viet-
minh�s former adherents in the South as well as other elements

opposed to Diem. The leader of the National Liberation Front,

Nguyen Huu Tho, is a southerner, a Saigon lawyer �rst arrested
during the period of French control and later, in November of
1954, by Diem. While still in jail, in 1959, he wrote a lctter to
ex-Vietminh southerners urging them to form a national front.
In May 1961, approximately a year after the Front was formally
established, he escaped from prison and soon emerged as the
Front�s principal leader. According to Tran Van Huu, who served
as Bao Dai�s prime minister from 1951 to 1953, Nguyen Huu
Tho is �very well known in Saigon as a person who was most
active in opposition to the French in the colonial period.� By
1960 members of the Vietcong were being given training in the
North, and some arms were being sent south, although the vast

majority of the arms employed by the insurgents continued to be
American equipment captured from or sold by Diem�s troops.

Meanwhile, United States of�cials in Vietnam were increasingly
frustrated in their efforts to induce Diem to institute the sort of

reforms necessary for winning popular support. The hope that
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full and unstinting American backing would make him more

cooperative in such matters proved totally illusory. Criticaliy im-
portant social and economic reforms urged by the United States
were either not carried out or were attended by so much corrup~

tion and inef�ciency that they resulted in even greater alienation
of the population. Diern�s program of �agrarian reform� could
hardly have been expected to secure him signi�cant political sup-
port. Even the modest redistribution of land for which it provided
did not get underway until 1958. The program was restricted to
rice-growing lands; and even with regard to these holdings, land-
lords were permitted to keep up to 284 acres. Where rice proper-
ties in excess of this amount were made available for redistribution,

the peasant had to pay for the land in full, and he received title
to it only after he had paid the last of six installments. For those

many landless peasants in the South who had been given such
lands by the Vietminh in the period before Geneva, the right to
purchase what they regarded as already their own did not make
them particularly grateful to the government in Saigon. The stra-
tegic hamlet program, for which American officials initially made
such extravagant claims, turned out to be in most areas a tragic

failure that worked great hardship upon and further alienated
the rural population. Its objective was to resettle peasants in

larger and more easily protected concentrations where they were
to bene�t from new or improved social services. In tact, most oi

the peasantry affected were signi�cantly worse off than before.
Apart from the trauma of being uprooted from their homes and
ancestral lands, they were usuaily quite inadequately compensated
for the property they had been forced to abandon, They were
often harshly treated, generally unable to discover the new social
services they had been promised, and usually no better protected
than before from the ravages of guerrilla warfare.

Despite repeated optimistic pronouncements by American mili-
tary and civilian officials, by I963 it had become clear to President

Kennedy that Diem and his family were incapable of stemming
the rapid political and military disintegration of the South Viet-
namese regime. The massive build-up of American aid to the
South Vietnamese anny had proved ineffective, for the Vietcong
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bene�ted more from the vast infusion of American weapons than
did the South Vietnamese army and had, in fact, been able to
use the government as a supply store.

It was the highly publicized, heavy-handed treatment
Vietnam&#39;s Buddhists that provided the Administration
means of getting off the Diem hook in a way acceptable
bers of Congress who might otherwise have attacked it with the
charge of opposing an anti-Communist government. In effect.
Washington signaled to the military in South Vietnam that we had
abandoned our policy of �sink or swim with Diem" and would be

pleased to see the army take over.
This was a calculated risk and a policy born of desperation.

For there was no assurance that the Vietnamese army would be
able to establish an e�ective government or command su�icient
popular support. But it was believed that if the army were relieved
of the constraints of Diem and his coterie, it would �ght more
e�ectively. This expectation, however, disregarded several facts.
First, there was a lack of unity within the army. Second, the Viet-
cong had already built up its strength in the South and controlled
over half the area. Third, even in that part of the country con-
trolled by Diem, and particularly in the rural areas, the military
leaders enjoyed little or no more support than did Diem. Thus,
contrary to expectations, the army was no more successful than
Diem, either in building popular support or in carrying out the
measures necessary to secure such support. For a period of about
three months following the overthrow of Diem, political controls
were relaxed and the military junta headed by �Big Iviinh�  Gen-
eral Duong Van Minh! gave public opinion greater freedom of
expression than it had probably ever enjoyed before. However,
with the coup d�état of General Nguyen Khanh on January 30,
1964, the government returned to the level of repression that had
existed under Diem. and the several governments installed by the
subsquent series of coups have been only a little less or a little
more repressive. The arca of South Vietnam controlled by Saigon
continued to shrink. By the end of 1964 a �crisis was emerging,

with Saigorfs position being eroded at an accelerating rate, both
politically and militarily. The deterioration of the military situation
was re�ected in a rate of descrtion among new recruits that had

of South

with the

to mem-
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HISTORY OF UNITED STATES INVOLVEIWENT IN V_lETN/92l92i

increased to 30 per cent by January of 1965. The disintegrating
position of the Saigon administration coincided with a perceptible
growth in war-weariness among the South Vietnamese. Demands
for a peacehil settlement multiplied. In Saigon itself, as well as in
such Buddhist strongholds as Hue. students and monks publicly
advocated an end to the �ghting and called for negotiations with
Hanoi. &#39;

It was at this juncture that the Johnson Administration, fearing

that the Saigon army and government would fall apart, undertook
to stiffen their morale with direct American military intervention
and the bombing of North Vietnam. Increasing the direct Amer-
ican military involvement, to a point where the United States has

assumed the maior burden of offensive military operations against
the Vietcong, has undoubtedly reduced the disposition of the
South Vietnamese military leaders, and other members of that
minority that has a vested interest in the present regime, to
come to any negotiated settlement with the Vietcong. It is claimed
that increased American involvement has had a similar �f°"� "
most of the civilian population, but such an effect is dilticult to

demonstrate because the present junta led by General Ky has out-
lawed as traitors ail those who urge negotiations with the Vietcong
or even discuss the possibility of a peaceful settlement.

The history of these two decades of increasing American in-

volvement in Vietnam shows the danger of ignoring the underlying
ground swell of nationalism with its strong. accent on anti-colonial-

ism. Having reviewed this history, perhaps we can understand
why the school teacher in I-Iué sad that the Americans are

CHCUL UH

 Y
O

Communists of the Vietnamese men. Starting from a wrong as-
sumption, the Unitcd States has piled one error on another, moving
deeper and deeper into a deteriorating situation. In the midst of
a full-scale war, the choices are limited to desperate alternatives.
Constructive solutions are hard to �nd. What has happened to
the attempts to �nd a formula for negotiations�? What kind of a
settlement may be possible?
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In July 1965, it was brought to public n0tice,1 and subsequent
admitted by the United States Department of State, that in Se;
tember 1964 the North Vietnamese government o�ered throng
U Thant to send a representative to Rangoon to meet with
United States representative and discuss the ending of hostilitit
in Vietnam. The United States did not reply to this o�er for rm
months, presumably because of the presidential election, and the
rejected it. &#39;

At that time the war was going badly for the United Stat:
and Secretary of Defense McNamara is reported to have felt th:
the shaky Saigon government could not survive the prospect r
peace tall-ts. The reason now officially given for the rejection
that Secretary of State Rusk�s �antennae� did not indicate to hii
that the North Vietnamese seriously wanted to negotiate.� H

apparently did not think it important to verify this by arrangir
the requested quiet discussions. Later U Thant tried for an on
right cease-�re, offering to forward to the other side any tern
the United States wished to propose even including the drawir
of a truce line through Laos as well as Vietnam. Again he wz
rebu�ed by the United Slates.

Though these facts came as a shock to most Americans an

�Eric Sevareid, CBS Radio, London, July 28, 1965, and Look, Novemb
26, 1965.

"Robert McCloskey, New York Times, November I7, 1965.
50
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created something of a crisis of con�dence in the government, a
careful reading of the New York Timesisliows that the United
States has rejected no fewer than seven e�orts to negotiate an
end to the war. A

As early as the fall of 1963, at a press conference right after
Diem�s assassination, Secretary Rusk turned down a French pro-
posal for a neutral, independent South Vietnam.� Hanoi, at this
time, expressed willingness to discuss the establishment of a coali-
tion. ncutralist government in South Vietnam.� In July 1964, the

United States rejected a suggestion by U Thant for reconvening
the Geneva Conference� of the nine nations that had negotiated
the original settlement of the Indochina War in 1954. In December
1964, Ho Chi Minh noti�ed France of his desire to discuss an

accommodation with the United States; and in early February
1965, President de Gaulle, at the urging of North Vietnam, re-
quested a reconvening of the Geneva Conference to discuss the
future of Southeast Asia and the United Nations.� There were

indications that the People�s Republic of China would have been
willing to attend and that withdrawal of United States forces from
South Vietnam would not have been a prerequisite, provided even-
tual withdrawal could be expected as a result of a peace settlement.
The Administration�s reaction was to say that we had given France
no mandate to act as a mediator and were not interested in a

return to the conference table at that time. On February 24, the
Soviet Union, angering some of the other Communist countries

by doing so, joined France to press for reconvening the Geneva
Conference to negotiate a settlement for South Vietnam.�

At this same time U Thant suggested possible preliminaries to
a Geneva=tvpe coiifereiiec to discuss a possible peace settlement:,

interlinked diaioguesg among the parties most directly involved,
and an informal seven-power conference,� including all the Geneva

�Marcus Raskin and Bernard Fail, Vietnam Reader  New York: Ran-
dom House, 1965!.

� New York Titties, March 9, 1965, and Manchester Guardian, August 9,
1965.

�New York Times. March 9, 1965. &#39;
" Drew Middleton, New York Times, February 23, 1965.
&#39; Drew Middleton, New York Times, February 25, 1965.

&#39;  _  &#39; &#39; Thomas Hamilton, New York Times, February 25, 196$.
5&#39; -= = " Thomzis Haniilto  York Times, March 9, 1965.
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52 PEAC �r VIETNAI
powers exoept Laos and Cambodia. North Vietnam indicated itseI
receptive to this suggestion, as did France?� The United State:

however, replied coldly, �There are no authorized negotiation
under way with Mr. Thant or any other government.� 1� U Thai".
further drew upon himself the wrath of the United States govern
merit by saying, �I arn sure that the geat American people, i
only they knew the true facts and the background of the develop
meats in Vietnam, will agree with me that further bloodshed i
unnecessary.� 1*

Hoping that the mere opening of negotiations might result in
tacit cease�re, France urged that neither the United States no

the People�s Republic of China make any preconditions to nego
tiations.� But Secretary Rusk said that the United States woult
agree to no conference until after North Vietnam had stopped th
�ow of men and arms to the Vietcong.� Furthermore, he refuse
to commit the Administration to any de�nite course, even i
North Vietnam agreed to end its support of the Vietcong.� O;
February 27, the State Department published its widely dispute-
White Paper in an effort to prove that this support was prepon
dcrant.

In February and early March 1965 the United States was begin

ning large-scale American-piloted combat missions against the Vie!
cong in South Vietnam and massive air raids against North Viet
narn. These were no longer retaliation against speci�c provocativ
acts but were an avowed e�ort to punish North Vietnam unti

ol�eials were willing to negotiate on terms acceptable to th
United States. At the same time, Secretary Rusk made it clear tha
the preconditions for any negotiations must be North Vietnam�
cessation of all aid to the Vietcong and an assurance that th

peace settlement would insure the �security and independence
of South Vieuiam�� This was interpreted in Vietnam to rnea

�° New York Times, February 26, 1965.
1� George E. Reedy, White House Press Secretary, as quoted by Max Frat

kc]. New York Times, February 25, 1965.
*2 New York Times, February 25, I965.
� New York Times, Februarv 26, 1965.
" Max Frankel, New York Tinivs, February 26, 1965.
� Drew Middleton, New York Times, February 25, 1965.
�� New York Times, February 26, 1965.
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that the l_JlllltJki States intends to keep its military forces in >oui&#39;n
Vietnam inde�nitely and that North Vietnam must abandon its
goal of reuni�cation of Vietnam. North Vietnam showed no inter-
est in these terms and the National Liberation Front �atly rejected

any attempts to negotiate as long as any United States forces
remained in Vietnam."

On Aprii 1, however, " """ Warbey, a British Labor
reported that his tall-ts with I-10 Chi Minh indicated that the on
precondition for negotiations on which the North would insist
was cessation of United States bombing attacks upon it.�

On April 7, President Johnson, in his speech at Johns Hopkins
University, declared that the United States would consent to �un-

conditional discussions." He stipulated, however, that the United
States would settle for nothing less than an �independent� South
Vietnam. His speech was predicated on the assumption that the
National Liberation Front was an adversary nieh whom the United

States was not willing to negotiate. He insisted that North Viet-

nam, urged on by Peking, was the aggressor, and that orders, men,
supplies, and arms �owing in from the North were �the heartbeat
of the war.� This lent special signi�cance to his proviso that the
United States would enter into discussions with the governments
concerned.

Reactions to this speech were predictable. The National Libera-

tion Front considered the speech proof that the United States was
ignoring it, the chief antagonist. The National Liberation Front

and North Vietnam both knew that Hanoi could not end the War

on behalf of the National Liberation Front, even if it wanted to

do so. Peking rejected the speech as a device for perpetuating the
partition of Vietnam and lettinn the United States stav &#39;on in South
Vietnam, thu F ""-
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be barred from all negotiation, since it is �only an instrurnen
created by the Communist North Vietnamese.� The leailet alst
declared that negotiations could take place only after �precondi-
tions  such as the withdrawal of Communist troops and cadres:

laid out by the Republic of Vietnam during eventual prcliminarj
.,n... .-.:n 1.....- �-92r92492092 ..,-.~.-. n1 A &#39; H .� &#39; -toms win imvc uccii aeeepieb Emu C.�1TI&#39;l6£l OBI. Tlil� Wlii�.Lil&#39;tt92.s�£�.
was further speci�ed as meaning �previous, witlidrawal of the Viet-
cong armed units and political cadres� as well as those of tilt
North Vietnamese. This amounted to a denial of the President�:

offer of �unconditional� discussions.

A senior North Vietnamese diplomat announced that, sine:
major North Vietnamese objectives are reuni�cation and neutral
ization of Vietnam, withdrawal of United States forces and I

coalition government in South Vietnam were essential to an:
settlement, and therefore negotiations on President Johnson�
terms would amount to surrender?� On April 8, 1965, Premie
Pham Van Dong of the Democratic Republic  North Vietnam:
stated the Four Points, to be discussed below, as the basis O1

which it would agree to a Geneva-type conference for negotiatin;
a peace settlement.

The National Liberation Front�s negotiating position, which ha:
hardened in March as soon as the �rst United States Marine

landed in South Vietnam, was now matched by a hardening o
North Vietnam�s position as indicated by I-lanoi�s refusal to re
eeive U Thant or, �nally, even letters from him.� North Vietnan
also refused to receive British missions to explore the possibilit;
of negotiations. Even if the United States� negotiating positioi
were to become clear and reasonably satisfactory to North Viet
nam, Hanoi was not likely to agree to negotiate while Unitet

States bombings continued.
In mid-May, hard-pressed by critics at home and abroad, th

United States halted its bombing of North Vietnam. It was late
revealed 23 that Secretary of State Rusk transmitted a secret mes

sage to Hanoi at this time through the North Vietnamese Embass
in Moscow. The message stated that the bombing suspension coul-

" New York Times, April 10, 1965.
� Drew Middleton, New York Times, December 3, 1965.
� Editorial, New York Times, December 30. 1965.
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be extended if tncre were �signi�cant reductions" in Communist
armed attacks in South Vietnam. �A permanent end� to the bomb-
ing in the North, it said, could only come through an end to armed
attacks by the Vietcong in the South. There was no mention of
negotiations or even informal discussions, such as President John-
son had proposed on April 7. There was no reference to Hanoi�s
�Four Points� peace plan of April 8, 1965. The bombings were
resumed after �ve days, hardly enough time for the National Lib-
eration Front and North Vietnam to consult on any proposal for
negotiations. In spite of this short interval of time and the tone
of the American note. which was close to an ultimatum, a response
did come from Hanoi. The day before the bombings were re-
sumed, the government of North Vietnam contacted the French
government and asked it to inform Washington that North Vietnam
was prepared to negotiate on the basis of its Four Points without
demanding the prior complete withdrawal of United States forces
from South Vietnam. High-ranking French of�cials, while admit-
ting that this o�er from Hanoi did not make any substantial con-
cessions to the United States, expressed regret that even though,
as the State Department contends, the offer was not transmitted to
it until a few hours after the bombings had been resumed, the

United States did not again halt the bombings long enough to in-
duce a possible improvement in the o�er.�

One cannot but be amazed. in view of these seven documented

missed opportunities for exploring the sincerity of North Viet-
namese oflers for negotiation, that President Johnson declared at

his press conference on July 13, �I must say that candor compels
me to tell you that there has not been the slightest indication that
the other side is interested in negotiation or in unconditional dis-
cussion, although the United States has made some dozen separate
attempts to bring that about.�

The experience in November and December 1965, regarding
another apparent peace feeler, seems to emphasize the lessons of
prior incidents. At the very time that Secretary of State Rusk was
seeking clari�cation of a reported statement on negotiations by
Ho Chi Minh, United States planes bombed a power plant only
fourteen miles from Haiphong, opening up a new phase of escala-

" New York Times, November 19, 1965.
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56 PEACE IN VIETNAM

tion. Rus� television interview at this time expressed la most
rigid admmstration view with regard to the National Liberation
Front?" The United States cannot expect to escalate the war of
deeds and words and at the same time talk peace?�

What, exactly, are the points that have been set forth by the
North Vietnamese, the National Liberation Front, and the United
States as a basis for negotiation? Are they so far apart that there
is no possible basis for d n at a eonfe table? Let &#39;-is
�rst look at the various negotiating points, then consider develop-
ments that indicate a converging of views.

A. North Vietnam

The �rmly repeated negotiating position of Hanoi was �rst
given in the following statement of Premier Pham Van Dong

on April 8, 1965.

It is the unswerving policy of the government of the D.R.V. [Demo-
cratic Republic of Vietna.m] to strictly respect the I954 Geneva Agree-
ments on Vict-Nam and to correctly implement their basic provisions

as embodied in the following points:

l. Recognition of the basic national rights of the Vietnamese peo-

pie�peace, independence, sovereignty, unity and territorial integrity.
According to the Geneva Agreements, the United States government
must withdraw from South Viet-Nam United States troops, military
personnel, and weapons of all kinds, dismantle all United States mili-
tary bases there, ea.nee] its �military alliance� with South Viet-Nam.
1t must end its policy of intervention and aggressio_n in South Viet-
Nam. According to the Geneva Agreements, the United States govern-
ment must stop its acts of war against North Viet-Nam, completely
cease all eneroachments on t-he territory and sovereignty of the D.R.V.

2. Pending the peaceful reuni�cation of Viet-Nam, while Viet-Nam
is still temporarily divided into two zones, the military provisions of
the 1954 Geneva Agreements on Viet-Nam must be strictly respected.
The two zones must refrain from joining any military alliance with
foreign countries. There must be no foreign military bases, troops, or
military personnel in their respective territory.

3. The internal affairs of South 92.1�iet-Nam must be settled by the

� New York Times, December 8. 1965.
2&#39;" See Arthur Kroek, New York Times, December 21. 1965.
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South Vietnanicsr "iple themselves, in accordance with the prog _£-
of the NFLSV [u._ t-South Vietnam National Liberation Front], with-

�, ,;i-, . ,:;,-  ,;, �~ E - __,t,_.._ out any foreign interference.
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4. The peaceful reuni�cation of Viet-Nari": is to be settled by. the
Vietnamese people in both zones, without any foreign �interference?

B. The National Liberation Front A

The program of the National Liberation Front of South Viet-
nam refcrred to in the statement of Premier Pham Van Dong was

issued on December 20, I960. It consists of ten major headings
with numerous subheadings dealing with the overthrow of the
�camouflaged colonial regime of the American imperialists�; pro-
posals for liberal democratic reform and civil rights; for economic

improvement, agrarian reform, cultural and educational develop-
mcnt, creation of a national army, a foreign policy of peaceand
neutrality, preparation for reuni�cation, and the defense of uni-
versal peace. A few of the clauses most pertinent for this nego-
Liatioh study are here excerpted?�

--Elect a new National Assembly through universal suffrage.
�Rcward o�icers and soldiers having participated in the struggle

against the domination by the Americans and their servants; adopt
a policy of clemency toward the former collaborators of the Ameri-
cans and Diemists guilty of crimes against the people but who have
�nally repented and are ready to serve the people.

-�Al-iolish all foreign military bases established on the territory of
Vict-Nam.

-�St:ty out of any military bloc; refuse any military alliance with
another country.

�Accept economic aid from any country willing to help us without
attaching any conditions to such help. 2

�The National Liberation Front of South Viet-Nam advocates the

peaceful reuni�cation by stages, on the basis of negotiation and
through the seeking of ways and means in conformity with the
interests of the Vietnamese nation. .

~�~Commercial and cultural exchanges between the two zones will be

implemented; the inhabitants of the two zones will be free to move

�Submitted in 8 government report from Hanoi dated April 1965. IB-
portcd in New York Times, August �.l-1. 1965.

"� The full document is given in Appendix ll.
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about throughout the country. . . . The freedom oipostal
l changes will be guaranteed."

Statements of the National Liberation Fronfs negotiating 1:
"  *-it tion were given to an American professor, Robert S. Browne.

i a French journalist, Georges Cha�ard. These indicate consider
extension from the ten-point program which did not deal dirt
with negotiation or the Geneva accords.

Browne reports that the National Liberation Front calls

1. An immediate cease-fire, with a freezing of the current ntili

position.
Adjudication by an international body in districts where cor
is in dispute.

United States preparation and execution of troop withdr:
over a six-month period.
A district-by-district election Campaign irom which a coali
government could emerge.�

2.

3.

4.

Chaffard received a longer and more comprehensive stater
from Huyn Tan Phat, the Vice-President of the National Lil:
l.iu!1 Front:

Our �rst task will be to rebuild the economy of South Vietnam.1 * � -=; &#39; "� . .- . . _ .
~ f &#39;   that we will need . . . foreign economic aid and foreign investm

. . . To get aid from western countries we will have to follc
policy of neutrality. We know the capitalists. They will want gut
tees. We are realists. Even United States aid will be welcome.

The uni�cation of the armed forces and of the administration

coexistence of cadres of diverse origins . . . this is going to pr:

delicate problems. . . .
We shall be obliged to observe neutrality. How long will that

Ten years? Fifteen? More perhaps. . . .
We will not even approach the problem of uni�cation for a

long time. . . . One can see that the . . . structure . . . will i
more from the north. That will delay reuni�cation. . . . Wher
time comes for uni�cation it will take place on a basis precluding

nexation of one zone by another.�

"� Marcus G. Rasltin, Bernard B. Fall, The Vr&#39;et-Nam Reader, pp. 216
�° New York Timr&#39;.t, July 22. 1965.

� Vie: Report�, July 1965, quoting l�Exprcsse, April 25, I965.
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c. United Stat i 1
On August 3, 1965, Dean Rusk set forth the United States

position on negotiating principles. __

I. An end to aggression and subversion.

2. Freedom fo5rwSouth Vietnam to choose and shape for itself its own
destiny, in conformity with democratic principles and without any
foreign interference.

3. As soon as aggression has ceased, the ending of the military meas-
ures now necessary by the Government of South Vietnam and the
nations that have come to its aid . . . and the removal of foreign

military forces from South Vietnam.

We endorse these principles. In essence they constitute a return to the
basic purpose of the Geneva accords of 1954. Further relations could
be worked out by peaceful means. And this means the question of a
free decision by the people of North and South Vietnam on the matter
of reuni�cation. . . . When the aggression has ceased and the free-
doni of South Vietnam is assured, we will withdraw our forces. . . .

When the men and arms in�ltrated by the north are withdrawn and
Hanoi ceases its support and guidance of the war in the south, what-
ever remains in the form of indigenous dissent is a matter for the
South Vietnamese themsel92=es.i-*1

A summary of the United States negotiating positions was
recently given by Arthur J. Goldberg, United States Ambassador
to the United Nations, in a letter to Secretary General U Thant
in which he reported on the far-�ung New Year e�orts of the

government to seek peace.

Among the points made in our messages conveyed to a number of

governments are the following: that the United States is prepared
for discussions or negotiations without any prior conditions what-
soever or on the basis of the Geneva accords of I954 and 1962, that

a reciprocal reduction of hostilities could be envisaged and that a
cease-�re might be the �rst order of business in any discussions or
negotiations, that the United States remains prepared to withdraw its
rorces Irom boutn Vietnam as soon as South Vietnam is in a position
to determine its own future without external interference, -that the

United States desires no continuing military presence or bases in Viet-

" Why Vietnam  Government Printing O�ice, Washington, D.C., I965!.
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determined by the South Vietnamese people themselves through dcm
cratic processes and that the question of the reuni�cation of the tv
Vietnams should be decided by the free decision of their two peoples.

A close scrutiny of the points above reveals that starting fro"

mutually incompatible and apparently rigid &#39;negotiatin§1_ positioi
in the winter of 1964-65-»-each demanding from the other tl
equivalent of unconditional surrencler�certain aspects of the n
gotiating positions of both sides became more �exible and the

peace terms seemed to be converging signi�cantly.
1. Geneva Agreentertts. Both sides claim that they want I

negotiate on the basis of the I954 Geneva Agreements, althoug
North Vietnam emphasizes that this means United States witl
drawal and conducting the elections which the United Stat:
blocked in 1956; whereas the United States has tended to en

phasize that it means �! North Vietnamese withdrawal, �

acceptance of the political partition of Vietnam, authorized oni
as a temporary military division in 1954, and �! the acccptanc
by the National Liberation Front of political conditions before
came into existence.

2. Hanoi�: Four Points and United States lV:&#39;rhdrawal. Tl

United States has moved from adamant rejection of Hanoi�s For
Points when they were put forth in April to an avowed willingne:
.&#39;o discuss them as part of the agenda for negotiations. A cruci.
point is the question of withdrawal of American military force
This is put as the �rst of the Four Points, and in every publ
utterance from Hanoi it is the implied basis upon which any negt
tiations must be started. There have been repeated hints, howcve
from North Vietnamese and National Liberation Front of�cia

in Algiers,� Prague,� Paris,� and Moscow�? that the withdraw;
of United States forces from South Vietnam may not be a pr:
condition for starting negotiations as long as withdrawal is uncle
stood to be a necessary result of a peace settlement. This was als

�United States Mission to the United Nations, Press Release No. 478
January 5. 1966. �

�� Sanford Gottlieh, Sane World, September 1965.
� New York Times, October 28, I065,

�92  i   " Sanford Gottlieb, Srmc Worid, September 1965.
:7 Lord Fenrier Brockway, New York Times, August 22. 1965.
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the message of Mr. Janos Peter, Foreign Minister of Hungary, in
his message to the United Nations General Assembly in October
I965. Meanwl1ile,_the United States has declared that all it wants

is a settlement that will permit its honorable withdrawal from
Vietnam.

3. Autonomy of South Vietnam and Reurdficntion. Point four
of the Hanoi pronouncement indicates considerable modi�cation
of the Geneva accord which provided only a temporary military
dividing line at the 17th parallel. North Vietnam has indicated its
willingness to accept an autonomous regime in South Vietnam
provided it �genuinely represents all major sections of the south-
ern population� and that both governments should have the right
to �enjoy economic, cultural, and fraternal relations� with coun-
tries of their own choice.� This represents a deference to the
wishes of the National Liberation Front, which has indicated that

it&#39;wants to delay reuni�cation until it is strong and stable enough
to negotiate with the North on terms of equality. The United

States, while continually emphasizing a �free, independent South
Vietnam,� has nevertheless indicated acceptance of the right of
North and South to unite, it they choose, without foreign inter-
ference.

4. Third Party Presence. The United States has moved f_rom

irritated outbursts over U Thant�s efforts for negotiation to a

general appeal to the United Nations to use its good omces�
 though the United States has not formally laid the Vietnam prob-
lem before the United Nations as it was bound by the U.N.

Charter to do before taking unilateral military action!. The North
Vietnamese have given some evidence that they accept the need
of a third-party presence to supervise a cease-�re� and elections
in South Vietnam, as specified by the Geneva Agreements of
1954. A question remains as to what kind of third party would
be accepted by all parties and what the terms of reference would
be. This would of necessity be a major part of negotiating dis-
eusstons.

&#39;�William Warbeyreporting interviews with Ho Chi Minh and Prime
Minister Pham Var: Dong in letter to the TfmeS of London, April 1, 1905.

"� See Ambassador Goldbergs letter to U Thant, New York Times, Jan-
uary 6. 1966.

�&#39; Fenner Brockway, London Il"rr&#39;brme, September 10, 1965.
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5. The Pface of the National Liberation From and the Que:

of Elections. The United States has moved from a positiot
refusal to recognize any right of the National Liberation F
to be at the negotiating table to a statement by Pre.<i.:&#39;ent Join
that the presence of the National Liberation Front is not an
surrnountabie obstacle� and that they �would have nodillic
being represented and having their view represented." *1 The
tional Liberation Front and Hanoi, on the other hand. have insi

all along that the Front must havean inde at role of its 1
in negotiations. Any hope deriving from ambiguity oi
Presidenfs statement was probably dashed the staternen
the Secretary of State in a television inter92&#39;ie92-&#39;~&#39; in December 1E

The New Y&#39;o.&#39;-.1: Times reports that �Mr. R253-: indicated that
Vic-tcong�s political organization, the National Liberation Fr
would not be given any political status or influence in South 92
mam through negotiations." �*2

A question also remains about what type of South Yietnan
rE:presen�La�ti92&#39;e the National Liberation �Front and the T92&#39;ot&#39;il&#39;i �92
namese will accept at the conference table. Public Statements l

indicated their unwillingness to treat with the Saigon governn
of General Ky.

The program of the National Liberation Front is Premier Pl
Van Dongfs third point. This has D¬.�92 er been accepted by
United States. One part of the program is the election of ti
widely representative National Assembly through universal sutir

The United States has indicated its willins. * tltst free e

tions take place, but it has never stated that it would accept
inevitable election of National Liberation Front tertesentati

including some Communists, in the res&#39;_&#39;I:it1§ I  Yietnan
government. In fact, Secretary Rusk has said:

If the South Vietnamese people have a chance in free election
make their o-.=.-n choices. they will not elect a Ccr:irrn.�rt:=: to pow:

Saigon. I do not believe that the South 92&#39;iet;&#39;!:*.rnese pebble will be
�rst people in history freely to elect a Cornmonrst r92-:"_:;::;.-.�.*3

� President lohnsoi-i�s press conference. July Z3. 1°45.
�hint Frankel. New Yorir Times. Deceniber S "3**§_
� Max Frankel. New YOrk Times, Deceitiber S. 65.
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THE NEGOTIATION PUZZLE &#39; ,6}

The Secretary of State may not intend this to mean that an elec-
tion that chooses Communists is ip.s&#39;0 facro not a free election, but to

the Vietnamese citizen this must sound like the usual situation un-

der the Diem regime in which lists of voters were drawn to rule out

all dissident elements. Because of its political repercussions here
in the United States, the proposal of any coalition government
including Communists is a principal stumbling block for negotia-
tions.

The course of negotiation feelers has gone through several
phases. It is clear that the United States showed a complete cool-
ness toward negotiations from the fall of the Diem regime on
November l, 1963, up to the President�s Johns Hopkins speech on
April 7, 1965. From that speech through the July 28 press con-
ference and up to the events of the turn of the year, various

expressions were made indicating an interest in negotiations, and
separate elements of possible settlement were put forth. The sin-
cerity of American offers was subject to question on four counts.
First, any actual overtures from the other side were ignored or
rebuffed as in the incident at the end of the �ve-day bombing lull

in May. Second, the government in Saigon made frequent state-
ments against negotiations and passed a law in May 1965 that
made talk of peace a treasonable offense.� Third, each major
statement for negotiations was coupled with the announcement of
a new phase of armed forces build-up and oflensive action. Fourth,
there was no attempt on the part of the United States to put all
its pieces of negotiation into one package and present it with con-
viction and corresponding action. -

By the end of I965 the cycle had run its complete course, and
the Johnson Administration, rather than being aloof from any
talk of negotiation, set forth on a dramatic worldwide effort to

persuade ail nations including Hanoi that the United States really
wanted to bring the dispute from the battle�eld to the conference
table. Ambassador Harriman went to Poland, Yugoslavia, and
India.  Poland and India are members of the International Control

Commission for Vietnam; Yugoslavia is one of the nonaligried
countries that has offered to mediate.! McGeorge Bundy, Special

� bee Appendix III.
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64 PEACE IN VIEl

Assistant to the President, �ew to Ottawa.  Canada is the

member of the Control Commission.! Arthur Goldber", UD
States Ambassador to the United Nations, �92FiSiEt&#39;5Ci ?ope Pat
and then had high-level talks in Rome, Paris, and London. &#39;
President Hubert Humphrey made a tour to the Far Ea

discuss Vietnam, among other things. Ambassador Kohler
ferred with Soviet o�icials in Moscow. Assistant Secretar

State G. Mennen Williams explained Washingtotfs position [1
leaders of several African countries, and Under Secretary of
Thomas C. Mann did the same in Mexico City. This rather
tling switch from secrecy to glaring publicity, from carefully
trolled channels to �_iet-diplomacy,� as James Reston calle
brought forth no concessions from Hanoi and only more dc
ciations of a �peace-hoax.�

The intensive peace e�orts of those days may indicate tha
President was genuinely interested in stopping the war, but the r
ods and the terms were not likely to be a
side. As Ambassador Charles E. Bohlen has aid, �In dealing
the Communists, remember that in their mind what is seer

serious, and what is public is merely propaganda.� *5 A sir
assessment is usually made in Washington concerning Comm
approaches. The main ingredient lacking in the American E
recipe was any assurance that the National Liberation Front c
have its own representative in the peace conference or in
future political arrangements for South Vietnam. The conti
bombing in the South during the cessation of bombing in
North made it di�icult for Hanoi to make otlers without see

to betray its ally in the South. Moreover, new units of troops
landed in South Vietnam, bringing the total to 190,000 at the
of the year, and the bombing of supply routes in Laos was
intensi�ed.� Neither of these developments was likely rg bl
gnrdetl by Hanoi as an indication of peaceful intent or as a
tribution to an atmosphere of negotiation.

This experience of the �peace olicnsive� of the 1966
Year period brought into reliei the false premises and mist

&#39; � *�"" &#39;"""c shaped United States public opinion

�win tn l&#39;i&#39;92r_92 |L/my I-92-I 92.u92. 1
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THE NEGOTIATION PUZZLE

policy toward Vietnam and much of Southeast Asia for years.
These misleading guidelines are recapitulatcd here as keys for
understanding the negotiation puzzle and the kind of proposals
that might bring a settlement. The �rst such false premise is that
this �dirty little war� can be won. Policy makers in the United
States seem to think that the National Liberation Front and North

Vietnam can be bombed, burned, or starved into submission and

that then a settlement advantageous to the United States and the
forces it is backing can be reached. But this is to misread the

special nature and the thirty-year history of the Communist-
nationalist movement in Vietnam. The National Liberation Front

and the North Vietnamese are �red with crusading zeal. Their
determination to resist United States intrusion renders victory
impossible in any complete sense. Thus far every escalation on the
part of the United States has led to a corresponding effort by the
Vietnamese nationalists and Communists, backed by increasing
commitments from the Soviet Union and China.

The second unrealistic premise is that this is a war of aggression

by the North Vietnamese instigated by China against the South.
Such a view distorts the origin of the conflict, the role of the
National Liberation Front, and the actual relationship between
Hanoi and Peking. This is essentially a civil war. True, the Na-

tional Libcration Front receives increasing support from the North
Vietnamese, but the revolt in South Vietnam was begun and is still

sustained by groups of South Vietnamese who turned against the

Saigon government. Resistance against the Saigon government is
likely to continue, gaining much propaganda advantage from the
U.S. military operation. There is no reason to believe that the
National Liberation Front will disappear from the scene. lt is
probably now the strongest indigenous political force in South

Vietnam. Peking is offering support for what it considers a move-
ment of liberation, but it is clear that the support thus far has not
had a signi�cant ellect on the Course of the conflict. -

False premise number three is the assumption that if Vietnam
becomes a Communist state, all the other countries in Southeast
Asia will follow �like a row of dominoes.� Vietnam is the setting

for a unique convergence of nationalism and Communism. What

happens there will not necessarily determine developments in other

* ----Y" - i  . . ._. . .. _  .., ..
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66 PEACE IN vnzrt

countries. Even if some countries should turn to Communist

their own socioeconomic revolutions, this need not threaten l

imate American interests. The United States has found it pos-

to get along with the Communist countries in eastern Europe
thus could presumably coexist with Communist countries in So
east Asia. What the United States wants to avoid is the form:

of strong hostile states, particularly such states dependent L
and aligned with China. But this is precisely what our prc

military policy promotes by preventing the natural developr
of national socioeconomic revolutions and forcing countries
as North Vietnam into dependence on China.

E the Unite es ren

The fourth false premise is the
on its commitment to the Saigon regime, American credit
will be questioned in Europe as well as in Asia. This argur
is the one most often raised in defense of United States pc
It seems to strike at the very heart of our honor as a nation.

what does this commitment actually mean? All-out commit:

to the present Saigon government actually did not exist pric
the Johnson Administration. It was made by that Administra
albeit in terms suggesting that it was merely a logical continua
of earlier commitments made by Presidents Eisenhower
Kennedy. Now the Administration insists that an unlimited A
ican commitment exists and that, this being so, the crcdibilit
the American government is at stake in any settlement in Viett
Thus, although there are grounds for doubting the Admini
tion�s credibility in dealing candidly with the American pe
over the problem of Vietnam, the public is asked to give L
served support to the government so that its credibility ab
will remain untarnished.

The Administration is actually trying to make credible vvh
not credible. It is not credible that American military power c

be translated into political solutions where politically reqt
conditions do not exist. It is not credible that con�dence coul

inspired among other countries by untlagging military pursu
ends, even wlietrthese are unreal and inconsistent with l

political and social facts. It destroys both con�dence and credit
when America pursues a mistaken course doggedly, rcgardlt�
the consequences? and regardless of the human sulicring we in
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To give unquali�ed, undiseriminating support to a military
junta, as during 1964 and 1965, only makes credible to the
world the accusation that the United States has abandoned and

violated very pol" and * &#39; -� &#39;- upon h the

country was founded.
American military power is credible. An Asian ambassador,

interviewed in the summer of 1965, was asked whether a cessa-

tion of bombing by the United States would be interpreted as a

sign of weakness. He replied:

Weaknessll With the 7th Fleet and the U.S. Air Force? All Asia--all

the world�knows the United States is the most powerful nation in
history, and can do what it wants. You don&#39;t have to show us that.

We know it, and we don�: understand hOw&#39; you can thi 1&#39; yone

will question your power."

It is not the military credibility of the United States that is
lacking, but credibility in matters of rationality, political maturity,
and legal and moral responsibility. In the eyes of a large part of
the world. United States conduct in Vietnam has already brought

its credibility with respect to these nonmilitary qualities into
question. Much can be done to restore American credibility and
honor if the United States will abandon its clearly ealamitons

policy of reliance upon military means to achieve impossible
political ends.

With policies built on such premises, it is understandable how
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7; Possibilities For o Settlement

A i_:-31:12:} settlement with orderly withdrawal of American
;&#39;;1::; :*;&#39;.i12:f; forces will not be easy to arrange. It is a co
5:: �r-ii emoio:1i booby traps and logical nrnbushes. The hc
if the &#39;-_*.er&#39;s:ti"»: makes us persevere in making proposals, no 1
3:? Li; 1:31:25-2 or eztsily betrayed by the next headline.

X: ecieticzt -1:. Vietnam is possible without a clear and uneqt"
:31 ;::::-:1r.ce::*.ent by the United States tl_1nt it intends to end
" " *~"_&#39;" 9. se�itnent that will include withdrawit __ &#39; 5 forces.~

�_:=""&#39;-� �"� i -&#39;iiiif&#39;!1&#39;92 i�wcpc Ti~&#39; nr n n
=._-_.._�-__=__-i: :15 _r._...i..._{ ....s-... ...tS k,.o..o..n. .

s.&#39;_:::::&#39;.:.i by Lzmedictte and meaningful actions to prove our g
t&#39;;r;&#39;:. &#39;.&#39;::il s"_:ii intentions are made clear, neither the Sa

t:;:::_: tar the National Liberation Front and Hanoi will take :

;;§;;-" ;:_=r owertures on our part to negotiate. This will be espec"
17.; ;:&#39; ét�-2I�TQl.�1&#39;1i_< in Saigon, such as that licatled by Ptc:
El;-&#39; =&#39;~&#39;?.i:I: Iiis consistently avoided any positive cndorsetrlcn
::;-:-"_�::&#39;c:s rift: up through the I966 New Your peace oliensi
21:2 Lil: the United States was indicating to the whole W-
..s 1�-jQ:;.:ss :0 negotiate. The North Vietnamese are extret:

.1;-";i:i:l_*s cf _¢ut1en:;in intentions because, so often in the r
:13  3;: 11 ilngness to negotiate has been &#39;dCCUl"�P lI1i¬LI or
Q:-?»c�_� 5:: increased ntilitztry cfiorts and because the bases

is now building at Cum Ranh Buy, Nha Tr:&#39;. azte; SL125

".92a- ; ..P.&#39;:=.�§.]&#39;C~.fll-11H!! 16, 1966: Report of inic."~ie9292&#39; of Seer:
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POSSlBILiTlES non A SETTLEMENT &#39; 69&#39;

and Da Nang appear to them to be of a larger and more permanent
kind than required by the present war in Vietnam. It is important,
therefore, that while we ask for negotiations we also announce
immediate steps of dc-escalation such as the cessation of bombing
in both North and South and a freeze on further troop build�up.

Further steps could include refraining from provocative tactics
such as patrols in force, unprovoked attacks, and efforts to expand
the areas of occupation.

Any pronouncement by the United States must also af�rm that
the future of Vietnam should be decided by the Vietnamese them-
selves. At the same time, the United States should make clear

that it is willing to sign and support such agreements as may be
developed guaranteeing a settlement. This assurance could erase
doubts stemming from the refusal of the United States to endorse

the 1954 Geneva Accords. Pharn Van Dong, premier of North
Vietnam, has insisted on the importance of full United States

participation in any agreement? The pronouncement should make
clear that the National Liberation Front would be included in any

negotiations and in any political settlement in South Vietnam as
a party in its own right and not an appendage of the Hanoi
delegation. Such a declaration would probably Open the way for
desirable changes in the present political situation in Saigon. No
one can foretell what might emerge in terms of local political
forces. But it is possible that the nonmilitary elements that pat ed
the way for the overthrow of the Diem regime and that have since
been suppressed would re-emerge and could help speed the process
of reaching a settlement.

Two unilateral steps then constitute the sine qua non for nego-
tiations. Variants as to order of announcement or extent of action

may be necessary; but before any serious negotiating is possible,
the United States needs to make clear �rst that it does not plan

to continue its military in92"olvernent_ar1d is starting on immediate
steps of dc-escalation and. second, that the Vietnamese, including
the National Liberation Front, must decide their own fate. It is

often said that by making unilateral moves the United States is
giving up bargaining counters or even �blue chips" as if the Vict-
natnese situation were part of a complicated game. Our goal,

�William W&#39;;1rbey, HP, .92&#39;e1-.&#39; Yurlii T."mr&#39;.s&#39;, November 28, 1965.
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70 PEACE IN vn:"r92r

however, must be to bring the war to an end. Steps _to convii
our adversaries of our sincerity are evidently necessary.

While these initiatives are in progress, a whole series of fore
international to local, need to be brought to bear on the problei
The following progression is set forth, not as a rigid pattern, l
as suggestive of the wide possibilities.

1. The United States could call for a general cease-fire for

parties, supervised by an international body to keep order 2
prevent reprisals. Such supervision might be carried on by
International Control Commission  ICC!, which was set up

the Geneva Agreements and is composed of representatives
Canada, India, and Poland. The ICC would have to be enlarg
or reorganized and given a �rmer mandate in order to meet
objections on both sides to its present composition and functioni

2. At the same time, a Geneva-type conference should be cal
together to reapply the principles of the Geneva Agreements
1954 to the current situation. The logical group to form sucl
conference would be the original Geneva powers, which could
assembled on request from concerned parties by the co-chairrn
Britain and the Soviet -Union. Some dil�culties would arise

reconvening this group as originally constituted. For example,
National Liberation Front, which had no place in the framem
of the original body, must be included now.

A more complicated problem is the official representation
the present Republic of Vietnam, or South Vietnam. The pres
military hierarchy in Saigon can be expected to do all in its poi
to resist eiiorts to end the war on terms it would regard as
favorable. Its suppression of any expressions in favor of a peact
settlement has made open organized opposition to the war imp
sible.3 There is a large non-Communist sector of the populati
of which the Buddhists and intellectual communities represent c
a part, which is vitally interested in ending the war. Some me
must be found to permit them to express themselves. This &#39;

require an end to censorship of the press, restored freedom
political discussion and organization, and the institution of st

oilicially recognized body for public representation.

�See Appendix III: Decree Law outlawing Communism and pm-C
munist neutralism.
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One suggestion for achieving this is that the current Saigon
government be pressed to establish a council of notables repre-
senting a wide cross section of civilian and religious leaders who,
in conjunction with the Saigon government, could form a negotiat-
ing authority. Such a council might initiate a representative refer-
endum in Saigon and other urban centers on the issue of whether
or not the government should enter into negotiations with the
Nationalliberation Front. Such a referendum might be conducted
under international auspices, thus providing a precedent for the
elections that will have to be conducted after a treaty is negotiated.
Even then it would be difficult to arrange a- fair vote because of
unsettled political conditions, intensi�ed by the large number of
displaced persons.

If major obstacles arose in setting up a new Geneva-type confer-
ence, it might be necessary to convene a new group of concerned
powers, possibly through the good offices of the United Nations

Secretaly General. Some exploratory efforts, preferably quiet and
private, would clearly be necessa before a decision on the best
way to solve this problem could be made.

The United Nations itself would in normal circumstances be

the natural springboard for the launching of negotiations, the over-

seeing of a cease-�re, the policing of elections, and the carrying
on of necessary peace-keeping activities. Expertise in these areas

has been developed through years of varied experience. Many per-
sons in the United States have suggested a major role for the
United Nations. Unfortunately, in this case the United Nations
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72 PEACE IN VIETN.-92l92-l

negotiation see-saw in the fall of 1965, the State Department was
engaged in Convincing as many national representatives as possible
that the government of mainland China should not be given the
credentials for representing China in the United Nations. U Thant
as Secretary General has rnacle some helpful offers to mediate and
he may yet play a valuable role.

3. Once the Geneva-type conference has been convened, its
�rst task would be to encourage Saigon and the National Libera-
tion Front to reach agreement on the formation of a Vietnamese
Provisional Executive to maintain temporary adniinistration of
South Vietnam and take measures necessary for the establishment
of a provisional government. Such arrangements would not be
simple and the early inclusion of an international force is likely
to be required. In an in�ammatory situation with anarchy and
chaos near the surface, transitional steps of government are not
easily carried out. However, the experience of Algeria and the
Dominican Republic can be cited to show that, at least under some
circumstances, a provisional executive has been a possible formula.

4. International supervisory forces should he brought into South
Vietnam under the aegis of the negotiating conference as eariy
as possible. A natural starting point is the International Control
Commission  ICC! set up for the Geneva Conference of 1954.
Both sides have indicated willingness to use the ICC as a point
of departure. Insofar as the provisional government can estab-
lish stable authority, the function of the international forces could
be minimized, and yet they might be needed to restrain certain
militant elements on either side which might attempt to sabotage the
negotiations. Such a presence might also be of help in guaranteeing
against reprisals.

5. The phased withdrawal of United States forces cannot be

blueprinted this far in advance of negotiations. It is likely that as
the provisional government, with the help of international police,
takes over control, the United States forces should be ivithdrawn

as rapidly as possible into three or four enclaves. These enclaves

could be sanctuaries for refugees fearing reprisals and bases for
logistical support that might still be needed for international
forces. The drawing into enclaves would be a [Cmpnr:tI&#39;!&#39; move
preparatory to complete withdrawal and dismantling of bases.
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POSSIBILITIES FOR A SETTLEMENT &#39;7_3

6. The provisional government would direct the demobilization
of armed forces on both sides and the withdrawal trom South

Vietnam of all outside forces, both North Vietriamcse and Ameri-

can, under the surveillance of the international presence. The

provisional government would also be responsible for conducting
elections, again under the scrutiny of an international umpire.
The object of such elections might be a Constitutional Assembly
or an actual permanent government.

"l. Successful negotiations may still leave some elements in
South Vietnam in danger of reprisals. Predictions have varied
greatly as to the number of persons on either side who might need

to S¬¬l-C sanctuary. The type of regime developed in negotiations
elections would make an important difference. On the side of opti-
mistic predictions is the amazingly favorable experience of the
amnesty and exchange of persons between the two zones after the
first Geneva Conference. On the pessimistic side is the cruel nature
of the current civil War, which may lead to personal vendettas in

the villages and mass repnsals. The United States would certainly
owe an obligation to assist persons who felt they might be in jeops
ardy because of the United States military withdrawal. A precedent
is already at hand in the case of Cuban refugees. Special legislation
would be needed to bring them into this country. This would be
costly, but the war is now being conducted at an in�nitely greater
expense. e

8. The �nal act of the Geneva-type conference should be an

international agreement guaranteeing Vietnam&#39;s neutrality and
its freedom from any outside interference. Major questions such
as reunification should be left to the Vietnamese after the estab-

lishment of responsible government in South Vietnam and the
achieverncnt of relative stability. There should be guarantees

against armed intervention or in�ltration from either North or
South Vietnam in the afiairs of the other state, but it should
be made clear that nothing in the agreement precludes even-

tual reuni�cation of North and South should the Vietnamese

so decide. Provisions for commercial and cultural exchange, frec-
dom of movement, and postal service between the two countries

might well be included.
9. The way may then be open to ful�ll the long-delayed prom-
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ises of massive e:::.";�:  :o pie of Vietnam. In his 1
7 speech Presi;e:: .":&#39;;s.:: sii:

These cop�;-.e5 cf S-:=_"_&#39;:e=_=t Asia. are homes for millions oi

poverishecl _:>e:_: e. 3;; isj: :&#39;.1ese people rise at dawn and str
through unnj :e :_;&#39;:: �.3 �steitie existence from the soii. The!
often wrackei �:7;  pi:-.5-zed by hunger, and death corn
the earl}: age cf 4. . . .

The United .92&#39;s;i:?_s "_s alreaif-� active!!-&#39; engaged in developme
this area. . . . .l_:.i I &#39;;c;&#39;e :::;&#39;;E:c that the Secretary General 0
United f92&#39;atic&#39;_= :c;I;&#39; _se :&#39;;e presjge of his great of�ce and his
knowledge oi .=_=1;= 2; ;&#39;_�_=:e.  soon as possible, with the COUI
of that are:-., 1 _:&#39;1_: 5:: cc-o_:e?::;on i: incre:-nsed development.

For Our 1:: I &#39;-=-Q  &#39;.&#39;:e ::;ess to join in a billion-c�
American i.n&#39;-;�s:e;; 3.  efc.-t seen as it is under way.

To the i.t:;&#39;i;:: :&#39;;s 77:52: cf poverty has now been adclec
fantastic c&#39;es:.&#39;.&#39;:&#39;_":: ::&#39; zcéern T-"Jr. The American people

a responsil:ilZ:j: to ;_ss"_=: i: ice repsir of the damage wrongl
both South a:i .92&#39;::i: 92�fe2:&#39;-41 bu" the vvar. It is imperative

we do so if Y»: ;-;e :: see: ;&#39;:�.s lie: isctn becoming an expli
center for biier �ii-.#..&#39;:eri:;::s:1 1: toe foture. This will rel

vast amounz .:: L&#39;:.:.=;&#39; Stszes 1:3. but will be far less costly
the continu-a:&#39;:; c-5 :2 war. More important than the quanti
aid oficred is :2 st;-L: �J &#39;-&#39;~&#39;.;�:&#39;3 it is offered. Any future part

the Arnericazs :;;:." ¢~"._&#39; :e.:;�:e a high degree of respect fo;
people of 92&#39;ie:_=::. Ac: :;s: &#39;:e c"::.i§.- estentled without st
attached. This  2:4: 1: J:  it ernes under the auspices t
internationai 1�;-if. &#39;; ;e:e::-L -"J :::ed States will have to
...._.,..-..- .. t~..;�;.,.92 .&#39;_, ,~~.-__._I1 &#39;--:-.1-,-s.-,~.1.t 2,�. I rl-11llC¢tLl> {U L92-u___._&#39;-: _Z ;_~._."-.�_.._-. so/92.1..1.| 1~..92U1Llt1UlL in I-113 E

area, not as _:_:t if ; :_=::i: 1: "s:.i_n C0:":rnunism" but as
of a positive :::_::;: ;:&#39; ;&#39;e;;:;: &#39;-92�;-11 the pressing needs or

people. _ _
Full ad&#39;."e:".;;e s;:"_&#39;i �re teien of the cooperation alt

achieved bx" 5;: I_&#39;."_"i:; N::::s Economic Commission for

and the Fa�: E;§:. =&#39;;:_�:: i:s &#39;_-_�<&#39;."ices plans for the Mekong l
developrnenz &#39;;_-.2 3:5; I,-_i~.i_ projecting a technological rcvol�
affecting the 1:-as :5 i"-&#39;2: 3.1- 11:50:". people. The Asian Dev
ment Bank, est: 1: 7»: �.3 c_::t::§on, uith one billion dolln
resources, cc__; &#39;2: ;1e;1 2 L1:-_;er role. The Asian lnslilvli
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Economic Development and Planning could greatly expand its
efforts to train government o�icials. Following the example of
the United Nations response to the Congo crisis, a special emer-
gency reconstruction fund could be established under the United
Nations which would mobilize the sl-till and experience available
through other international agencies.

10. In every effort to achieve a settlement, the long-range goal
of stability in Southeast Asia must be kept in mind. The United
Nations could assist this process if both the People�s Republic of
China and the Democratic Republic of North Vietnam are no
longer outlaws but participants in the world community of nations.
This would require that the issue of Chinese representation in the
U.N. be solved. North Vietnam, like South Vietnam, could then

become an Observer at the U.N. with full opportunities to take

part in the economic and social programs of the U.N. system and
with opportunities for diplomatic consultation at Headquarters.
With Peking as a member, and with some agreement reached for
self-determination in the whole area of Vietnam, steps could be
taken for some type of U.N. guarantee of the neutrality of Cam-
bodia, Laos, and Vietnam. Underlying the immediate steps would
be the broader objectives: the achievement of universality of mem-
bership in the U.N. and the development of accepted processes for

the achievement of security through peaceful settlement, peaceful
change, and the promotion of human rights.

POSSIBILITIES FOR A SETTLEMENT
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Condunon

As 1966 begins, hopes for a new day in Vietnam hang i
balance. Will the record of escalating horror in 1965 be exts
in 1966, or will it be succeeded by a record of escalating p
The past year of devastation and deadlock has Shown the
defeating nature of military solutions to political and ccor
problems. A new approach must be found.

The experience of Vietnam has shown the need for Arne
understanding of the social forces irnpelling change in vast
of the world. Our future and that of Asia, Africa, and Latin P

ica are clearly interlocked. Although most Americans bene�t
our growing productivity, the gap between the �have� and
not" peoples steadily widens. In their affluence, Americans
scarcely realize the desperation of peoples in most deveh
nations today. The ghettos of our own cities provide but a .
sample of the social dynamite among the poorer nations. T
conditions cannot be met by dogmatic anti-Communism. Re
tionary change of some kind is necessary. The tragedy of
nam shows that revolutionary forces can turn to civil war,
civil war can lead to outside intervention, and intervention

lead to an ever-widening arena of con�ict, with the specter o
Hvbomb looming as the ultimate debacle-all this unless the l&#39;~
of change are channeled into constructive courses.

American understanding must go beyond turning from des
tire to can-stnictive approaches. It must become aware oi

76
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CONCLUSION .77

subtle and dangerous assumption that the United States can deter-
mine the course of the whole world, either through rniltiary power
or economic power. We condemn the concept of policing the world
only to fall into the trap of. trying to buy the "w&#39;orid�s allegiance
with our largesse. The fallacy of the Pax Americana is still con~

ditioning our thinking.
In the not-so-remote day when we were not a great power and

were still looked down upon by the European powers, which were
then engaged in exploiting Asia and Africa and parcelling out
among themselves extraterritorial rights in China, America was
admired everywhere. Refugees sought our shores. Patriots took
inspiration and courage from the Declaration of Independence and
the writinm: of .TeiTr-&#39;-rsnn and I inrtnln-&#39;- ..__v...c.. _,. -____,._._..- _.-__. ._._.__._.....

Now we are technically developed, rich, mighty�and no longer
admired. The downtrodden multitudes look elsewhere, to the very
elements that we are bent on destroying. We must refurbish the
American dream and seek ways to enlarge it into a world dream.
But we must remember that we Americans are only a small por-
tion of the dreamers.

The world to come must be built on international accommoda-

tion and cooperation. The year 1965, when violence reached a new
peak in Vietnam and the United Nations was crippled for nine
months, was supposed to be International Cooperation Year. The
new order struggles to be born against great dif�culties. Progress
in conquering disease leads to a setback in conquering poverty.
The stresses of change produce strains within each new nation, and
lead to heightened tensions between nations.

Americans have a natural optimism born of our experience, at
faith that every condition of man can be changed for the bctter._ If
we can apply this faith with perspective and with understanding of
those whose experience has been less fortunate, we will be able to
share in building a world ruled by human rights and human dignity.
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Agreements on Vietnam

Appendix l�A

 The Geneva Agreements iheoreiicaiiy ended Ike war ii
tween French Union forces and the Vietnrin/1 in Laos, Ca:
bodia, and Vietnam. These xrares were to bet-Onze fully -ind
pendent countries, wirh the lax!-named pnrtirinned near ti
17th parallel into two smies pending reuni�cation throzrglz �fr.
elections� to be /re/�d by Jniy 20, 1956. The United States m
Vietnam are n0! signatories to these agreemenis.!

Agreement on the Cessation of Hoslili�es in Vief~Nc1:T

July 20, 1954

Chapter I�Pr0visi0na1 Military Demarcation Line and
Dcnulitzuized Zone

Article I .

A provisional military demarcation linc shall be �xed, on either sid-
of which the forces of the {W0 parties shall be regroupcd alter Ihdi

78
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withdrawal, the forces of the People&#39;s Army of Viet-Nam to the north
of the line and the forces of the French Union to the south.

The provisional military demarcation line is �xed as shown on the

map attached [omitted].
It is also agreed that a demilitarized zone shall be established on

either side of the demarcation line, to a width of not more than S

krns. from it, to act as a buffer zone and avoid any incidents which

might result in the resumption of hostilities.

Article 2

The period within which the movement of all the forces of either

party into its regroupirtg zone on either side of the provisional military
demarcation line shall he completed shall not exceed three hundred

�00! days from the date of the present Agrcemenfs entry into force.

Article 3

When the provisional military demarcation line coincides with a

waterway, the waters of such waterway shall be open to civil naviga-
tion by both parties wherever one bank is controlled by one party and
the other bank by the other party. The Joint Commission shall estab-
lish rules of navigation for the stretch of waterway in question. The
merchant shipping and other civilian craft of each party shall have
unrestricted access to the land under its military control.

Article 4

The provisional military demarcation line between the two �nal re-
grouping zones is extended into the territorial waters by a line per-
pendicular to the genera! line of the coast.

All coastal islands north of this boundary shall be evacuated by the
armed forces of the French Union. and all islands south of it shall be

evacuated by the forces of the People&#39;s Army of Viet-Nam.

Article 5

To avoid any incidents which might result in the restttttption of hos-
tilities, all military forces, supplies and equipment shall be withdrawn
from the dernilitarized zone within twenty-�ve �5! days of the pres-

ent Agreements entry into force.
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A rricle 6

No person, military or civilian. shall be permitted to cross the
visional military demarcation line unless speci�cally authorized 1
so by the Joint Commission.

A rticle 7

No person, military or civilian, shall be permitted to entei
demllitnrizcd zone except persons concerned with the conduct of
administration and relief and persons speci�cally authortzed to

by the Joint Commission.

Artifle 3

Civil administration and relief in the demilitzirized zone on e

side of the provisional military demarcation line Shall be the rcsp
bility of the Commanders-in~Chief of the two parties in their re

tive zones. The number of persons, military or civilian, from each
who are permitted to enter the dernilitnrizcd zone for the condu-
civil administration and relief shall be determined by the respe
Commanders, but in no ease shall the total number authorizet

either side exceed at any one time a �gure to be determined -by
Trung Gin Military Commission or by the Joint Commission.
number of civil police and the arms to be carried by them shn
determined by the Joint Commission. No one else shall Carry
unless speci�cally authorized to do so by the Joint Commission.

A rricle 9

Nothing contained in this chapter shall be construed as limiting
complete freedom of movement, into, out of or within the de
tarized zone, of the Joint Commission, its joint groups, the I
national Commission to be set up as indicated below, its inspet
teams and any other persons, supplies or equipment speci�cally
thorized to enter the demilitarized zone by the Joint Commis

Freedom of movement shall be permitted across the territory l.�t

the military control of either side over any road or wttterwtty v.
has to be taken between points within the demilitnrized zone 92i

such points are not connected by roads or watcrwttys lying compl
within the dC[TlllZll11I&#39;l.Z8d zone.
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APPENDIX I 8,1

Chapter II-�Pt"inciples and Procedure Governing
Implementation of the Prcsent Agreement

Article I0

The Commanders of the Forces on each side, on the one side the

Commander-in-Chief of the French Union forces in Indo-China and

on the other side the Comntander-in-Chief of the Peoples Army of
Viet-Nam, shall order and enforce the complete cessation of all hostili-
ties in Viet-Nam by all armed forces under their control, including all

units and personnel of the ground, naval, and air forces.

Article� 1]

In accordance with the principle of a simultaneous cease-�re
throughout Indo-China, the cessation of hostilities shall be simultane-
ous throughout all parts of Viet-Nam, in all areas of hostilities and
for all the forces of the two parties.

Taking into account the time efiectivciy required to transmit the
cease-�re order down to the lowest echelons oi the combatant forces

on both sides, the two parties are agreed that the cease-Fire shall take
effect completely and simultaneously for the dilierent sectors of the
country as follows:

Northern Viet-Nam at 8:00 a.m.  local time! on 27 July 1954
Central Viet-Nam at 8:00 a.n1.  local time! on I August 1954

Southern Viet-Nam at 8:60 a.rn.  local time! on ii. August 1954
It is agreed that Peltin mean time shall be taken as local time.
From such time as the cease-�re becomes effective in Northern

Viet-Nam, both parties undertake not to engage in any large-scale
offensive action in any part of the lndo-Chinese theatre of operations
and not to commit the air forces based on Northern �v&#39;iet-Nam outside

that sector. The two parties also undertake to inform each other of
their pians for movement from one regrouping zone to another within
twenty-�ve �5! days of the present Agreements entry into force. i

A rricie I2

All the operations and movements entailed in the cessation of hos-
tilities and regrouping must proceed in a safe and orderly fashion: _
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la! Within a certain number of days after the cease-�re Ag
ment shall have become effective, the number to be determi

on the spot by the Trung Gia. Military Commission, each p
shall be responsible for removing and neutralizing mines
eluding river- and sea-mines!, booby traps, explosives and
other dangerous substances placed by it. In the event of its bet:
impossible to complete the work of removal and neutralizatit
in time, the party concerned shall mark the spot by placing v.
ble signs there. All dernolitions, mine �elds, wire entangleme
and other hazards to the free movement of the personnel of t
Joint Commission and its joint groups, known to be present af
the withdrawal of the military forces, shall be reported to t
Joint Commission by the Commanders of the opposing forces;

 b! From the time of the cease-�re until regrouping is CO]
pleted on either side of the demarcation line:

�! The forces of either party shall be provisionally wit
drawn from the provisional assembly areas assigned to tl
other party.

�! When one party&#39;s forces withdraw by a route  road
rail, waterway, sea route! which passes through the territor
of the other party  see Article 24!, the latter part_v�s force
must provisionally withdraw three kilometres on each side o
such route, but in such a manner as to avoid interfering witl
the movements of the civil population.

A rticle I 3 &#39;

From the time of the cease-�re until the completion of the move
ments from one regrouping zone into the other, civil and militar�;
transport aircraft shall follow air-corridors between the provisiona
assembly areas assigned to the French Union forces north of the de-
marcation line on the one hand and the Laotian frontier and the
regrouping zone assigned to the French Union forces on the other
hand.

The position of the air-corridors, their width, the safety route for
Single-engined military aircraft transferred to the south and the search
and rescue procedure for aircraft in distress shall. be determined on

the spot by the Trung Gia Military Commission.

A rriclc 14

Political and administrative measures in the two regrouping zones,
on either side of the provisional military demarcation line:
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each regrouping zone shall be in the hands of the party whose

forces are to be regrouped there in virtue of the present Agree-

ment;

 bl Any territory controlled by one party which is transferred
to the other party by the regrouping plan shall continue to be
administered by the former party until such date as all the troops
who are to be transferred have completely left that territory so as

to free the zone assigned to the party in question. From then on,
such territory shall be regarded as transferred to the other party,
who shall assume responsibility for it.

Steps shall be taken to ensure that there is no break in the

transfer of responsibilities. For this purpose, adequate notices

shall be given by the withdrawing party to the other party. which
shall make the necessary arrangements, in particular by sending
administrative and police detachments to prepare for the assump-
tion of administrative responsibility. The length of such notice
shall be determined by the Trung Gia Military Commission. The
transfer shall be effected in successive stages for the various ter-
ritorial sectors.

The transfer of the civil administration of Hanoi and Haiphong

to the authorities of the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam shall

be completed within the respective time-linuts laid clown in
Article 15 for military movements.

-  c! Each party undertakes to refrain from any reprisals or

discrimination against persons or organizations on account of
their activities during the hostilities and to guarantee their demo-
cratic liberties.

 d! From the date if entry into force of the present Agreement

until the movement of troops is �completed, any civilians residing
in a district controlled by one party who wish to go and live in

the zone assigned to the other party shall be permitted and helped
to do so by the authorities in that district.

A rricle 15

The disengagement of the combatants, and the withdrawals and

transfers oi� military forces, equipment and supplies shall take place
in accordance with the following principles:

�1! The withdrawals and transfers of the military forces,

equipment and supplies of the two parties shall be completed
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within three hundred �00! days, as laid down in Artie

the present Agreement:
 b! Within either territory successive withdrawals s

made by sectors, portions of sectors, or provinces. Transle
one regrouping zone to another shall be made in sut
monthly installments proportionate to the number of troop

transferred;

 c! The two parties shall undertake to carry out al
withdrawals and transfers in accordance with the aims

present Agreement, shall permit no hostile act, and shall 1

step whatsoever which might hamper such withdrawals ant
fe&#39;rs. They shall assist one another as far as this is possible

 d! The two parties shall permit no destruction or saho

any public property and no injury to the life and property
civil population. They shall permit no interference in loc
administration; -

 e! The Joint Commission and the International Corni

shall ensure that steps are taken to safeguard the forces
course of withdrawal and transfer:

 f! The Trung Gia Military Commission, and later th

Commission, shall determine by common agreement the
procedure for the disengagement of the combatants and fo
withdrawals and transfers, on the basis of the principle:
tioned above and within the framework laid down below:

1. The disengagement of the combatants, includi
concentration of the armed forces of all kinds and als

part!/�s movements �into the provisional assembly an
signed to it and the other party�s provisional with
from it, shall be completed within a period not exc
�fteen �5! days after the date when the cease-�re bi
effective.

The general delineation of the provisional assembly
is set out in the maps� annexed to the present Agreetr

In order to avoid any incidents, no troops shall l
tioned less than 1,500 metres from the lines delimiti

provisional assembly areas.

During the period until the transfers are concluded,
coastal islands west of the following lines shall be in-

in the Haiphong perimeter:
�meridian of the southern point of Kebao lsland

� Not reprinted here.
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--northern coast of the [lo Rousse  excluding tlie
island!, extended as far as the meridian of Campbe-
Mines

�mericlian of Carnpha-Mines.
2. The withdrawals and transfers shall be effected in the

following order and within the following periods  from the
date of the entry into force of the present Agreement!:

APPENDIX I

Forces of the French Union Days

Hanoi perimeter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 30
Haiduong perimeter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 100
Haiphong perimeter . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 300

Forces " People�: Army of Vie!-i"v�ain

Ham Tan and Xuyenmec provisional assembly area . . . . ... SO
Central Viet-Nam provisional assembly ztrea��Ist installment 80
Plaine des Jones provisional assembly area . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 100
Point Caman provisional assembly area . , . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . 200
Central Viet-Nam provisional assembly area�last installment 300

Chapter lll�Ban on Introduction of Fresh Troops, l92-&#39;lilita.ry
Persowel, P-_rm_< and l&#39;vIuniLions, Military Bases

A rticle 1 6

With effect from the date of entry into force of the present Agree-
ment, the introduction into Viet-l92&#39;am of any troop reinforcements and
additional military personnel is prohibited.

It is understood, however, that the rotation of units and groups of
personnel, the arrival in Viet-Nam of individual personnel On a tempo-
rary duty basis and the return to Viet-Nam of individual personnel
after short periods of leave or temporary duty outside Viet-Nam shall
be permitted under the conditions laid down he-low:

ta! Rotation of units  de�ned in paragraph  c! of this Arti-
clei and groups of personnel shall not he permitted for French
Union troops stationed north of the provisional military demarca-
tion line laid down in Article l of the present Agreement, during
the withdrawal period provided for in Article 2.

However, under the heading of individual personnel not more
than �fty �0! men, including ol�cers, shall during any one
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month be permitted to enter that part of the country north o.
provisional military demarcation line on a temporary duty l
or to return there after short periods of leave or temporary

outside �v"iet-Nam. g

 b! �Rotation� is de�ned as the replacement of unit:
groups of personnel by other units of the same echelon o:
personnel who are arriving in Viet-Nam territory to do l
overseas service there;

tc! The its rota ..

or the Corresponding echelon for air and naval forces;
 d! Rotation shall he conducted on a man-for-man basis,

vided, however, that in any one quarter neither party shall ir
duce more than �fteen thousand �ve hundred �5,500! rnern

of its armed forces into Viet-Nam under the rotation policy.

 e! Rotation units  de�ned in paragraph  c! of this Arti
and groups of personnel, and the individual personnel mentic
in this Article, shall enter and leave Viet-Nam only through

entry points enumerated in Article 20 below:
if! Each party shall notify the Joint Commission and the

ternationl Commission at least two days in advance of any

rivals or departures of units, groups of personnel and indivic
personnel in or from Viet-Nam. Reports on the arrivals or

partures of units, groups of personnel and individual personne
or from Viet-Narn shall be submitted daily to the Joint Cornr
sion and the International Commission.

All the above-mentioned noti�cations and reports shall indit
the places and dates of arrival or departure and the number

persons arriving or departing.
 g! The International Commission, through its Inspect

Teams, shall supervise and inspect the rotation of units :
groups of personnel and the arrival and departure of indii.-id
personnei as authorized above, at the points or entry enumera
in Article 20 below.
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 b! It is understood, however, that war material, arms ant

munitions which have been destroyed, damaged, worn out or user

_ up after the cessation of hostilities may be replaced on the basi:
- of piece-for-piece of the same type and with similar characteris-
l tics. Such replacements of war material, arms and munitions

shall not be permitted for French Union troops stationed nortl-.
J of the provisional military demarcation line laid down in Article

1 of the present Agreement, during the withdrawal period pro-
vided for in Article 2.

Naval craft may perform transport operations between the
regroupmg zones.

 c! The war material, arms and munitions for replacement
purposes provided for in paragraph  b! of this Article. shall be
introduced into Viet-Nam only through the points of entry enu-
merated in Article 20 below. War material, arms, and munitions
to be replaced shall be shipped from Viet-Nam only through the
points of entry enumerated in Article 20 below;

l  d! Apart from the replacements permitted within the limits
1 laid down in paragraph  b! of this Article, the introduction of

war material, arms, and munitions of all types in the form of uri-

assembled parts for subsequent assembly is prohibited:
 e! Each party shall notify the Joint Commission and the

International Commission at least two days in advance of any

arrivals or departures which may take place of war material,
arms and munitions of all types.

i In order to justify the requests for the introduction into Viet-
.t Nam of arms, munitions and other war material  as de�ned in

5 paragraph  a! of this Article! for replacement purposes. a report
I eon serning each incoming shipment shall be submitted to the Joint

Commission and the International Commission. Such reports
Shall indicate the use made of the items so replaced.

 f! The International Commission, through its Inspection

, Teams, shall supervise and inspect the replacements permitted
l in the circumstances laid down in this Article, at the points of
l entry enumerated in Article 20 below.

Article I8

With effect from the date of entry into force of the present Agree-
ment, the establishment of new military bases is prohibited through-

" out Viet-Nam territory.
l
ll -
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With effect from the date of entry into force of the present Agreo
ment, no military base under the control of a foreign State may be
est_ablis�hed in the regrouping zone of either party: the two parties
shall ensure that the zones assigned to them do not adhere to any mili-

tary alliance and are not used for the resumption of hostilities or to

further an aggressive policy.

1

1 &#39; -4 �

A rtfcle 20

The points of entry into Viet-Nam for rotation personnel and re-
lacements of material are �xed as follows:

Zones to the north of the provisional military demarcation line:

Laokay, Langson, Tien-Yen, Haiphong, Vinh, Dong-Hoi,

Mtiong-Sen;
Zones to the south of the provisional military demarcation line:
Tourane, Quinhon, Nhatrang. Bangoi, Saigon, Cap St. Jacques,
Tanchau.

t. . P
J , d
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t_, J IEfi"�.§� Chapter IV�Prisoners of War and Civilian Internees
� _: _:. _ , i,-i.l__._�__v.»-_ ._ �pi ___..t».E_,

£
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1 he liberation and repatriation of Ml prisoners of  and civilian
, i internees detained by each of the two parties at the coming into force
;.<_;; _  of the present Agreement shall be carried out under the following

_  "-; conditions:
 a! All prisoners of war and civilian internecs of Viet-Nam,

French, and other nationalities captured since Lhe beginning of

hostilities in Viet-Narn during military operations or in any other
circumstances of war and in any part of the territory of Viet-
Narn shall he liberated within a period of thirty �0! days after
the date when the cease-�re becomes effective in each theatre.

 I3! The term �civilian internees" is understood to lriean all
persons who, having in any way contributed to the political and
armed struggle between the two parties, have been arrested for
that reason and have been kept in detention by either party during

the period of hostilities. p
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 c! All prisoners of war and civilian internees held by either
party shall he surrendered to the appropriate authorities of the

other party, who shall give them all possible assistance in proceed-
ing to their cotintry of origin, place of habitual residence, or the
Zone of their choice.

Chapter V-�l92/liscellatteous

A rriclc 22 "

The Commanders of the Forces of the two parties shall ensure that

persons under their respective commands who violate any of the pro-
visions of the present Agreement are suitably punished.

A rricle 23

In cases in which the place of burial is known and the existence of
gra92_&#39;es has been established, the Commander of the Forces of either

party shall, within a speci�c period after the entry into force of the

Armistice Agreement. permit the graves service personnel of the other
party to enter the part of Viet-Nam territory under their military con-
trol for the purpose of �nding and removing the bodies oi deceased

military personnel of that party, including the bodies of deceased pris-
oners of war. The Joint Commission shall determine the procedures
and the time limit for the performance of this tasl-L. The Commanders
of the Forces ol the two parties shall communicate to each other all

information in their possession as to the place of burial of military
personnel of the other party.

Article 24

The present Agreement shall apply to all the armed forces of either
party. The armed forces of each parry shall respect the demilitarized
zone and the territory under the military control of the other party,
and shall commit no act and undertake no operation against the other
party and shall not engage in blockade of any kind in Viet-Nam.

For the purposes of the present Article, the vtord �territory� in-
cludes territorial waters and air space.

Article 25 &#39;

The Commanders of the Forces of the two parties shall afford full

protection and all possible assistance and co-operation to the Joint
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Commission and its joint groups and to theilnlernntional Commission
and its inspection teams in the performance of the tunctions and tasks

assigned to them by the present Agreement.

Article 26

The costs involved in the operations of the Joint Commission and

joint groups and of the International Commission and its Inspection
Teams shall be shared equally between the two parties.

A rticle 2 7

The signatories of the present Agreement and their successors in
their functions shall be responsible for ensuring the observance and
enforcement of the terms and provisions thereof. The Commanders
oi the Forces of the two parties shall. within their respective com-

mands, take all steps and make all arrangements necessary to ensure

full compliance with all the provisions of the present Agreement by
all elements and military personnel under their command.

The procedures laid clown in the present Agreement shall. whenever

necessary, be studied by the Commanders of the two parties and, it
necessary, de�ned more speci�cally by the Joint Commission.

Chapter VI�Joint Commission and International
Cornmission for Supervision and Control in Viet-Nam

l 23. Responsibility for the execution of the agreement on the cessa-

tion of hostilities shall rest with the parties.
29. Art International Commission shall ensure the control and su-

pervision of this execution.
30. In order to facilitate, under the conditions shown below, the

execution of provisions concerning joint actions b_v the two parties. a

Joint Commission shall be set up in Viet-r92&#39;am.
31. The Joint Commission shall be composed of an equal number

of representatives of the Commanders of the two parties.
32. �The Presidents of the delegations to the Joint Commission shall

hold the rank of General.

l The Joint Commission shall set up ioint groups the number of which

shall he determined by mutual agreement between the parties. The

joint groups shall be composed of an equal number of o�icers from
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APPENDIX I 9.1

both parties. Their location on the deniarcation line between the re-
grouping zones shall be determined by the parties whilst taking into
account the powers of the Joint Commission.

33. The Joint Commission shall ensure the execution of the follow-

ing provisions of the Agreement on the cessation of hostilities:
 a! A simultaneous and general cease-�re in Viet-Nam

for all regular and irregular armed forces of the two parties.
 b! A re~gr0upnient of the armed forces of the two

parties. _
 c! Observance of the demarcation lines between the re-

groiiping zones and of the demiiitarized sectors.
Within the limits of its competence it shall help the parties to exe-

cute the said provisions, shall ensure liaison between them for the pur-
pose of preparing and carrying out plans for the application of these
provisions, and shall endeavor to solve such disputed questions as may
arise between the parties in the course of executing these provisions.

34. An International Commission shall be set up for the control and

supervision over the application of the provisions of the agreement on
the cessation of hostilities in Viet-Nam. It shall be composed of rep-
resentatives of the following States: Canada, India, and Poland.

It shall be presided over by the Representative of India.
35. The International Commission shall set up �xed and mobile in-

spection teams, composed of an equal number of officers appointed by
each of the above�mentioned States. The �xed teams shall be located

at the following points: Laokay, Langson, Tien-Yen, Haiphong,

Vinh, Dong-Hoi, Muong-Sen. Tourane, Quinhon, Nhatrang, Bangoi,
Saigon, Cap St. Jacques. Tranchau. These points of location may,
at a later date, be altered at the request of the Joint Commission, or

of one of the parties, or of the International Commission itself, by
agreement between the International Commission and the command
of the party concerned. The zones ot action of thc mobile teams shall

be the regions bordering the land and sea frontiers of Viet-Nam, the
demarcation lines between the re-grouping Zones, and the demilitarized
zones. 92Vithin the limits of these zones they shall have the right to
move freely and shall receive from the local civil and military authori-
ties all facilities they may require for the ful�lment of their tasks

 provision of personnel, placing at their disposal documents needed

for supervision, summoning witnesses necessary for holding enquiries,
ensuring the security and trcedom ot movement ot the inspection

teams etc. . .!. They shall have at their disposal such modern means

of transport, observation, and communication as they may require. Be-
yond the zones of action as de�ned above, the mobile teams may, by_
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92 APPENDIXE.

agreement with the command of the party concerned. carry out othe
movements within the limits of the tasks given them by the presen

agreement.

36. The International Commission shall he responsible tor super
vising the proper execution by the parties of the provisions of tht
agreement. For this purpose it shall ful�ll the tasks of control, ohsel�
vation, inspection, and investigation connected with the application o.
the provisions of the agreement on the cessation of hostilities, and it
shall in particular:

 a! Control the movement of the armed forces of the two

parties, elfected within the framework of the regrouprnent plan.
 b! Supervise the demarcation lines between the regrouping

areas, and also the clemilitarized zones.

ic! Controi the operations of releasing prisoners of war and
civilian internees.

 d! Supervise at ports and air�elds as well as along all fron-
tiers of Viet-Nam the execution of the provisions of the agree-
ment on the cessation of hostilities, regulating the introduction

into the country of armed forces, military personnel and of all
kinds of arms, munitions, and war material.

37. The International Commission shall, through the medium of
the inspection teams mentioned above, and as soon as possible either
on its own initiative, or at the request of the Joint Commission, or of
one of the parties, undertake the necessary" investigations both docu-
mentary and on the ground.

38. The inspection teams shall submit to the International Com-
mission the results of their supervision, their investigation, and their
observations; furthermore, they shall draw up such special reports
as they may consider necessary or as may be requested from them by
the Commission. In the case of a disagreement within the teams, the
conclusions of each member shall be submitted to the Commission.

39. If any one inspection team is unable to settle an incident or
considers that there is a violation or a threat of a serious violation the

International Commission shall be info , th hall study the
reports and the conclusions of the inspection teams and shall inform
the parties of the measures which should be taken for the settlement

of the incident, ending oi the violation or removal of the threat of
violation. "

40. 92Vhcrt the Joint Commission is unable to reach an agreement
on the interpretation to be given to some provision or on the� appraisal
Of a fact, the International Commission shall be informed 01&#39; the dis-
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APPENDIX I

puted question. Its recommendations shall be sent directly to the
parties and shall be noti�ed to the Joint Commission.

41. The recommendations of the International Commission shall be

adopted by majority vote, subject to the provisions contained in Article
42. If the votes are divided, the chairman�s vote shall be decisive.

The International Commission may formulate recommendations
concerning amendments and additions which should be made to the

provisions of the agreement on the cessation of hostilities in Viet-Nam,
in order to ensure a more effective execution of that agreement. These

recorruncndntions shall be adopted t.lt1:tnimOuSiy.
42. When dealing with questions concerning violations, or threats

of violations, which might lead to a resumption of hostilities, namely:
 a! Refusal by the armed forces of one party to e�ect the

movements provided for in the regroupment plan;
 b! Vioiation by the armed forces of one of the parties of the

regrouping zones, territorial waters, or air space of the other

party;
the decisions of the International Commission must be unanimous.

43. If one of the parties refuses to put into effect a recommenda-
tion of the International Commission, the parties concerned or the
Commission itself shall inform the members of the Geneva Confer-

enee.

If the International Commission does not reach unanimity in the

eases provided for in Article 42, it shall submit a majority report
and one or more minority reports to the members of the Conference.

The International Commission shall inform the members of the

Conference in all cases where its activity is being hindered.
44. The International Commission shall be set up at the time of

the cessation of hostilities in Indo-China in order that it should be able

to ful�ll the �tasks provided for in Articie 36. &#39;
45. The International Commission for Supervision and Controi in

Viet-Nam shall act in close co-operation with the International Com-
missions for Supervision and Controi in Cambodia and Laos.

The Secretaries-General of these three Commissions shall be re-

sponsible for co-ordinating their work and for relations between them.
46. The International Commission {or Supervision and Control in

Viet-Nam may, after consultation with the International Commis-
sions for Supervision and Control in Cambodia and Laos, and having

regard to the development of the situation in Cambodia and Laos,
progressively reduce iLs activities. Such a decision must be adopted

unanimously.

n
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47. All the provisions of the present Agreement, save the seconi
sub-paragraph of Article 11, shall enter into force at 2400 hour
 Geneva time! on 22 July 1954. I

Done in Geneva at 2400 hours on the 20th of July 1954 in Frenc
and in Viet-Namese, both texts being equally authentic.

For the Commander-in-Chief of

the People&#39;s Army of Viet-Nam

For the Commander-in-Chief of

the French Union Forces in

Indo-China
&#39;lA-QUANG BUU,

Brigadier-General DELTEII.

of the Democratic Republic 0!�
&#39; Viet-Nam

Appendix &#39;|�B

Final Declaration of the Geneva Conierence  July 21

1954!

Nations taking part in the Conference: Kingdom of Cambodia

Democratic Republic 0!� Vietnam, France, Kingrlom of Laos
People&#39;s� Republic of China, State 0}� Vietnam, Union of Sovie
Socialist Republics, United Kingdom  Great Britain!, Unite.
States of America.

K 1. The Conference takes note of the agreements ending hostilitie

in Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam and organizing international contro

and the supervision of the execution ot&#39; the provisions of these agree
menls.

2. The Conference expresses satisfaction at the ending of hoslilitie
in Cambodia. Laos, and Vietnam: the Conference expresses its con
viction that the execution of the provisions set out in the presen

�Further Docunrerrts Relating to the Di.rcu.s.ri0rt 0] lrrduclrirrrz at lllll

Genera C0.rIf:&#39;ri:.rtct�  Miscellaneous No. 10 [195-1]. Command Paper. 9239!
London? Great Britain Pnriinmentary Sessionnl Papers, XXXI  _lH�53-54!
pp. 9-11.
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declaration and in the agreements on the cessation of hostilities wi
permit Cambodia, Laos. and Vietnam henceforth to play their par�
in tuli independence and sovereignty, in the peaceiul community o
1;�tZtttOrtS. _

3. The Conference takes note of the declarations made by th
Governments of Cambodia and of Laos of their intention to adop

measures permitting all citizens to take their place in the nations

community. in particular by participating in the next general election
which, in conformity with the constitution of each of these countries

shall take place in the course of the year 1955, by secret ballot ant
in conditions of respect for fundamental freedoms.

4. The Conference takes note of the clauses in the agreement O1
the cessation of hostilities in Vietnam prohibiting the introduction inti

Vietnam of foreign troops and military personnel as well as of al
kinds of arms and munitions. The Conference also takes note of thi

declarations made by the Governments of Cambodia and Laos of thci

resolution not to request foreign aid, whether in war material, i1
personnel, or in instructors except for the purpose of the effectivi
defense of their territory and, in the case of Laos,.to the extent do
�ned by the agreements on the cessation of hostilities in Laos.

5. The Conference takes note of the clauses in the agreement or
the cessation of hostilities in Vietnam to the eticct that no military

base under the control of a foreign State may be established in the

regrouping zones of the two parties, the latter having the obligatiot
to sec that the zones allotted to them shall not constitute part of any
military alliance and shall not be utilized for the resumption of hos

tilities or in the service of an aggressive policy. The Conference alst
takes note of the declarations of the Governments of Cambodia ant

Laos to the effect that they will not join in any agreement with other
States if this agreement includes the obligation to participate in 2
military alliance not in conformity with the principles of the Charter
of the United Nations or, in the case of Laos. with the principles oi

the agreement on the cessation of hostilities in Laos or, so tong as
their security is not threatened, the obligation to establish bases or
Cambodian or Laotian territory for the military forces of forcigr

poxxers.
6. The Conference recognizes

agreement relating to Vietnam is to settle military questions
view to cndin" hostilities and that the military demarcation

of tht

with 2

_ line is

provisional and should not in any way be interpreted as cons1itutin~__i
a political or territorial boundary. The Conference expresses its con-

that the essential purpose
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96 APPENDI.K&#39;ES

viction that the execution of the provisions set out in the present
declaration and in the agreement on the cessation of hostilities creates
the necessary basis for the achievement in the near future of a po-

litical settlement in Vietnam. .

.7. The Conference declares that, so far as Vietnam is concerned.

the settlement of political problems, effected on the basis ot respect

for the principles of independence, unity, and territorial integrity,
sh- "tit the Vietnamese peopte to enjoy the fundamental free-
doms, guaranteed by democratic institutions established as a result
of free general elections by secret ballot. In order to ensure that
su�icient progress in the restoration of peace has been made, and
that all the necessary conditions obtain for free expression of the
national will, general elections shall be held in July, 1956, under the
supervision of an international commission composed of representa-
tives of the Member States of the International Supervisory Commis-

sion, referred to in the agreement on the cessation of hostilities. Con-
sultations will be held on this subject between the competent repre-
sentative authorities of the two Zones from July Z0, L955, onward.

8. The provisions of the agreements on the cessation of hostilities
intended to ensure the protection of individuals and of property must

be most strictly applied and mtist, in particular. allow everyone in
Vietnam to decide freely in which zone he wishes to live.

9. The competent representative authorities of the North and South
zones of Vietnam, as well as the authorities of Laos and Cambodia,

must not permit any individual or collective reprisals against persons
who have collaborated in any way with one of the parties during the
war, or against members of such persons� families.
_ IO. The Conference takes note of the declaration of the Govern-

ment of the French Republic to the c�ect that it is -ready to withdraw
its troops from the territory of Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam, at the
request of the Governments concerned and within periods which
shall be �xed by agreement between the parties except in the cases
where, by agreement between the two parties, a certain number of
French troops shall remain at speci�ed points and for a speci�ed
time.

ll. The Conference takes note of the declaration of the French

Government to the etfeet that for the settlement of all the problems
connected with the re-establishment and consolidation of peace in

Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam, the French Government williprocccd
from the principle of respect for the independence and sovereignty,
unity and territorial integrity of Cambodia, Laos. and Vietnam.
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APPENDIX 1 _

12. In their relations with Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam, each
member of the Geneva Conference undertakes to respect the sov-
ereignty, the independence, the unity, and the territorial integrity of
the above-mentioned States, and to refrain from any interference in
their internal affairs.

13. The members of the Conference agree to consult one another
on any question which may he referred to them by the International
Supervisory Commission, in order to study such measures as may
prove necessary to ensure that the agreements on the cessation of
hostilities in Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam are respected.

[This section of the Geneva Agreements was not signed by any
nation, but rather agreed to by voice v0te.]

Appendix �I-C

[Thit unilateral declaration by the United States Government
sets forth its position with regttrtl to the Geneva Accords, which
it did not .rt&#39;gn.}

Statement by the Under Secretary oi State� at the
Concluding Plenary Session of the Geneva Conference,

July 21, 19542

As I stated on July 18, my Government is not prepared to join in
a declaration by the Conference such as is submitted. However, the
United States makes this unilateral declaration of its position in these

matters:

Declaration

The Government of the United States being resolved to devote its�

efforts to the stre_ngthening of peace in accordance with the princi-

� 92V¬litCl&#39; HCLIQH Smtlh.
� Department of State Bulletin, Aug. 2, 1954, pp. 162-163.
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98 APPENDIXES

ples and purposes of the United Nations takes note of the agreements
concluded at Geneva on July 20 and 21, 195-1». between  a! the
Franco-Laotian Command and the Command of the Peoples Army

of 92&#39;iet-Nam;  b! the Royal Khmer Arrny�Command and the Com-
mand of the Peoples Army of Viet-Nam;  cl FIEIHCO-Vietnamese
Command and the Command of the Peoples Army of Viet-Nam and
of paragraphs 1 to 12 inclusive of the declaration presented to the
Geneva Conference on July 21, 1954, declares with regard to the
aforesaid agreements and paragraphs that  i! it will refrain from
the threat or the use of force to disturb them, in accordance with

Article 1�! of the Charter of the United Nations dealing with the
obligation of members to refrain in their international relations from
the threat or use of force; and  ii! it would view any renewal of

the aggression in violation of the aforesaid agreements with grave
concern and as seriously threatening international peace and security.

In connection with the statement in the declaration concerning
free elections in Viet-Nam my Government wishes to make clear its

position which it has exp: =&#39;- a declaration made in Washington
on June 29, 1954. as follows:

In the case of nations now divided against their Will, we shall
continue to seek to achieve unity through free elections supervised
by the United Nations to insure that they are conducted fairly.

With respect to the statement made by the representative of the
State of Viet~Nani_ the United States reiterates its traditional position
that peoples are entitled to determine their own future and that it
will not join in an arrangement which would hinder this. Nothing in

tic� Jun mm]: ie infnnrlari in nr rinne imlir-urn &#39;;92&#39;r9292l rl|92nnrt|1rPll J _-H, ||1|_|,92.|92- 1., �see. 92.92.� -.~.. I-IL 92-h92J§l~J - ~ H . U M - ~ u--J --1------J

fr iis traditional position.
We share the hope that the agreements will permit Cambodia. Laos,

and 92&#39;iet-Nam to play their part, in full independence and sovereignty.
in the peaceful coinmunity of nations. and will enable the peoples
of that area to determine their own future.
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Appendix ll

Program of the Notional Liberation Front of South

Vief-Noml

[On December 20. 1960, the day of its founding, the National
Liberation Front of South Viet-Nam issued :1 manifesto and published

its ten-point program, the text of which follows:]

I. Oi"-errhrow Ike canion�nged colonial regime of the American im-

peri�lfrti and the dictatorial power of Ngo Dirzlt Diem, servant of
the AmerICr:m.r, and iltsririite a goverrzmem� of national democratic
union.

The present South Vietnamese regime is a camou�aged colonial
regime dominated by the Yankees. and the South Vietnamese govern-
ment is :1 scrvile government, implementing faithfully all the policies
of the American imperialists. Therefore, this regime must be over-
thrown and :1 government of national and democratic union put in its

place composed of representatives of all social classes. of all nationali-
ties, of the various political parties, of all religions; patriotic, eminent
citizens must take over for the people the control of economic. po-

litical, social. and cultural interests and thus bring about independence,

dcrnocrzacy, well-being, pence, neutrality, and efforts toward the peace-
ful uni�cation of the country.

1 English translation reprinted from The Two I�i&#39;<»t-Nmm.� A Political mid
r92ft&#39;i&#39;r&#39;i&#39;ur_92&#39; Aricrr&#39;_t".ir&#39;.r by Bernard B. Fall, published by Frederick A. Prucgcr,
lnC., New York, I964.
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II. Institute a largely liberrtl and democratic regime.
1. Abolish the present constitution of the dictatorial powers of

Ngo Dinh Diem, servant of the Americans. Elect a new National

Assembly through universal suffrage.
2. Implement essential democratic liberties: freedom of Opinion, of

press, of assembly, of movement, of trade-unionism; freedom of reli-
gion without any discrimination; and the right of all patriotic organ-
izations of whatever political tendency to carry on normal activities.

3. Proclaim a general amnesty for all political prisoners and the
dissolution of concentration camps of all sorts; abolish fascist law
1O/59 and all the other antidemocratic laws; authorize the return to

the country of all persons persecuted by the American-Diem regime
who are now retugees abroad.

4. Interdict all illegal arrests and detentions; prohibit torture; and
punish all the Diem bullies who have not repented and who have

committed crimes against the people.
Ill. Establish an independent and sovereign economy, and improve
the living conditions of the people.

1. Suppress the monopolies imposed by the American imperialists
and their servants; establish an independent and sovereign economy
and �nances in accordance with the national interests; con�scate to

the pro�t of the nation the properties of the American imperialists
and their servants.

2. Support the national bourgeoisie in the reconstruction and devel-
opment of cra�s and industry; provide active protection for national
products through the suppression of production taxes and the limita-
tion or prohibition of imports that the national economy is capable
of producing; reduce customs fees on raw materials and machines.

3. Revitalize agriculture; modernize production, �shing, and cattle
raising; help the farmers in putting to the plow unused land and in

developing production; protect the crops and guarantee their disposal.
4. Encourage and reinforce economic relations between the city

and country, the plain and the mountain regions; develop commercial
exchanges with foreign countries, regardless of their political regime,
on the basis of equality and mutual interests.

5. Institute a just and rational system of ttutation; eliminate harass-
ing penalties.

6. Implement the labor code: prohibition of discharges, of penalties,
of ill"-treatment of wage earners; improvement of the living conditions
of workers and civil servants; imposition of wage scales and protective
measures for young apprentices.

7. Organize social welfare: �nd work for jobless persons; assume
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the support and protection of orphans, old people, invalids; come to
the help of the victims of the Americans and Diemists; organize help
for areas hit by bad crops, �res. or natural calamities.

8. Corrie to the help of displaced persons desiring to return to their
native areas and to those who wish to remain permanently in the

South; improve their working and living conditions. .
9. Prohibit expulsions, spoliation, and compulsory concentration

of the population; guarantee job security for the urban and rural

working populations.
IV. Reduce land rent,� implement agrarian reform with the aim of
providing land to the tillers�.

1. Reduce land rent; guarantee to the farmers the right to till the
soil; guarantee the property right of accession to fallow lands to
those who have cultivated them; guarantee property rights to those
farmers who have already received land.

2. Dissolve �prosperity zones," and put an end to recruitment for
the camps that are called �agricultural development centers.� Allow

those compatriots who already have been forced into �prosperity
zones" and "agricultural development centers" to return freely to
their own lands.

3. Con�scate the land owned by American imperialists and their
servants, and distribute it to poor peasants without any land or with
insu�icient land; redistribute the communal lands on a just and ra-
tional basis.

4. By negotiation and on the basis of fair prices, repurchase for
distribution to landless peasants or peasants with insul�cient land those
surplus lands that the owners of large estates will be made to relinquish
if their domain exceeds a certain limit, to be determined in accord-

ance with regional particularities. The farmers who bene�t from such
land distribution will not be compelled to make any payment or to
submit to any other conditions.
V. Develop a national and democratic culture and education.

I. Combat all forms oi culture and education enslaved to Yankee

fashions; develop a culture and education that is national, progressive,
and at the service of the Fatherland and people.

2. Liquidate illiteracy; increase the number of schools in the �elds-
of general education as well as in those of technical and professional
education, in advanced study as well as in other �elds; adopt Vict-
namese as the vernacular language; reduce the expenses of education

and exempt from payment students who are without means; resume
the examination system.

3. Promote science and technology and the national letters and&#39;

"~;:. _ jni I
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arts; encourage and support the intellectuals and artists so as to per-
mit them to develop their talents in the Service of national recon-
struction.

4. Watch over public health; develop sports and physical educa-
tion. &#39;

VI. Create a national army devoted to the defense of the Fatherland
and the people.

1. Establish a national army devoted to the defense of the Father-

land and the people; abolish the system of American military advisers.
2. Abolish the draft system, improve the living conditions of the

simple soldiers and guarantee their political tights; put an end to
ill-treatmerlt of the military; pay particular attention to the depend-
ents of soldiers without means.

3. Reward oi�cers and soldiers having participated in the struggle

against the domination by the Americans and their servants; adopt
a policy of clemency toward the former collaborators of the Ameri-
cans and Diemists guilty of crimes against the people but who have

�nally repented and are ready to serve the people.
4. Abolish all foreign military bases established on the territory of

Viet-Nam.

VII. Giiararttce eqzia.lr&#39;ty betweert the various minorities and between

the two sexes; protect the legitimate interests of foreign Citizens estab-
lished in Vie!-Nam and of Vietnamese citizens residing abroad.

1. Implement the right to autonomy of the national minorities:
Found autonomous zones in the areas with a minority population

those zones to be an integral part of the Vietnamese nation.
Guarantee equality between the various nationalities: each nation-

ality has the right to use and develop its language and writing systens,
to maintain or to modify freely its mores and customs; abolish the
policy of the Americans and Diernists of racial discrimination and
forced assimilation.

Create conditions permitting the national minorities to reach the
general level of progress of the population: development of their

economy and culture; formation of cadres of niinority nationalities.
2. Establish equality between the two sexes; women shall have equal

rights with men from all viewpoints  political, economic, cultural,
social, e1c.!.

3. Protect the legitimate interests of foreign citizens established in

Viet-Nam.
4. Defend and take care of the interests of Vietnamese citizens

residing abroad.

1
1
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VIII. Promote a foreign poiicy of peace and neutrality.

1. Cancel all unequal treaties that infringe upon the sovereignty
of the people and that were concluded with other countries by the
servants of the Americans.

2. Establish diplomatic relations with all countries. regardless of

their political regime, in accordance with the principles of peaceful
coexistence adopted at the Bandung Conference.

3. Develop close solidarity with peace-loving nations and neutral
countries; develop free relations with the nations of Southeast Asia, in
particular with Cambodia and Laos.

4. Stay out of any military bloc; refuse any military alliance with

another country.
5. Accept economic aid from any country willing to help us with-

out attaching any conditions to such help.
IX. Re-establish normal relations between the

for the peaceful reuni�cation 0!� the country.
The peaceful reuni�cation of the country

desire of all our compatriots throughout the country. The National
Liberation Front of South Viet~Narn advocates the peaceful reuni�ca-

tion by stages on the basis of negotiations and through the seeking
of ways and means in conformity with the interests of the Vietnamese
nation.

While awaiting this reuni�cation, the governments of the two zones

will, on the basis of negotiations, promise to banish all separatist and
warmongering propaganda and not to use force to settle differences
between the zones. Commercial and cultural exchanges between the
two zones will be implemented; the inhabitants of the two zones will
be free to move about throughout the country as their family and
business interests indicate. The freedom of postal exchanges will be

guaranteed.
X. Struggle against all aggressive war; actively defend uniw:r.ml&#39;peace.

1. Struggle against all aggressive war and against all forms of im-
pcriaiist domination; support the national emancipation movements
of the various peoples.

2. Banish all warmongering propaganda: demand general disarma-
ment and the prohibition of nuclear weapons; and advocate the utiliza-.

tion of atomic energy for peaceful purposes.
3. Support all movements of struggle for peace. democracy. and

social progress throughout the world; contribute actively to the de-
tense of peace in Southeast Asia and in the world.

two zones, and prepare

constitutes the dearest
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Saigon Daiiy News, Thursday, May 20, I965.

Communists and Pro-Reds Outlowed Anew

I*I &#39;_z e r-1. . 1-� 1-,� r- 92 .
"" �&#39;-LHIBL or more roan nnac buu on Mon-

day proclaimed Decree Law 004/65 amending Decree Law tJ�I.l-
SL/CT of February l, 1964, which outlawed Communism and piti-
Communist neutralism. The Decree Law, whose contents are as lul-

lows, had been favourably voted by the National Legislative Council.

A rrfcle 1

The following actions are deemed as actions speci�ed and punislrctl
by Decree Law 093-Si. *CT of February l, I964:

 a! All direct or indirect actions aimed at spreading Con1m1m=~=
policies, slogans and instructions by any individual or group of in-
dividuals in�uenced or controlled by the Communists.

 bl All moves which weaken the national anti-Communist cflnrl

and are harmful to the anti-Communist struggle of the pcopfc and
the Armed Forces� All plots" and actions under the-false nrtmc of
peace and neutrality according to a Communist policy and hlT&#39;llli&#39;lT
plots and actions are considered as belonging to the category of such
moves as mentioned above.

 c! The diffusion, circulation,

,_-  .. . _ . . ._ 1;, M _ .....
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places, and the keeping of these above mentioned aims, either in
printed form. drawings. photographic, or otherwise, with the same
effects as stated in paragraphs a and b  Article 1!. &#39;

Article 2 -

All associations, agencies, and organizations violating Article 1 shall
be disbanded and their properties con�scated.

The Prime Minister will decide on procedures to liquidate the prop-
erties of these organizations by decrees.

A rticle 3

Except in cases where the �Du� No. 47 of August 21, 1956, on
external security can be applied, all violations against this Decree
incur a penalty of imprisonment from one to �ve years. Besides, the
court can apply additional penalties mentioned in Art. 42 of the Modi-
�ed Penal Code of Article 27 of the Pena] Code  Viet Nanfs ancient
codes!. l

A rticle 4

The Corps Area Field Military Court, during the emergency situa-
tion, has the competence to judge all violations said in this Decree,
which are caught fiagrante dcltcto within the territory of the Corps
Area, according to procedures contained in Decree ll-62 of May 21,
1962, on the setting up of the Field Military Court.

If not caught fiaqra-rite delicto. or if perpetrated in normal national
situation, the perpetrations shall be tried by the ntilitar!; court.

Article 5

This Decree Law is promulgated according to the emergency pro-
cedttre.
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Appendix IV

Members of the Vietnam Working Party, AFSC

Bronson P. Clark Vice President, Giiford Instrument Laboratories,

Inc., Oberlin, Ohio; member of Friends Ambulance Unit in China.

1945--16; director of China Desk, AFSC, 1947-48; director of AFSC

Algerian Refugee Program, I961-63, spending a year each in Algeria
and Morocco; currently on Board of Directors of the AFSC.

Woodrzr� J. Emlen Investment counseior; 1944-46 administereri
the AFSC relief mission in North Africa and France; spent four
months in Vietnam 1953 as marketing economist for Economic Co-

operation Administration  now AID!; one of three mernhers of the
AFSC exploratory mission to Vietnam for two months, summer 1965;
currently serving on AFSC Board of Directors.

Dorothy Hutchinson International Chairman, 92Nornen�s International

League for Peace and Freedom; writer and lecturer on international

relations; took �Journey of Friendship" around the worid in 195-1;
member of National Speakers Bureau of United World Federrliists
and of the World Affairs Council of Philrtdeiphia; author of �To92.92z1rd

a World Political Community� and other parnphiets and articles.

George Mt:T. Kahin Proiessor of Government at Cornell University;
director of Cornell&#39;s Solltheasl Asia Program: author oi .?92-�tt.&#39;t&#39;wt¢11t&#39;rnt
and Revolution in Imlonesia �952! and The Asimt-Africrut Confer-
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articles to various periodicals.
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of Pennsylvania; Research student and part-time lecturer at Tsinghua
National University, China, 1948-SO; special research student, Yen-

Ching University, China, 1950-51; author of Prisoners 0!� Liberation
�957!, The Kitan-Tm.� A Repository of Early Chinese Tlinzigizr

 [965!, and Legal Tliought and Institutions of the Peoples Republic

of China  in preparation}.

Clarence H. Yarrow Secretary, International Affairs Division,

AFSC; taught political science at University of Mississippi and Alle-

gheny College; administered and taught in experimental college pro-
gram for Telluride Association; Review Officer, War Labor Board,

Detroit; Regional Secretary. North Central Region, AFSC; directed
Around-the-World Seminar 1962.
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Peace in Vietnam �
A NEW APPIIIJAGH Ill SIIIIIIIEASI ASIA

"You Americans don&#39;t understand. You are making b
of our children, prostitutes of our women, and Communists
men!"

These words were uttered by a young Vietnamese teacher.
They were directed at "an American G l in Hue, South Vietnam, who
had been passing out candy to a group of youngsters. The accusa-
tions made by the teacher may or may not be exaggerated. but they
do indicate the strong emotions that are aroused in many South
Vietnamese people by the presence of American soldiers in their
country. _

The American Friends Service Committee, a Quaker organi-
zation, has been making every effort that it can to end the fighting
in Vietnam. A5 a part of this effort. a working party was appointed
to search for alternatives to military force. The resulting report
provides by no means the only answer, but it does point out paths
of action we can follow to halt the war&#39;s expansion and to bring
the destruction of property and human life to an end.

�Responsibility for this tragedy rests on many shoulders, but
as Americans we must face the reality of the 5uffe_rjt1_g and death
to which millions of human beings who happen to be Vietnamese
are being subjected," say the authors � people well equipped to
understand and evaluate the situation in Southeast Asia. "It is sim-

ply not possible to build a house and burn it&#39;at the -same time."

The paper declares that destruction must stop and that Amer-
ican policy must turn to a search for constructive approaches.
Americans must be wary of the subtie and dangerous assumption
that the United States can determine the course of the whole world.

The experience of Vietnam shows the need for a new understand-
ing of the social forces compelling change in many nations.

&#39; Available in cIoth�$3.00

HILL mo WANG, 141 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010

Cover photograph by Pa_uI Schutzen LIFE Magazine © Time-II&#39;l¬.
Cover design by Libra Studios. Inc. -
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Jonathan Mireky, instrifcwr� "1 "19 8941-
in the Oriental Studies Depart-
ment, and W. Allyn Rickett, As-
sociate Professor oi Chinese
Studies, have assisted in the

preparation of a recently-pub-
lished American Friends Service

Committee report on Vietnam.
The booklet, "Peace in Wet-

:~..:m: A New Approach in South-
esst Asia", expresses the be-
Iaagf  the United Stet-es cs.nr92.et
expect to achieve peace in Viet-
nam while it continues to escalate
the war by words and deeds.

North Vietnam, the report con-
Iinues, will not be1ieveAmeric
peace offers as longasthe Unit
States increases its milit s
wstrength in South Vietnam while

efusing to negotiate with the
�ational Liberation Front.

U-S-.P!&#39;Q!&#39;!�!i5¬§ Ate "False"

The present bargaining posi-
tions of the United States and

North Vietnam are quite close
to each other. the bookiet notes,
but �false premises and mis-
taken assumptions" held bv the

cU::ii:ec&#39;r"States prevent

These American "zfalse pre
mises� enumerated by the book
let are: that -this �dirty littl
war" can be won; that this is
1 Chinese -instigated war of ag-
gression; that if Vietnam be-

;
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6 "The Daily

92�� Pennsylvanian"
� Phi1ad.elphia,I

Dqtc13/22/66
Edition: Vol.  1&#39;
Author:

92Ed1wr=Steven Sershi
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rest of Southeast Asia will tol-
low �lil-:e a row of dominoes";
and that if the U.S. reneges
on its commitment, American
prestige will be hurt elsewhere.

The booklet concludes in-

stead; that victory is impossible
in the face of Viet Cong �zeal�:
that this a basically a civil war;
that the rise of nationalism in
Southeast Asia makes the

"domino theory" inapplicable;
and that our original commit-
ment to Diem&#39;s government was
in no sense a pledge of military

support.
{ Once negotiations are under-
trlken, the report states, political
settlement must be faced. The
booklet lists ten steps in such

vised cease- fire, a Geneva-

type conference,the phased with-
draual of American troops, the

protection and resettling of re-
tueees, and the provision oi
massive economic assistance.

Mirslty and Rickett were
members of an eight-man work-
ing Party appointed by the Ameri-

Q9-i&#39;*_-ads Service Conim_i�*"_

a settlement, including a super-

D

If9&#39;7"**I§

nam situation. Other members

of the group are: Bronson Clark.
vice president of Gilford In-
strument Laboratories, Inc.,
Oberlin, Ohio; Woodru� Emlen.
investment counselor; Dorotlr�
Hutchinson, International Chair
man of the Woma1�slnternat.�lon
League for Peach and Freedom

George McT. Kahin, Professor
of Southeast Asian Studies, Cor-
nell University; A.J. Muste, ex- -
ecutive secretary emeritus o
the Fell-owshlp of Reconciliation;
and Clarence Yarrow, In-
ternational A�airs Division sec-

retary ofthe American Friends

Service Committee. &#39;
Non-Pro�t writing

Mirsky described the speed
and coordination with which the

pamphlet was put together. The
committee started writing in.
mid-November and completed it
in January "with no haggling�.
"This is a great example,� he
said, �of how the Quakers make

Mir-sky also noted -that-al;..

r

people suppress their egos."

of

éé

part
n-"r
IO
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yalties from
Qe&#39;.�-ti�,-_&#39;?&#39;

..-- ----31.45 &#39;v"vn.:: uuuyggtcly�
thou: financial profit. Tb:.wQrk_
_Y was not paid to d..- the
ting nor will they collect

the writing.
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-e�ect social revolutions for others. but we must iearn all are -
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3.»; L.._2.a.92 � 92� -&#39; &#39;a.- 92 rnt_92u

. , - . .. . . , . . P.�-""=�J" -  lO5 lsiarcr. 20. ll*~:.i. tn} p:a:...;;.;&#39;.;. an; ::.ree n:.�;er F1-|er.t.= " �
t --a .0:-L. 2 i. -  :&#39;.-on. l&#39;..i..it;:l§.i.i¢ to 92&#39;-&#39;a.si.ingto:a to art"! a

concert. aboa: tire Civil War directly to Pr&#39;.:side:&#39;.t Lincoln.
On Feb&#39;u:i"§ li. I9�-5. 2:} l&#39;.t:.~E;_r..&#39;f ar.:" l tool. a trair. {ram

Xe» 92o:L to 92&#39;-�ati.;n;:oi. to joir. fliv friend; fro: thins"-sex-en
Slates. Canada. and the District of Columbia in a "Frienti.<&#39;

Conference and Vigil on the �War 1:. 92&#39;ietua::.," convened by
the Friet.:�..~ Coirtiirzating C0:&#39;:.Ir.iuee 0:". Peace. &#39;

The -oonierenee K35 a decpit rr.ez.n:ri_::&#39;-..-Y one to all u";io
participated, Unfortunately we arrived too late to hear what
we were told was an eacdlerzt talk on "Prien¢&#39;u Facing time
Challenge of �War Toc&#39;a}" by Samuel Levering �chairman of
the Board of Christian Social Service of Friends United Met-tr
ins. but we did reach there in time to hear Stephen G.
of the American Friend; Sen-ice Committee speak on &#39;l92&#39;e92~E
Policy Approaches in Southeast Asia." I-le said that as our

pruenl policies had not worked out, the gostrnmenl had
simply escalated them! The people of Vietnam, he added. feel
that a new dag" in Coming, and even though, in their poverty"
and  they do not know what this new day will be, they

~srant to be a PI-TI of it. Our premise that we mus: make astand
or the rest of the world will tall is a false one, as is our theory
that we an go out to Iain the people with {ood while It the
tame time destroying them with force.

llrs. Kjyoko Clio, eatchange professor at Princeton �brn
International University in Tokyo, speaking on "How Asians
�Regard U. S. Policy," said that 75 per eem lavor a cease-�re
and that she is dtsmrbed about so much news of esalation and

so little untierstaoelirig oi wda! problems. She spoke oi the
great social dtlngcs, such a�votes for women, that came about

in japan after 92&#39;92&#39;orld V92�ar II  though they had started before!.
and of the great push toward learning in China, where
one who can read is trying to teach others. Il America mull
onlv understand. ah! mid IT 6: a-a-tit.-a mien. s.. .-r:|:.......ewe, - "V--------1 --- --�-�i -- -» y----j ---bus in 92-I-I-I-Ii-III-I61 _

Holland Hunter. economist and author from �I-Iaveflorcl
College. considered the question: �How Shall the United
States Deal with Communism?" In the next few years, he said,
millions ol people-poor, hungry, turbulent. envious, poorly
edu.-zted, ale-sw�iate----rill rise in a surf-e oi action. economic

.pre1suI"t. and political desires. Our role should be one 0!

reconciliation, but we are under a severe disadvantage, for our_
inheritance it a colonial past and our background is rich
 comparatively!. educated, white, and healthy. Outsiders cannot

an about them and help to solve� their great problems in
nonviolent, humane ways. _ . &#39;

Eileen Brinton Waring, whose drawings illustrating �Four Friends
Drop in on Lincoln�  excerpts from her grandfather&#39;s  alts -
peared in the Farezxue jouaniu. of May 15. I965. is a New York
 formerly Philadelphia! Friend and artist. Her report on the mn-
ferenoe and vigil in Washington is augmented by several paragraphs
taken from mother report written by sally I-Iona-n.
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Being loves lllqatnd.
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--J.-aztesan ltitrsl-92&#39;, Orienuif Studies ins:ructo: at t.h:._.l_"n_-;.,

versizy of Pent1$}l92&#39;at:ia. speaiting on "A Pres}. Apj:-roach to a
1&#39;92&#39;e,:~o:i;.::-3 S-cttlernen: in 92&#39;ietnarr,." s;.E;I :1-,5; we cannot bgiid

while we ifr. destroying and than tilt Yietnatnt-_se PBDPIC with
whotr. he talked last summer felt that our war is with China

but that we are usin; their coun:r3&#39; lo: dcmoxtstratior. pur-
PQ5L�a- Ht said that as we cor.Li:.t."t to a:;.=c�> them t.l.ei.&#39; will to

resist sti�ens  just as was the case with the English when the
GE�Tl&#39;!1oIl5 bombed them!. and more and tnort &#39;92&#39;ie;t.amest lei;

in line against us. Both sides commit atrocities. he said, and;

our ideals oontinue to erode. For years the German PeOple keptl
-quiet while a whole community was being destroyed; not-&#39; a
community across the world is also being dmtroyecl. Do we want
to participate in its destruction?

At a general session various oonoernt were brought forward
and referred to several Saturday-afternoon workshops. the rc-
sults of which were summed up at the evening session, which
_9292&#39;as brought to a meaningful close by Dorothy Hutchinson of

binglon Meeting, jenkintown, Pa., international chairman
E the Women&#39;s International League for Peace and Freedom,

hose theme was �Strengthen with Might by His Spirit." The
early Christians. she said, were not afraid of power. In a poll
of taxi drivers. she reported. she had found most of them
against the war. Think of their power, she suggested: �Taxi
Drivers Against the War in Vietnam!"  Later we started our
own 3.-roll on this, but we must have picked the exception, ior

Besides nnresstng moral ludtrrnent on star Dorochs Hutch
1nson,, reminded us, we must have all the facts: the Genet-;

iocords, this as a dvil war. what the real story of the commit
menu are, and why containment of communism is not only
-ineffectual but inadvisable. To pm} and then to feel relieved
of responsibiliry. she said. an lead to nominv beirw done hr

I-he individual. Prayer should increase sensitivity, and the action
following it is a required release. A deep silence followed her

t Meacham of the American 1&#39;-�rienm  l�_2;-mmi;t_¢p__ L5.-1:
atum Of the Friends P630: Commiwee, �George Cory,-in of

lit.

X Qtairmen of the various conltn-enoe sessions included Stevi-

, I

he was still shouting at us as we escaped to join the vigil!! .

o 1: J �

W1]

Friends General Conleren&#39;e¬"Gé"o?ge Sawyer of Friends U1
Meeting, and Edward Snyder of tin: Friends Gommitte
National Lzgislatiott. .

During the business sessions and after intensive discu
of the workshop reports, the conference concurred in at
the Friends Coordinating Committee on Peace to send for
to Friends� bodies a concern endorsed by iiew Tori Y

MeeLing&#39;s Representative Committee "that every possible It
be explored to secure unrestricted passage of relief wo
and material to the embattled people of both North and S
Vietnam." The committee was also asked to prepare a bu]
urging Friends to consider �now paying taxes and buying
bonds involved them in �nancing the militat&#39;!&#39;. &#39;

A minute wa.!- approved asking Friends to assist pol
candidates with �peace-oriented" platforms. with the 1-�-
gmng guidance by drawing up a "peace platform for 1
and a hiBliograpl92&#39;5&#39; on how to organise pol-ltiml action.

intense nonoem with an enlightened China policy bro

"approval oi� a greatly expanded political and educational e
�based on the present ones of the AFSC and the FCNL,
would reach all Monthly Meetings in the United Stat:
conference, vigil, or public witness in the fall of 1956  pot

_e U.N.! is envi._s_i_o_n_g1."f:&#39;_&#39;:-_g_ &#39;

92
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¥�-rm 5.:::;;:"§&#39; tn.-».;.ir.;_ l:,-Iirwiri; a s?.:.&#39;: buszzzess ee>s:;;__=;7 .-�._, �"
a :neeLi::; for 92~&#39;:.r>E.E_:.. :i.e:e was a alien�. mare}. no the Wniee
House and a 92-£5.-E3 1r. L:-faj-2:1: Park. 9292�: me: awe Hie:-cl.� from

92&#39;i&#39;i1mir:g:or. College  Ohio: who had driver. all ni;-T-.1 wit.�-i
some saudcnu no :aLe pa.-r. We four zoc-ii. our places in one of
eh: long line.» nanding in Lhe moi of ehe park  for i; 1-.~..-1 been
raining all morning!. There, eacl". iv. silenz lIl¬&#39;ilLiallOl&#39;._&#39; �we

watched the changes oz� li;;l".&#39;. in eh: sk} and or. zhe White House
uneil the rair. nopped, blue sky appeared, and the sun came
our no turn ehe 92&#39;92&#39;ni:e House and iu re�eczion in the vex

itreet imo a brilliant piczor-e Bu: soon there wen. black cloud:
and djsxam thunder and lighening and our �gil was hit. by
wind and a drenching downpour. Tne guard; who had been
randing ar the V92&#39;hi:e House game. wau:l:.ing us, �ed for oover,
nd oome of us anempzed 10 huddle under umbrellas, bun,&#39; Espize ehe&#39;deluge.&#39; we�rem�a&#39;i|-Ted on&#39;T:§l_�lT 111:" &#39;1i&#39;&T"&#39;vT&#39;all{

relief" came &#39; _

In looking back to thaz £airl!&#39;lp0m1neo92.Ls trip ol any gand-
-£a:her&#39;s no Washing-r.on almost I05 years ago l realize that they
cook the long u-ain ride in all expectation of seeing the Presi-
dene, and that ebey were acmally esooned on fool LO the While
I-louse and into President Lincoln�: presence that same day by
eh: Secreeary of Slate. Those who no ably planned our gather»

eang this February probably had no expeczadon that any such
meening could Lake place today, and no doub: President john-
-son-ond-!-;-ii Seaemy ox� Sraee we-re boeh hr awav! 4-���-&#39; .- �- -- ~
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3 Dear

?our letter of April i�th has been received.

A l - In response to your inquiry, information __
-contained in our �ies must be maintained as confidential in _=_*

De rtment of Justice. Ilm.5: accordance with regulations of the pa p
sure ou will understand the reason {or this policy Ind why I _;Y

am unable to furnish the data you requetted. . U __n

_. -. .. .........- 5

Iv"-W» ;__-

§ � J. E1188!� Hoover x

d nt The American Frieii NOTE: Bufi1_es contain no record of cor:-espon e .
11 known to the Bureau as a pacifist group withilService Committee is we

the Quaker Church. �The Bureau has not investigated this group, althoug
" -the Domestic Intelligen ce Division is following the activities of certain

&#39; individuals within this organization. The above Qdress has been veriiie
52" through the telephone directory.  _ Y _

$3It JRP:cmc  8! __ _ A. _  _ I _

s  _   I  Mn�1* a 1 *
sisss 3 "-?=p_p_ _ M 92»&#39;§&#39; 92_ keg

COMM FBI Mgr�-1?. I�:-no,�  _ _     ,&#39;_y-1-aw
- &#39;-- ---cs, 1 ___ &#39; ._ o   s  e     i=M~&#39;$2  .
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VIDEM; ARMED FORCE SPECTACULAR SHOW, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON.

HAY FIVE -SEVEN, INSTANT. INFORMATION CONCERNING  IS!-

REMYTELS HAY FOUR AND FIVE I.AST¢

THREE AND FIVE PERSONS, RESPEIITIVELY, OBSERVED AT AFTERIDON

AND EVENING DEPDNSTRATION. ATTDVDENCE LOW BRALBE OF HEAVY RAIN-

REPRESENTATIVE5 OF SEATTLE UO MEN ACT FOR PEACE, A COMMUNIST

INFILTRATED GROUP; SEA&#39;I&I3..E COMMITTEE TO END UAR IN VIETNAM,
A OOPPOSITE VI DEM _BROLP; AMERICAN FRIEND� S SERVICE COMMITTEE,

A m:ue1ous snow , nzrhzsmrjznl Ono vxouzncz oh ARRESTS nrronrnn.
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Reference is being made to s memorandum dated �ay 5,
1966 captioned as above. &#39;

On lay 6, 1566 Special Agents of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation observed two men and two women distributing
voter pledge cards at four different intersections on State
Street in downtown Chicago. The pledge cards called for the
recipients to pledge to vote for candidates in 1966 who will
work vigorously tor peace. The distributing began at 4:30
p.n. Kay 6, 1966 and ceased at 5:30 p.n.

e 9n Hay 7, 1956, three =en and Iive ecnen were obsereed
- by Federal Bureau oi Investigation Agents distributing rotor

pledge cards at the same locations. The individuals wore shirts
vhich bore the inscription "Vote_Hov on;Viet Ram" and the dis-
tributing took place between 10:30 a.n. and 12:30 p.n. lay 7,

H -"1966. �

�The distributing was peaceful in nature and there iere
-no incidents in connection with the distribution on either date.

;. .-_r .
:..__&#39;- &#39;.&#39;._&#39;.&#39;.-�I. �" &#39; &#39;_&#39; _
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VOTERS� [ARCH

KAY 14-15! 1966

I

. i

- The AFSCihad planned to handle air travel ? �
. reservations to Iashington, D.C. Ior&#39;the SAFE sponsored �

demonstration on the weekend of lay 14-15,il96B. &#39;However, "
due to a lack of response in connection with this demonstration
plans for air travel have been discarded and Chicago BARE
is not handling all travel plans by train and automobile.

�niiiii ......| 1 - &#39; I
t Hay l0, 1966 that the Socialist

_ �Yorkers Party  SIP! and the Young Socialist Alliance  YSA!
are politically opposed to the theme of the SANE sponsored

I

.-_.___ _,_!,

11.05%� /0O__�&#39;f>§5__. .
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demonstration in Iashington, D.C. on n5; 15, 1966, and therefore,
no members of the SIP or YSA till be participating in the
demonstration. -

.. Q~ 0

advised on lay 11, 1956 um the &#39;
response from peace organizations in the Chicago area for the
demonstration in Iashington, D.C. on lay 14-15, 1966 is not
iarge and most of the deiegates attending this demonstration
till be from the East Coast. Chicago SAFE is hoping that
12 delegates from various peace organizations will attend
from the Chicago area, but as yet there are not that nany
vho have indicated a desire to attend, Iravel till either
be by train or automobile. &#39;
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The May 4, 1942, issue of "Labor Action," then an oiiicial
publication oi the Workers Party  WP!, carried an article ahich
reflected that the I? was formed in April, 1940, as a result oi a
split within the leadership of the Socialist Workers Party QSWP!.
The article stated that when the Hitler-Stalin Pact was signed and

Poland invaded, the minority group within the SWP, in proclaiming
the formation oi the WP, condemned the pact as being imperialistic
in nature and stated it would not support either imperialist camp.

The April 25, 1949, issue of "Labor action" contained an
account of the Fiith Rational Convention of the HP, held March
24-27, 1949, in New York City, which reilected the change oi name
of the organization irom the WP to the Independent Socialist League
 ISL! in order to emphasize the character of the group as a propa-
ganda group for the spreading of socialist ideas and not as a
full-Iledged political party. -

The July 14, 1958, issue of �Labor Action," an official
publication of the ISL, contained an article captioned "The ISL
Program in Brief." The article indicated: "The ISL stands for

socialist democracy and against the two systems of exploitation
which now divide the world: capitalism and Stnlinism. The ISL,
as a Marxist movement, looks to the working class and its ever-
present struggle as the basic progressive icrce in society. The
ISL is organized to spread the ideas of socialism in the labor
movement and lmOng all other sections of the people. There can
be no lasting and genuine democracy without socialism and there
can be no socialism without democracy."

The September 22, 1958, issue of "Labor Action" con-
tained an undated statement signed by the Political Committee of
the ISL which indicated that the ISL had been dissolved. The
�titenent urged former ISL members to join the Socialist Party-
Social Democratic Federation  SP-SDF!.

A source advised on October 10, 1958, that the Chicago
Branch of the ISL, which was an affiliate oi the national
organization, was dissolved in September, 1958, and all active
members joined the SP�SDF on October 9, 1958. .
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&#39;U1.-1&#39;ED STATES DEPARTMENT O} -JSTICE &#39;

DERAL no a &#39;0FINTESTIGATl0N
�Chicago, fflfnois

- lay 1%, 1966

.

following

COMMUNIST INFILTRATIOK OF STUDEFTS
FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

n Hay 11 1966 th 1 a ti_-;"-5,   &#39;-&#39; &#39; ~ - ~ __&#39;; -. k 2. DB9 ng

of the Chicago Peace Council was helé on May 10, 1966, at
Roosevelt University, Chicago, Illinois, at which the �

organizations were represented:

Women for Peace  IF?!

iomen&#39;s International League for
Peace and Freedom  WILPF!

South Side Chicago Ien&#39;s Club

Shoe Workers Union

Southern Christian Leadership
Conference  SCLC! -

Congress of Racial Equality  CORE!

�Teachers for Integrated Schools

American Friends Service Conittee
 AFBC! -

Chicago Council of Community
Organizations  CCCO! _

I. E. B. Du Bois Clubs of Chicago
- DCA! .

G
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Students for e Democratic Society

�:5!

advised that approximately
thirty individuals vere present at�this meeting of which
ten of these individua1s�Iere representatives of the
SDS. Among some oi the individuals present were:

mi

representing APSC

representing the Shoe

representing EDS

representing SDS

I

I
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CHICAGO COHEITTEE T0 nrrrma &#39;
frsz 511.1. or nrorrrs t i &#39;

The Chicago Committee to Defend the Bill of Rights
 CCDBR! maintains headquarters in Suite 424, 431 South Dearborn

Street, Chicago, Illinois.

A second source advised on October 31, 1960, that the

CCDBR was formally organized on October 26, 1960, with RICHARD
CRILEY as Executive Secretary after he motivated organizing the
-meeting of October 26, 1960. a

A third source advised on lay 5, 1965, that the
original stated purposes for the CCDBR continue to be adhered
to with CRILEY continuing as the motivating force behind the
Committee. The Board of Directors, however, now includes many
individuals in the religious, educational and labor fields who
.are not known as CP members.

APPENDIX
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3.2.2,. nu__s<;_>1_s cwaspr AMERICA  DCA! �

A source has advised that on October 26-27, 1963, a
conference of members of the Communist Party  CP!, including
national functionaries, met in Chicago,Illinois,for the purpose
of setting in motion forces for the establishment of a new
national Marxist-oriented youth organization which would hunt
for the most peaceful transition to socialism. The delegates
to this meeting were cautioned against the germ of antiesoviet
and anti-CP ideologies. These delegates were also told that it
would be reasonable to assume that the young socialists attracted
into this new organization would eventually pass into the CP
itself.

A second conference of over 20 persons met in Chicago
on December 28-29, 1963, for the purpose of initiating a "call"-
to the new youth organization and planning for a founding con-
eenticn to be held in June, 1954.

A second source has advised that the founding convention

for the new youth organization was held from June 19-21, 1964,
at 150 Golden�Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California, at which
time the name W.E.B. DuBois Clubs of America  DCA! was adopted.
Approximately 500 delegates from throughout the United States
attended this convention. The aims of this organization, as set

forth in the preamble to the constitution, are,"lt is our belief
that this nation can hest solve its problems in an atmosphere of
peaceful coexistence, complete disarmament and true freedom for
all peoples of the world, and that these solutions will be
reached mainly through the united efforts of all democratic
elements in our country, composed essentially of the working
people allied in the unity of Negroes and other minorities with
whites. We further fully recognize that the greatest threat to
American democracy comes from the racist and right wing forces
in coalition with the most reactionary sections of the economic
power structure, using the tool of anti-Communism to divide and
destroy the unified struggle of the working people. As young
people in the forces struggling for-democracy, we shall actively
strive to defeat these reactionary and neo-fascist elements and
to achieve complete freedom and democracy for all Americans,
thus enabling each individual to freely choose and build the
society he would wish to live in. Through these struggles we
feel the American people will realize the viability of the _
socialist alternative."

0
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The constitution further states that this new

_organization shall be a membership organization open to
individuals, or if five or more people so desire, a chapter
can be formed which shall in turn be guided by the policies
and principles oi the parent organization. .

As of October, 1965, the headquarters of the DCA was
-located at 954 IcA11ister Street, San Francisco, California.

Over the Labor Day weekend, 1965, the DCA held a
conference in �hicigo, Illinois.

nvpxnnxx i �
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On May 3, 1965, a source advised that on June 30,
1964, a group of young people who attended the founding
convention of the W.£.B. DuBois Clubs of America  DCA!, met
in Chicago and adopted a statement of purpose and constitu-
tion forming the DCC as an affiliate oi the national DCA.

This source further advised that at

the Chicago Area of the Hidwest Region oi the BCA held April
3, 1965, the boundary of the Chicago Area was established to
include all of Illinois north oi Springfield, Illinois, and
all of Indiana. At this meeting, TED PEARSON, Chairman of
the Youth Club of the Communist Party of Illinois, was
elected Ikrea Coordinator.

a meeting of

A second source advised on November 26, 1965, that
as of November, 1965, TED PEARSON continues to be the Chicago
Area Coordinator oi the DEA and the oiiieial headquarters is
located at the PEARSON apartment, 1808 North Cleveland Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois.

The second source advised that there is currently
only one eluh operating in the Chicago Area and that is on
the west side. �This club operates a Freedom Center at 2829
�West Lake Street, which is open seven days a week to the
teenagers on the west side.

.. Tn� d_.£._,me,;,{ enntains neither� h1&#39;BOOT9292n;5.92�;l�til8£&#39;IéOIt1:�e�rJ1.
°°�duB5°m of the FBI� It is ¬&#39;piltol:.nd&#39;ita m&#39;nter.ta
FBI and is loaned to your lzqncs. Y
are not to be distributed outsrde J&#39;°"l&#39; Wen� &#39;
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Chibago, Illinois
Iay�lé, 1966

NATIONAL PARK wonzrns ASSOCIATION
svmparav DEMONSTRATION AT s a 1

FOOD %l£PANY, 3350 FORTH KEDZIE
Avzxur, caxcaco, ILLINOIS, HAY 23,
1966, xx svvponr or srnzxznc DELANO,
canrroxxxa, IIGRART GRAPE PICIERS
xxroauarxon ooncznxxns

&#39; _it_0n_l:v 23__1966, *�?Y_�1&#39;y.e "" _,___» fw H "
- - _""&#39;. """- � e�f�r" J; stated on lay 2O, J
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was attempting to page out&#39;the Iollowing leaflet on the Ch1cago_
Circle Campus:
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3532 - 1 worker fanilies in
cn st- to get for thezselves

e legall� gsaranteed: the right
to bargain collectively, the
ight to humane working condi-
Y on the job.

Since �ertenber E; 1955,
Delano, Cslifcrnie, have been
these things other workers gr
to organize into a union and
right to e living wage, the r
tions an right to dignit

~4-

The DiGiorgio Corporation, which last year grossed
$231,800,000, which owns neon acres in the strike ;one and
more than 26,000 acres all together!, which has four dir-
ectors on the board of the huge B ank of America, and whose
wide-ranging corporate interests make it truly an economic
octopus, is being challenged by its field workers, whose
I-.v92&#39;lqy u-...-1.-.-1 -I--, J-I-..-.1� ...-_.I4--_- -0 -....-_-,--__-- ---A -4--.,.92..-.-.-J-L-. �F 4:-J---92_v;�=
92-I114.! PUWCL .Lb ULIUJ-4. 92J.£..L92.-J U4 1-11..-ls}-l£.4;&#39;>U Clllh. 2:01 I.�JLJbl..:L£ Ll H5054

-mination, and whose only weapon is their non�violent strike.

THEY NEED YOUR HELP!

A nation-wide boycott is being conducted against
DiGiorgio products. .S-& H Foods warehouses are being -
closed down in California and New England by large groups
of pickets with the suppa*t of Teamsters� unions.

The midwest distribution center for DiGiorgio products
is here in Chicago. It is crucial that it be closed down
temporarily to show DiGiorgio the strength of support for
the strike. The Teamsters have indicated willingness to
respect picket&#39;1ines at the warehouse. Whether they do or
-not may be contingent upon the force of our picket line.

- The warehouse is located at 3350 N. Kedzie, one block
north of Belmont and the JFK Expressway. On Monday, Hay 23,
1966, at 7:00 AM, people from all parts of the city will
meet at the S & H warehouse for a mass demonstration�picket.

Tge most effective aid you can give the strikers is to be
t ere. s -

- .._ ... _. , _ _ -__ _ _ _k_ _ _

. B oycott and consumer picketing will continue until
"the strike is WON. To help, contact the strike coordinate
on your campus, call Harry Johnson st 939-2?9h, or write
FFWR, 1300 Wabash, Chicago, Illinois. - �
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h�ATIO!¬£.L rerun:-�:1 womzns ASSOCIATION
sutures nm:o:;sTr..=.&#39;:1o:: 1:; s a w roon
COLIPANY ssso some xznzn: AVENUE,

cmcnoo, 11.1,n:o1s, my 23, 1966,
1:»: suppose? or STRIEEING nenano,

~ CALIFORNIA, L&#39;.IGP.AN&#39;J.� snag: P101-zznsw7__ ___

RE:

on Hay 23, 1966, advised that the
boycott against Di�iorgio Corporation products at the B & I
Food Company Warehouse, Chicago, began at 7:00 All on lay 23,
1966, and ended at 4:00 FE, that date when the warehouse
closed for the evening. The peak oi� the demonstration was shortly
before; 9:00 Al! when an estimated 60 pickets were participating.
lost of the pickets left before 9:00 All and a skeleton force
ranging tron four to six pickets remained until the warehouse
closed for the evening, at which time the remaining pickets
disbursed. The iaicketing was peaceful, there were no incidents
and no arrests.r.-an-as

the national 0

boycott against the Di�iorgiq Corporation, and F�chmley _
Products at the 5 & I good Company Iarehouse, 3350 North A
Kedzie Avenue, Chicago, thatfdate tron 7:00 All until 4:00 ,Pll., u
The purpose of this boycott was torclose down the Chicago
Iidwest, California and New Sngland distribution centers of &#39;
Di�iorgio products. At the ;p_eak of the demonstration�some 60 _

. ~ &#39;

~-4-&#39; -
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as: 1u.&#39;r1o:<.u_- .= um; renames ASSOCIATION
sn:1=-Arm� DEMONSTRATION AT s a u"&#39;PooD
coupzmr, 3350 xorvrs mozn: w::m:.&#39;~:,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, um" 23, 1966,

_ xx SUPPORT or STRIKING nmmo,
CALIFORNIA; l£1GP.AKT amp: PICKERS-1 _ _i fie,� * ___.___ ��*- � 7|-nun

pickets were present, made up of persons from the SDS,Cong&#39;reas
or Racial Equality  CORE!, American Friends Service Committee
 Quakers!, striking Chicago welfare employees and some
Catholic and Protestent groups and/or representatives. A
good number of the pickets were students who left before
9:00 A1! and 0. token force of four to six pickets remained
at the scene until the warehouse closed in the evening.

I I

-0 �---

-11  -A resumed at 8 I: I Food gqmpan advised t�at picketing �"1-
 - , , _  _ p_ y Iarehouse at 7&#39;00 41; gay 24 196.&#39;i"*&#39;    " . -  &#39; - &#39; 6&#39;
1_- :-92:<�-_ -7- .-; &#39;~-V�-- _.&#39; I �I _ I - - _ 0&#39;
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Fripg t wsnnzns ASSOCIATION
DXMONSTRATION AT s & w room
3350 nonrn zznzxz AVENUE,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, RAY 23, 1966,
IN SUPPORT or STRIKING DELANO,

" cnnrronxxn, n1cnA§1 GRAPE PICKERS i

RE: KATIOHAL
SYEPATEY
coupnwv,

with only 12 pickets present. Although picketing was scheduled
to continue until 4:00 PM that date, when the -irarebouse closed
for .the �evening, -ztha . pickets discontinued at approximately
9:00 AM and did not return. The picketing was peaceful and
orderly. There were no incidents or arrests..- -:.

.0

, I

4 documentation or the 1| er 2 �Du �Bois cm, 1 �-.__, I I 0 B O 7_ _:::::::dfnna the I.� x. B. Du Bois Clubs 01&#39; Chicago! is 0
g r r _ ¢.0. _ __ _
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W.E.B. DU BOIS CLUBS OF AKEEFCA  DCA!.

A source has advised that on October 26-27, 1963, a

conference of members of the Communist Party  CF!, including
national functionaries, met in Chicago,Il1inois.for the purpose
of setting in motion forces for the establishment of a new

national Marxist-oriented youth organization which would bunt
for the most peaceful transition to socialism. The delegates
to this meeting were cautioned against the germ of anti-Soviet

~and anti�CP ideologies. These delegates were also told that it
would be reasonable to assume that the young socialists attracted

into this new organization would eventually pass into the CP
~l+:n&#39;|f _J-UDC4A0 �

- A second conference_of over 20 persons met in Chicago

on December 28-29, 1963, for the purpose of initiating a "call",
to the new youth organization and planning for a founding con-
vention to be held in June, 1964.

A second source has advised that the founding convention

for the new youth organization was held from June l9-21, 1964,
at 150 Golden �ats» A1.rs=rmn_ Ran I�-|-an:-i1:r92n, f�_a&#39;I-ifnrnia. at which-v _-- w---� q-� av --v-Q--w, -;�u Q----.--1-.-�pup, -7-----w-----3 --- v---_--

time the name W.E.B. DuBois Clubs of America  DEA! was adopted.

Approximately 500 delegates from throughout the United States
attended this convention. The aims of this organization, as set
forth in the preamble to the constitution, are,"1t is our belief
that this nation can best solve its problems in an atmosphere of
peaceful coexistence, complete disarmament and true freedom for
all peoples of&#39;the world, and that these solutions will be
reached mainly through the united efforts of all democratic
elements in our country,-composed essentially of the working
people allied in the unity of Negroes and other minorities with
whites. We further fully recognize that the greatest threat to
American democracy comes from the racist and right wing forces
in coalition with the most reactionary sections of the economic
power structure, using the tool of antieCommnnism to divide and
destroy the unified struggle of the working people. As young
people in the forces struggling for democracy, we shall actively
strive to defeat these reactionary and neo-fascist elements and
to achieve complete freedom and democracy for all Americans,
thus enabling each individual to freely choose and build the
society he would wish to live in. Through these struggles we
feel the American people will realize the viability of the
socialist alternative."

7
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The constitution iorther states that this new

organization shall be a rnerr.&#39;:~e-rship organization open to
individuals, or if five or more people so desire. a chapter
can be formed which shall in turn be guided by the pO1i¢ieS
and principles of the parent organization.

_ As of October, 1965, the headquarters of the DC; was
located at 954 McA11ister Street, San Francisco, California.

aver the Labor Bay weekend, 1965, the QQA held e
- conference in Chicago, Illinois.
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1312.5. D1� B1�-IS CLUBS
or CHICAGO  Q32! &#39;

i
0

On Hay 3, 1965, a source advised that on June 30,
1964, a group of young people who attended the founding

-convention of the W.£.B. DuBois Clubs oi America  DEA!, met
in Chicago and adopted a statement of purpose and constitu-
tion iorming the DCC as an affiliate of the national DCA.

This source further advised that at a meeting of
the Chicago Area of the Midwest Region of the DCA held April
3, 1965, the boundary of the Chicago Area was established to
include all of Illinois north oi Springfield, Illinois, and
all oi Indiana. At this meeting, TED PEARSON, Chairman of
the Touth Club of the Communist Party of Illinois, was
elected Area Coordinator.

A second source advised on November 26, 1965, that
as of November, 1965, TED PEARSON continues to be the Chicago
Area Coordinator of the DCA and the official headquarters is
located at the PEARSON apartment, 1808 Forth Cleveland Avenue
Chicago, Illinois.

&#39;6 The second source advised that there is currently
only one club operating in the Chicago Area and that is on
the west side. This club operates a Freedom Center at 2829
West Lake Street, which is open seven days a week to the
teenagers on the west aide.

APPENDI X
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Q furnished Q, a brochure cap- i
tioned "Our Role In A Revolutionary World -- Focus" South-
east Asia," issued by the American Friends Service Commit-
tee  AFSC!, Middle Atlantic Region, 1500 Race Street, Phila-
delphia, Pa., which described an AFSC World Affairs Insti-
tute to be held June 18-25, 1956, at Pocono Crest, Pocono
Pines, Pa., 20 miles west of Stroudsburg, Pa., in the
Pocono Mountains. __

This institute will deal with how Americans can

respond to violence in Vietnam, turmoil in Indonesia, mili-
tary leadership in Burma, and experiments with democracy in
the Philippines.

1 d Speakers and faculty at the institute will in-
c u e: _

_ WILLIA;$BAG�ELL i
_______-�--__

Quaker United Nationslrrogram
�Z 92  &#39; tr, /- ,
�i STEPHEN G ABX_. -_;_ � - -~,,--*-~e>»r_-  -
� Associate Executive Secretary, American Friends

� �/{ Service Comittee; member of AFSC mission"to*Bouth&#39;V1etnam,
1955

f Josrsfdévssron _: &#39;

Ambassador of the United States to Eurma, 1961 - 1963.
I Executive Director, Overseas Educational Service;

E
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Ambassador of the P_hi1ippines,__to_�_the United Nations;
former Foreign Minister of_&#39;Ehe Philippines; Philippine repre-
Sezifzegive in efforts to mediate Indonesia-Malaysia dispute,
1954&#39; 5e

RUSSEIL-92CO§D$SON

or of Quaker conferences for diplomats and
Bvu�ents in §_9l1Il1_A1i1.&. 1961-65 »

7 VU vsg 1-"Z-LAI _

.r.-1-

. »

I

,-

._/_/-1" &#39; &#39;

j� i 7 A_1_¬§,aB�a.1Io&#39;_f.ToI_.Yietnam__to _1:h_e___p__z_1�;;t_ed _.§E_te_§_
� , , N . - ..

I I,_ /-�o=.r<:.r:&;l:�{11I"&#39;1».&#39;£rY L7/-wt __,__--_-,_- r or /~»  .4
Quaker in Residence, Friends World Institute lec-/T if turer and consultant in peace educatJ.Qn_IIOIL..1?he_.Ame.r-1-B-5-n_FrJ.endB

Service Comm.itt&#39;ee-  * &#39;

ncmum éwznson
Asia, 1963-65

&#39; },/  Qualcer International Affairs Representative, East
_ 92 1 f.

Rree 1 e f gn c espondent, hi_s_921orld travels
include visits to the Peoples Republic of �hina and more recent-
ly to IniQ:&m and  - _,

G  invitedl _ .

President, The Asia Society, Ambassador or the United
States to §&#39;_hn;j,lsad, 1961-61¢.

There will also ire a youth program, a children&#39;s_pro-
gram, and s. program for special interest groups. __ .
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The "Guide to subversive Organizations end Publications", revised
and published as of Decezber 1, 1961, by the Committee on Un-A:nerice.&#39;f£ctivi.-
ties, U. S. House of Representatives, docuents the Emergency Civil Liberties
Committee as follows: . "

"To defend the ceses of Cominist 1.;-..&#39;bres1.cers, fronts have been
devised making special appeals in behalf of civil liberties and reaching out
far beyond the cor.f5_nes of the Co.-znunist Party itself. Among these organiza-
tions are the * * �P Emergency Civil Liberties Committee. When the Communist
Party itself is under fire, these fronts offer a bulwark of protection.�

[Internal Security Subconmiittee of the Senate
Judiciary Committee, Handbook for Americans,
s. Doc. 117, April 23, 1956, p. 91!

A source advised December &#39;21, 195&#39;? and January 6, 1958 that IJEDRARJJ
BUJDDI, constitutional lawyer and legal counsel for Energency Civil Liberties
Committee, made a speech December Z!, 1957, accepting the Philadelphia Associates
as a group to work with the national organisation. -This occurred at a Bill of
Rights Day celebration sponsored by the Philadelphia Associates, �e:-gency Civil
Liberties Committee, at the Adelphia Hotel, Philadelphia.

A second source advised on Hay 23, 1962 that the Philadelphia
Ass-ocistes have not been active in the past turo years, have no current active
membership and do not maintain a headquarters in Philadelphia.

|-
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The "New York Times," August 2h, 1963, Page 1, carried an article
entitled, "An all-Negro party for &#39;61. is fomede� The article related that a.
national all-��egro political party was being organized. T�. �nooed to run its own
slate in the Congressional and lozal elections in 1961� A tentative national
committee had opened offices at 81 East 125th Street, New York City.

A leaflet entitled �A Call For A �F�reedo&#39;r. Now Party" was publicly
circulated in the surrmver of 1963 and called for the formation of a Freedom Now
Party "with an all-�Black slate and a plat for: for liberation."

_ �This document contains neither reo0:n_"!1end!!�uns nor
conclusions of the FBI. I: is ll-9 �P!&#39;="l"i&#39;Y1!-&#39; 01 f-be
FBI lnd is loaned to your sg-.::;&#39;y it and its eontcntl
ire not to be dist:-ilnted Olltiidc your agency.� &#39;
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. UNI&#39;g�D STATES DEPARTMENT OF JQTICE£2 -

: ..-. Qsag
�£1132?

v____,a� FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION-
In Reply, Please Refer to w i I
�*h� Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

u
I�

July 21, 1965
i

DEMONSTRATIONS PROTBSTING U..S.

INTERVENTION IN VIETNAM

_ On July lh, 1965, - &#39;"" �

Friends Service Committee   &#39; &#39;

Federal Building, Ninth and

P , from B 10 p m to 9 H5
pated The demonstrators w
tion in the war in Vietnam There were no arrests and no

incidents

» advised that the American
AFSC! picketed in front of the

&#39; &#39; &#39; Market Streets, Philadelphia,

a. : . . : p.m. Twelve pickets partici-
_ : _ _ ere protesting U. S. interven-

advise at :00 p.m. that»
there were ll pic ets from the "Friends" organization at
Ninth and Market Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., protesting U.S.
action in Vietnam.

At I-1:15   l7i l965|advised that the pickets
had dispersed, and there were no incidents or arrests.

4 _ _ -- ~ _ ,_ I -I-¢....-_._ -

"" �&#39; ���T��*&#39;5F�**���f &#39;"s advised at 7:30 p.m., July 7,
1965, that the eader o the above demonstration was one
MICHAEL YARROW, Youth Program Officer of the Friends Peace
Committee  FPCJ. He said approximately 150 spectators, who
apparently did not like demonstration, gathered; however,
there were no incidents. He said the picketing lasted from
approximately 2:00 p.m. to k:20 p.m.

A source, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, on November 13, 1963, furnished a
leaflet captioned "What We&#39;ve Been Up to," issued

_,,_92 1
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DEMONSTRATIONS PROTESTING u. s.

gstssvzsjrcs TN §l§T§§H i

by the Friends Peace Committee, 1520 Race Street,
Philadelphia 2, Pa., and this leaflet stated in
part as follows:

"MICHAEL YARROW is a new youth worker for the Peace
Committee. MIKE is a 1963 graduate in Sociology of
Antioch College who spent a year studying in
Wilhelmshaven, West Germany, and a summer in an Bast
German work camp. Pending draft board approval, he
will be with the Friends Peace Committee the next

two years. Says MIKE: �I would like particularly
to work with Quaker youth groups interested in put-
ting their beliefs into action...�"

The September 15, 196%, issue of �Friends Journal,"
Philadelphia, Pa., pages H23-H25, has an article
captioned "A Quaker Visits Mississippi" by MICHAEL
N. YARROW, in which he reports on the six weeks he

. spent as a voter registration worker in Ruleville,
Hiss., with the Council of Federated Organizations
Summer Project. The footnote description about the
author states "MICHAEL N. YARROW, a conscientious
objector to military service, is currently doing
his alternative service as a youth worker for the
Friends Peace Committee of the Philadelphia area
meeting...f

previously advised in �February 1965
that MICHAEL YARROW, JR., a representative of the Student
Peace Union, conducted a demonstration to end the draft and
to protest U. S. action in Vietnam at the draft board at 128
North Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.
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-_ .-.-. � _. - � _ ~.» - _ .-.. &#39;,___. ~---.v .-- . _ . . . - -. _,..- ,

..; --r. -- l;.i&#39;.  z.--:. forced to take. I�- :::f:."_o, me--.--1;, I -- ._� ---.&#39;.;.
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".&#39;_"&#39;.&#39;.i..&#39;*.:z;ix-1;.� to E-5:11 Crztiz an-3 in ..>u .- ...,.-at £01101: 1-.*:$.s course ever. t.&#39;no;:vr.

&#39;  ~" -"- rezo�rize "z.§:a�" in-:: gri~v.:r-r I92 �,0 0 -.-

IT.-�ill �oasis 1:1 5&#39; :;&#39;.-1;.  as.r;.- z; -1-

_ - �:.i 11�-;;&#39; :"c.&#39; ;;.&#39;2-1 :..= �L;.&#39;-.2--�.5. �:-&#39;.. -
... , o 1,: nu. »o.:�...,_a ::o 1;�_&#39;}.|.&#39;i{ 1-:; :.�- -.-no

�*� ***"�*""&#39;.:=e=-5: :~~"&#39;-&#39;~&#39;-.=.~= � 1::-é =.t:&#39;:; {~~"-&#39;.�.=&#39;-=-in

&#39;$& 1:

c ;irr.&#39; 5 .&#39; -
j" . -� &#39;- 1 . _,

-= -.-.-hi &#39;- 3&#39;52.-. �n.-we: s;;.:.-&#39;-.nrt- Pan Costis �h:.�?c~ .2
:~.:.1£- .-:r.s�~�.s- re?-r:.~.-;-.=;;.:.-; from our re.-sponstiw
 . 1&#39; @

. 1�-

. . -:1

- atf 2 r

. 1-.r2.1.1:T.c:g to o-.:;:i now-violeno 1:2:
 apps.-zixzg the a_.g.~:+a:ivo polio"
  you are pr-s._-5 .1:-ed to jo
-err-.&#39;:::.;.r-tz:__:: oh this matter.�

a;;:.�t-:2 _ .3

- |-_ -�A ,,_-

�: 4.}-I -&#39;92 "T. -_-:. BL .. 1. :=...._.L-_.;;1e. if: 1:";  :.&#39;§-  . 7
E5-.&#39;-+,_ I� .

.:&#39;.&#39; � A- , , - - �
.�:.- -- 1;  -St-.1 5-erbercay, Storn-an .i&#39;Or.&#39;;¬.~.=; ::=.ta=s»;: I-.m:a:&#39;.1. In the face of possible invaa

56?? apaalss. L:-dies and gentleman,
,�---���-- -¢. ..-__  .5 _._1.;=,-;_:.- o. - -.&#39;._&#39;. J1: =�.z:-4-16;-~.. ¢-c:.-.,.:.-.:..1_-. 1.--: -&#39;. t

_ .
» 1?.-.: F;-*c-=�-_d:=:;.- r.� i-&#39;2&#39;. �J.:&#39;l::-.i �:-�-;&#39;

7- _92 &#39; j .

&#39;1-&#39;r1.}.o:= ¢i+,:i.aor:s - :1�-�:2-.2�-r 1:-2a.�_=:

__ ._ -.__-&#39;-92- .._ _. - . - . - __._ ...._.-. _.

�*�>?&#39;?&#39;§" "- - �rm-:1--&#39;2-.-I-.»e-. I call upon you to be �etro:1g&#39; ii"-
- ~ &#39;_=&#39;n:r&#39; :*e9ist2.1ce. Es  .~�.92:.~ I ." all":-.e-2::-1» to 05:� way of life. Do not aub-
- -._____ _92__  to Una irnaier, _ :--=s:- 3-":>-,.

give way to anger and hatred. - -

_ 1 S::r=..= a:o:;__ "_&#39; _ -_;1c ::�_1.T&#39;~. 5:12, &#39;-.::t . .
=&#39;- y _ All of 1;: -..~ ;_"..~;5;;e92i to cli-&#39;; 1".-.-t-5»:-r &#39; " -1

"-"***-&#39;*&#39; bar in �this hour shat is of. 1-&#39;=+,s.&#39;;-:7-:. 3&#39;.�-.»&#39;

�.21: hc;-.-&#39; to face c;-.=:

to ca-:>;~sr:.~&#39;;s=. &#39;.:.&#39;. me:-,7. ILe....-&#39;"=~m--_
____ nation, its way of life, and t>u:r&#39; &#39;
&#39;. - - &#39; Stosian brothers. R-aw;::.�i>e:-, 1; V.- he &#39;:-arr.-s of Hawaii 2-:11: are dying rather ;

with courage .

1-.&#39;*___�_. .o o__o:.t.&#39;:>n.anbn$.t._ - _  . .

-3--7:  �--~ ---J�-�� Y&#39;- &#39; ,- - - � �-�-~&#39;-&#39;~&#39; &#39;
� :.

--&#39;;_.:_;_: . Am non: to 1&#39;:-; across tho 1:12.�:-ea� 1-52.0 cell youraslwes our -.zn:~;:.-.=s, _9h&#39;.,"¢,&#39; I repszx
&#39;  -1&#39;-e�-"7�§?&#39;  we remain res.-�if! an aim-rays to éiscurs with you our co-...-mar: problL�11:a,&#39; "1:-o
&#39; - - 1 .1} help sol-re our 1&#39;-O.�mOn diff:&#39;.c:J�.&#39;:£e:;. 1&#39;:-:= will 1�ir-:5 no missile: baaedoalog our

"�"�cc: :?*:.r.," r92o1z-1* planar: or sh?-r: �F0 1:--_l<-:~&#39;.z* 92:�B3lp0I?.B or bombs. Our vollmtary
" 1 .f1*" A 5:r&#39;-_e&#39;.�o1?.1ty to resist witla vim.-.-zra is om-~ pledge of good faith. But if 3&#39;02!

__ j_f _pc.rs:u�&#39;t in  attack, we 2:5 11*: not EL;-i3:J:;.-glc Rem-gmber the word: oi� Napoleon,
_- _ V� � &#39;,t1~.e_; greatest .0! soldiers: 1;. -r_&#39;.i1�i�t ;1_.-.11 z-lmys conqueroci the s&#39;:.~ord._]
:" ,__-�,t:;.::1:�;;>:;:;  1"" _&#39; ~ &#39; &#39; *

_  Yq-L§_hwro �gust beafd  voliw -&#39;-1� the -_--_-:;.i.¢.&#39;--;n&#39;b: Bare is a late nee�: bulletin
§_&#39;;:;;_~,-i__-�__ 13; fr:-:11 da§&#39;hi.r.-gf-as ;_.i-.-.-_.o_?.::1: rt�-.-;_� .=-sum-=_. :.:..@.&#39;1::..u:.-&#39;= t-o:_15.ght issaod last
 T_4ms&#39;a~w:.".i:~»;.¢. 4.; -.-L. =.-...:-.~;....@~.» :1;-at :41  no: bamg hold by speotsman an-.~
 -..-.<-to be -tar;-7;: "an;-o ;::r:.; ;~;»1.1rs depar -. -znz�.-:~ izmc-=di.=92to1.y. Sccond, all :i.1�r&#39;w:::i.o:1�
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